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ABSTRACT

The main focus of my dissertation is on the conformational motion of DNA,
studied by applying tools from the computational chemistry field. In addition, studies of
relative α- and 310 helical stabilities in peptides/mini-proteins, and a molecular flooding
study of the retinoid X-receptor as part of a continuing drug design effort are presented.
In molecular biology, it has been well known that sequence determines structure, and
structure controls function. For proteins or DNA to work properly, the correct
configuration is required. Mutations may alter the structure, which can cause
malfunction. Non-mutational effects, such as a change in environment may also cause a
configurational change and in turn change the functionality of the protein or DNA. Many
experimental technics have been developed to investigate the structural or
configurational aspects of biological systems, and molecular dynamics simulation has
been proven to be a useful complementary tool to gain insights into this problem due to
its ability to explore the dynamics and energetics of biomolecular processes at high
spatial and time resolution. Molecular dynamics simulations are constrained by the
available computational power, but several computational techniques have been
developed to reduce computational costs. Also, development of hardware has helped
the issue.

x

Years of hard work on force field parameter optimization built a solid foundation
for molecular dynamics simulations, so that the computational model can satisfactory
describe many biochemical systems in detail. Techniques such as umbrella sampling
and reweighting methods have allowed researchers to construct free energy landscapes
to reveal the relative stabilities of each major configurational state and the free energy
barriers between configurations from relatively short simulations, a process which would
otherwise require many microseconds of unbiased simulations.
My dissertation applies multiple advanced simulation techniques to investigate
several DNA conformational problems, including the coupling between DNA bending
and base flipping, the anisotropy of DNA bending, and intercalation of the dye in a Cy3
labeled DNA system. The main part of this work addressed a long standing question
about DNA bending: does DNA prefer to bend toward the major or minor groove. My
simulations not only answered this question, but also identified the mechanism by which
the one direction is favored. Another part describes peptide/mini-protein helical
transitions and studies benefiting ligand design for the retinoid X-receptor.

xi

1.

CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Configuration and Dynamics in Biological System
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is a computational experiment that

simulates the physical system of interest by evaluating the physical movement of the
constituent atoms and molecules. The movement of atoms are solved by numerically
solving Newton’s equation and stored as a trajectory, from which the macro scale
physical properties of the system can be calculated by statistical mechanics. In the early
1950s, the first basic simulations were performed on simple systems, but due to the lack
of computational power, the effort was only focused on small systems.1,2 Benefiting from
the quick growth of computational power and the latest developments in parallel
computational methods, MD can now be applied to larger scale problems such as
surface dynamic, glass dynamics, etc.
Starting in the 1940s, new experimental methods such as X-ray diffraction and
NMR were introduced to aid molecular biology research, which allowed researchers to
investigate the internal structure of biological molecules. From the structural information
acquired by experimentalist, MD has been employed to understand, predict and
simulate the structural and dynamical properties of proteins and DNA. The dawn of this
era was the use of MD to investigate the conformational dynamics of a protein in
1

vacuum by McCammon and co-workers in 1977.3 Since then, 40 years of effort has
been made to expand the field. Now, with the latest developments in computational
algorithms and computer technology, MD has become a standard tool in life science
research.
DNA is a key component of life. DNA is a long chain of poly-nucleotides, and it is
a stiff molecule due to its phosphate backbone.4,5 However, DNA often needs to be bent,
kinked or otherwise deformed to carry out its biological function. There are many
experimental techniques which allow measurement of the flexibility of DNA on the long
length scale, including circularization experiments, atomic force microscopy, optical
tweezers and permeation in nanopores.6-9 But unfortunately, these methods can’t offer
an insight into DNA flexibility at the short or even atomistic level. X-ray may offer some
atomistic description of DNA flexibility indirectly, but due to the limited number of
experimental data (currently there are about 1360 DNA structures and 1950 DNAprotein complexes in the Protein Data Bank), and the requirement of assuming
normality in their distributions, interpreting X-ray data requires extra caution.10,11 On the
other hand, MD can readily provide atomistic detailed dynamics of DNA, this make MD
a very popular source for data on DNA's structural dynamics and flexibility.

1.2

The Basic of Molecular Dynamics Simulation
In MD, the movement of electrons are ignored, and the total energy of the whole

system is considered a function of all nuclear coordinates. Each atom is treated as a
sphere which is connected to other atoms by bonded interactions (for covalent bonds)
or non-bonded interactions (van der Waals and electrostatic interactions). With proper
2

parameters and computational power, satisfied results can be acquired by MD within
short time, this advantage make MD a popular tool in drug discovery research and biomolecule research.
1.2.1 Force Field and Potential Calculation
The core for molecular dynamics simulations is the force field, which is a
parameterized potential function describing the interactions. Most of the force fields for
biomolecular systems are two-body additive, which means that the total potential energy
is the sum of interaction energies between every two-atom pair.12 The potential energy
function normally contains terms such as bond, angle, dihedral angle and improper
angle energies, which describe the interactions between covalently bonded atoms, and
terms which describe long-range van der Waals and electrostatic interactions. Thus, the
total potential energy E(R) of a system is the sum of covalent bond potential energy
E(R)bonded and potential energy of non-bond interaction E(R)non-bonded:

E ( R) = E ( R)bonded + E ( R) non −bonded .

1.1

There are a few popular force field sets which are regularly used for molecular
biological systems, including the CHARMM,13 AMBER,14 GROMOS96,15 and OPLS-AA
force fields,16 as well as some others.17,18 Most of these popular force fields have bond
(between two neighbor atoms), angle (among three continuous atoms) and dihedral
angle terms (for four continuous atoms) for the bonded interactions, and van der Waals
effect and electrostatic effect in the non-bonded interaction part, which only counts for
atoms that are 5 or more bonds away from each other. The general potential energy
term is written as:

3

E ( R) =

∑K

bonds

b

(b − b0 ) 2 +

∑ Kθ (θ − θ

angles

⎡⎛ R
+ ∑ ε ij ⎢⎜ ij
⎢⎜⎝ rij
nonbond
⎣

0

)2 +

∑

K x (1 + cos(n χ − δ )) 2 + L

dihedrals

12
6
⎞ ⎛ Rij ⎞ ⎤
qi q j
.
⎟⎟ − ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ ⎥ + ∑
r
4
πε
r
⎥
ij
0
ij
⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎦

1.2

There are some differences between these popular force fields, for example, the
CHARMM force field has an Urey-Bradley term and a CMAP term,19 to improve
vibrational spectra fitting and protein backbone secondary structure, respectively. These
terms are not part of the other force fields. CHARMM also has an improper angle term
to strengthen the control of out of plane bending.13,20,21 Other differences between force
fields include different parameter optimization philosophies. The parameters can be
optimized by reproducing target data derived from quantum mechanical (QM)
calculations normally at the MP2/6-31G* or B3LYP/6-31G* level. Another way is to fit
toward experimental liquid or solid state properties. Different force field may have
preferences in choosing target data from quantum calculations or experimental data.
Even though there are differences in these force fields, we could say that these force
fields by themselves are converging in their own philosophy. However, most of the force
field sets are transferable to another simulation package, for example, AMBER force
field may be applied in CHARMM software simulation by adding certain keyword in
compiling, and the GROMACS simulation package can use the OPLS-AA force field.
But transferring terms or parameters across different force field sets is not acceptable,
for examples, combining atomic charges from the AMBER force field with torsion angle
parameters from the CHARMM force field will generate physically unreasonable results.

4

1.2.2 Calculating Force and Integrating the Equation of Motions
Once the initial coordinates are acquired from experimental measurements or
modeling, and the potential between atoms is setup by the force field, the next step is to
calculate forces on each atom. Calculating forces is the most time consuming step in
MD simulations. If we only consider the interaction of the ith atom with other atoms in the
nearest image and no cutoff, then with N atoms in the system, N*(N-1)/2 interactions
have to be calculated, which means the force calculations of an N-atom system scales
N2. Even though the scale will be heavily reduced by applying cutoffs to eliminate long
range interactions, by ignoring interactions between atoms that are too far away from
each other, the large number of remaining interactions still makes the force calculation a
very computationally expensive part of the MD simulation. With the development of
simulation algorithms, we now have certain accelerated methods to split the short range
and long range force calculation, so that the calculation is proportional to N, instead of
N2, which make MD simulation less costing.22
According to classic mechanics, the force on the ith atom equals the gradient of
the potential energy (U) on the atom:
⎛ ∂
∂
∂ ⎞ .
Fi = −∇iU = − ⎜ i
+j
+k
⎟U
∂yi
∂zi ⎠
⎝ ∂xi

1.3

The acceleration (a) of the ith atom follows from Newton’s equation:
ai =

Fi
.
mi

1.4

Integration over time gives the coordinate and velocity at new time:

vi (t + δ t ) = vi (t ) + aiδ t ,

1.5
5

1
ri (t + δ t ) = ri (t ) + vi (t )δ t + aiδ t 2 .
2

1.6

The general procedure of MD simulations is: first, calculate the potential energy
of the system as a function of the atomic coordinates; second, calculate the forces and
accelerations; then, let t=t+δt and calculate the new coordinate and new velocity. After
this cycle is repeated for millions of times or more, the time series of the coordinates
and velocities are stored as trajectories, from which the properties of system can be
calculated.
There are several practical methods to calculate the forces and velocities from
Newton’s equations. The simplest one is called Verlet.23 In the Verlet method, the
coordinate at time t+δt is obtained from a Taylor expansion:
r (t + δ t ) = r (t ) +

d
1 d2
r (t )δ t +
r (t )(δ t ) 2 +L .
dt
2! dt 2

1.7

Similarly, the coordinate at time t– δt is expanded as:
r (t − δ t ) = r (t ) −

d
1 d2
r (t )δ t +
r (t )(δ t ) 2 +L .
dt
2! dt 2

1.8

Summing the two equations gives:
r (t + δ t ) = −r (t − δ t ) + 2r (t ) +

d2
r (t )(δ t ) 2 .
dt 2

1.9

2
Since d 2 r (t ) = a(t ) , the coordinate at time t+δt can be estimate from coordinates
dt

at time t and t-δt, so the velocity at time t can be calculated:

v(t ) =

dr
1
=
[r (t + δ t ) − r (t − δ t )] .
dt 2δ t

1.10

6

The drawback of Verlet method is that error maybe big if δt is small, since there
is a 1/ δt term in the equation. To fix this disadvantage, another method called LeapFrog method was developed.24 In this method the coordinates and velocities are
calculated as:

1
1
v(t + δ t ) = v(t − δ t ) + a (t )δ t ,
2
2

1.11

1
r (t + δ t ) = r (t ) + v(t + δ t )δ t ,
2

1.12

1
1
1
v(t ) = [v(t + δ t ) + v(t − δ t )] .
2
2
2

1.13

1
Only two variables ( v (t − δ t ) and r (t ) ), are stored in the Leap-Frog method,
2
which reduces memory cost. Since the accuracy and efficiency are high, Leap-Frog is
popular in modern simulations. But the coordinates and velocities are calculated at
different time steps in the Leap-Frog method. To improve this, the Velocity-Verlet
method was developed,25 which allows calculation of the coordinates and velocities at
the same time:

1
r (t + δ t ) = x(t ) + v(t )δ t + a (t )δ t 2 +L ,
2

1.14

1
v(t + δ t ) = v(t ) + [a (t ) + a(t + δ t )]δ t +L .
2

1.15

There are several considerations when choosing integrators: the accuracy,
computational cost, and time reversibility. Also, the area conservation property of
integrator is important.22

7

When calculating the potential energy, the calculation of the long-range
interactions requires a lot of resources. To reduce the computational load, the particle
mesh Ewald method (PME) was introduced.26 The idea of PME is to separate the sum
of long-range interactions into two parts: one part is the direct sum over the shortranged potential in real space, which converges very quickly; the other part is a sum in
Fourier space of the long-range potential, which converges quickly in Fourier space.
Due to the periodic conditions required for Fourier transformations, applying PME
requires periodic symmetry. A common way to handle this is to apply periodic boundary
conditions (PBC). PBC are a set of conditions that models infinitely large systems from
smaller parts, the unit cell. In MD, the original simulation box is the central unit cell, all
the other cells are called images. When a particle leaves the original simulation box
from one side, it runs into its neighbor image, which is equivalent to re-appear on the
other side of the original cell with same velocity. PBC not only offers a ready solution to
the periodic requirement of PME, but also it is useful to MD in the sense that it offers a
way to represent an infinite system.
1.2.3 Ensembles
MD simulations are normally carried out for equilibrium systems, in an ensemble
that best represents the problem at hand. The NVE ensemble is an isolated system, in
which the number of atoms, total volume and energy are conserved. The NVT
ensemble keeps temperature conserved, as well as the number of atoms and total
volume. The temperature is normally regulated by linkage to a heat bath, such as in the
Anderson thermostat27 or in the Nosé-Hoover method28,29. In the NPT ensemble the
number of atoms, pressure and temperature are conserved. The regulation of pressure
8

is more complex, and normally done by the Berendsen method30, Anderson27 or NoséHoover method28,29.

1.3

Force Field Parameter Optimization
Since the force field is at its foundation, the accuracy of MD simulation results

depends on the accuracy and reliability of the force field. Force field parameter
optimization is often necessary, especially for novel ligands or compounds which don’t
have proper force field parameters. Many resources have been put into the force field
parameter optimization effort, although different research teams may adapt different
methods to improve their force field. Three general aspects of force field parameter
improvement include the functional form of the potential; generation of reference data;
and the optimization algorithm.
Here we use the force field parameter optimization procedure of the CHARMM
general force field31 as an example to illustrate the process of optimizing CHARMM
force field parameters. The potential function of the CHARMM general force field has
been introduced in section 1.2.1.
It is worth to mention that depending on the functional form, and optimization
method, certain force field sets maybe more suitable for certain areas of research but
not suitable for other types of research. The CHARMM force field has been well
optimized for biological systems such as proteins and DNA, thus it is a proper force field
to be applied in my research effort. The CHARMM force field and some other
macromolecule force fields are called “additive” force fields, the reason is that the
electrostatics of atoms are not changed due to environmental changes. So the overall
9

electrostatic energy is a simple combination of all electrostatic interaction energies
between atom pairs, which means, electronic polarization is not considered in additive
force field. It is known that there is systematic error in simulating proteins without
considering polarization32. To solve this problem, the CHARMM force field parameters
overestimates the molecule dipole with a margin of 30% in the gas phase, in order to
acquire better agreement to the condensed phase. In other words, agreement in the gas
phase is paid as price for better agreement in the condensed phase simulation.
To prepare accurate parameters for the CHARMM force field, the parameters in
equation 1.2 are optimized toward several target data, including interactions with the
solvent (water molecules), molecular geometries and vibrations, the potential energy as
a function of torsion angle for selected dihedral angles, etc. A general flow chart of the
parameter optimization process is given in figure 1.1.
A general strategy in parameter optimization for any type of force field is to break
large molecules into smaller components, because smaller molecules have more target
data from experiments, and it takes less time and resources to carry out quantum
calculations on small molecules. To optimize the partial charges, reference data is
generated with quantum calculations (normally at the HF/6-31G* level of theory) by
placing a water molecule at different orientations close to the target atom, and
subsequently moving the water away from the target atom in a large number of steps. A
potential energy surface can be constructed for this process. In the same way, a
potential energy surface is generated from MD simulations. The parameters are
considered optimized when the surface from the MD simulations match with that from
QM calculations. There are some constraints in this process: the water configuration is
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always in TIP3 geometry; the charge for H atoms is always 0.09 atomic unit; the
accuracy of charges is limited to 2 decimals; charges are overpolarized due to the
reasons described above. As for internal parameters, such as equilibrium values and
force constants for bond, angle, improper angle and Urey-Bradley terms, the reference
data normally includes geometrical information from either PDB databases or from QM
calculations (normally at the MP2/6-31G* level of theory), and experimental vibrational
spectra33. Proper assignment of normal modes also helps the optimization process34.
Optimized parameters for dihedral angles require potential energy surfaces for the full
range of the dihedral angle of interest (between -180˚ to 180˚), which are generated by
QM calculations. Potential energy surfaces from MD are generated in the same way.
Once the two potential surface match, the parameter is optimized. The parameter
optimization process is an iterative process, which means the overall flow diagram has
to be repeated several times to achieve convergence, because changes in a later step,
for example, a dihedral angle force constant, may cause the already fitted atomic
charge potential surface to shift. To solve this problem, typically two or three cycles
have to be repeated to acquire convergence.
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Figure 1.1. Flow diagram of parameter optimization process.

1.4

Conformational Free Energy Calculations and Reweighting Methods
Biomolecules often adapt different conformations to carry out their function, since

structure determines function. So it is very important to investigate the conformational
transition process to understand biological activities. The calculation of conformational
free energies offers meaningful insights into the conformational transition process and
relative stabilities of configurations. The absolute free energy is difficult to acquire
because it is directly related to the canonical partition function Q(N,V,T), which is not in
the form of a canonical average over phase space. For the same reason, absolute free
energies cannot be measured in experiments. Instead of the absolute free energy, free
12

energy differences can be calculated from MD, formally as a ratio of partition functions
between two states 0 and 1. The formula to get free energy difference is written as:
−U1β

∫e
ΔF = −k T ln(Q / Q ) = −kT ln
∫e
b

1

0

−U0 β

dq
dq

= −kT ln e−βΔU .

1.16

Where Q is partition function, β is 1/kT, and ΔU is potential energy difference.
Furthermore, if we run a simulation to sample all possible configurational space
in phase space qN for system 1, we can readily compute the difference in potential
energy ΔU for every same configuration in system 0, ΔU=U1(qN)-U0(qN). The possibility
of finding system 0 or 1 in an equilibrium configuration qN where the potential energy of
system 1 and 0 differ by ΔU will have the following relationship:

ln p1 (ΔU ) = β (ΔF − ΔU ) + ln p0 (ΔU ) .

1.17

Where p0 and p1 are the possibilities of state 0 and 1.
Although from the equations above it seems possible to calculate free energy
differences from simulations that sample all configurations in state 0 and state 1, in fact,
such calculations are not practical especially when state 0 and state 1 have poor
overlap in configurational space. The reason is that in simulations, the region of
configurational space which contributes most to exp(− βΔU )

0

is normally the same

region where p0 (ΔU ) is very small but exp(− βΔU ) is very large, so this will introduce
large errors in calculating ΔF.
A more reasonable method to accurately ΔF was introduced by Torrie and
Valleau

35

; a method called umbrella sampling. The basic idea of umbrella sampling is

to strengthen the overlap of sampling of state 0 and state 1, by replacing the Boltzmann
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factor with a non-negative weight function π(rN). After applying this weight function, the
possibility of visiting points in configurational space rN is proportional to π(rN), as can be
seen from the following equation:

exp(−βΔU )

0

N

N

)exp[−βΔU1 (r N )] /π (r N )

N

N

)exp[−βΔU0 (r N )] /π (r N )

∫ dr π (r
=
∫ dr π (r

.

1.18

The overlap between state 0 and state 1 in configurational space can be
improved by applying the weight function, which plays the role of bridging two states.
Since umbrella sampling is a method developed to improve sampling of different
regions of configurational space, it normally requires choosing reaction coordinates
which are sufficient to describe the configurational difference. Once the reaction
coordinates are picked, a biasing potential will be applied on it to force the system to
explore configurational space along the reaction coordinates. The biasing potential
usually takes a harmonic form. The reaction coordinates are chosen according to
different systems and the question under research. They could be certain distances
between atoms, angles, or some combinations of geometrical criteria, such as a rootmean-square deviation (RMSD) with a reference system. In practice, multiple umbrellas
are constructed by constraining them along the reaction coordinate so that they have
sufficient overlap with neighboring umbrellas. When there is more than one reaction
coordinate, higher dimension umbrella simulation, for example, 2-Dimensional umbrella
sampling, is possible, and such simulations may offer more insight into the
conformational preferences of the system.
Thus, a chain of simulation windows is constructed along the chosen reaction
coordinates during umbrella sampling, and free energy differences can be calculated for
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every two neighboring umbrellas. However, in most case it’s the free energy surface
over the whole reaction coordinate that draws most interest. In order to calculate the
free energy surface along the entire reaction coordinates, proper reweighting
techniques have to be employed. Two popular reweighting methods are the weighted
histogram analysis method (WHAM)36 and multistate Bennett acceptance ratio method
(MBAR)37.
The weighted histogram analysis method was developed by Ferrenberg and coworkers in 1989. The main idea is that if we want to calculate the unbiased free energy
F from biased simulations, F can be expressed by modifying equation 1.17 as following:

F = −kT ln P '− U '+ C .

1.19

Where F is the unbiased free energy, P’ is biased probability, U’ is the umbrella
potential, and C is undetermined, but depends on U’. C is determined from the WHAM
formulas in the following way:
N sims

∑ n ( x)
i

P( x) =

,

i =1

N sims

∑ N exp([C − U
i

i

bias ,i

1.20

( x )] / kT )

i =1

⎪⎧
⎪⎫
Ci = −kT ln ⎨∑ P( x) exp[−U bias ,i ( x) / kT ]⎬ .
⎩⎪ xbins
⎭⎪

1.21

In these equation, Nsims is the number of simulations, ni(x) is the number of
counts in histogram bin associate with x, Ubias,i and Ci are the biasing potential and the
free energy shift from simulation i, and P(x) is the best estimation of unbiased
probability distribution. In the above equation, both P(x) and Ci are unknown, but they
can be solved by iteration until self-consistency is achieved.
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Another popular method is multistate Bennett acceptance ratio method
(MBAR).37 MBAR is a direct expansion of original BAR method, which was developed
by Charles Bernnet in 1976.38 The BAR method was developed in order to estimate free
energy difference between two system. MBAR is an expansion of BAR because MBAR
can collect data and predict free energy difference among multiple states, but when only
two states are considered, MBAR reduce to BAR. On the other hand, MBAR can be
considered as a binless extension of WHAM39.
To understand MBAR, we start from definition of free energy differences, which
are obtained from:

Δfij = fi − f j = − ln

ci
∫ dxq j ( x) ,
= − ln
cj
∫ dxqi ( x)

1.22

where ci is defined as ci = ∫ dxqi ( x) , and qi is an unnormalized density function, i and j
are the index of two states we want to calculate difference for. The equilibrium average
property A is calculated as:

Ai=

∫ dxA( x)q ( x) .
∫ dxq ( x)
i

1.23

i

Here, qi is unnormalized density function. If a new normalized function q(x) is
defined as:

q( x) = A( x)qi ( x) ,

1.24

then A can be calculated as a ratio of normalized constants, since the following
relationship holds:

ci aij q j = ∫ dxqi ( x)aij ( x)q j ( x) = c j aij qi ,
i
j

1.25
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for all arbitrary function aij, partition function is never zero. If we first sum over index j,
and replace aij q j
K

ci
∑
j =1 N i

i

with Ni−1

Ni

K

n =1

j =1

∑ aij q j ( xin ) =∑

cj
Ni

∑

Ni
n =1 ij

a q j ( xin ) , we have the following equation:

Nj

∑ a q (x
ij i

jn

).

1.26

n =1

By borrowing extended bridge sampling estimator ideas40 from statistics, and
choosing the form of aij as N j c−j 1 /

∑

K
k =1

Nk ck−1qk ( x) , for configurations under the

Boltzmann distribution, the free energy is consequently calculated as:
N

Nj

fi = − ln ∑∑
j =1 n =1

K

exp ⎡⎣ −ui ( x jn ) ⎤⎦

∑ k =1 Nk exp ⎡⎣ fk − uk ( x jn )⎤⎦

,

1.27

which can be solved self-consistently for fi . However, since fi are calculated up to an
additive constant, the value of fi has no physical meaning, and only free energy
differences Δfij = fi − f j are meaningful.

1.5

Introduction to the Content
DNA is the molecule which carries the genetic information, thus important to all of

life. DNA is a stiff molecule due to the phosphate backbone, which has a big impact on
DNA functionality.4,5 DNA has elastic properties, just like a polymer. It’s possible to
extract DNA stiffness information from MD trajectories, by carrying out principal
component analyze on DNA deformation.41,42 Similar analysis can be done over the six
degree of freedom in DNA helical space, shift, slide, rise, tilt, roll, twist, to acquire DNA
base pair deformation energetic profile.43,44 Since these deformation energies offer
insights into DNA stiffness, several groups have developed different parameters to fit
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the stiffness of the DNA base steps.10,43,44 DNA is highly packed and supercoiled in the
cell to fit in a small space, so the ability for DNA to bend plays a key role for DNA
packaging.45 In many regulation mechanisms, proteins will recognize DNA motifs far
away from each other and bring them closer by forcing DNA to bend, which will normally
cause DNA looping.46-48 DNA bending is also important for DNA repair mechanism.
Experimental and theoretical research both confirm that DNA bending reduces the free
energy barrier of the base flipping process.49-51 However, detailed insights into the
coupling between bending and flipping are lacking.
My dissertation starts from investigating a long standing question: DNA has a
wider major groove and a narrower minor groove, and it can bend toward either groove,
but which groove does DNA prefer to bend? This cannot be assessed by experiments,
since the direction of bending cannot be controlled. So far, most insights into the
anisotropy of DNA bending has come from theoretical research, with some models
favoring major groove bending over minor groove bending,52,53 or vice versa.54 In
chapter two, we developed a novel coarse-grained reaction coordinate to describe DNA
bending, which allows biasing in a particular bending direction. Free energy surfaces for
DNA bending toward the major and minor groove are investigated and results show that
most sequences prefer major groove bending while the A-tract has equal preference for
major and minor groove bending. The general preference for major groove bending is
caused by a free energy offset between the two bending direction, and solvation is
believed to play a central role in controlling this preference.
Following up the same topic, another important question is: how will different salt
concentrations affect the anisotropy of DNA bending? To answer this question, four
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different sequences under four different KCl concentrations are simulated in chapter
three. Results show that in agreement with experiments55, DNA becomes more flexible
as the salt concentration increases, but that the anisotropy of bending is not heavily
affected by the salt concentrations.
Chapter four investigating the coupling between DNA bending and base flipping,
which is important for DNA damage repair. DNA base opening and base flipping is a
common event in DNA damage repair process, which has been observed in many X-ray
structures, but the energetics of the base flipping pathway are not easy to measure in
experiments. By employing enhanced sampling simulations, the free energy of the base
flipping process can be constructed to better understanding the nature of this event.56,57
The detailed free energy profiles for the coupling between DNA bending and base
flipping are constructed by applying 2-dimensional umbrella sampling. Results show
that DNA bending induces lower free energy barrier for base flipping, and the coupling
heavily depends on the identity of the neighboring bases. The effects of UV-damaged
site on this coupling is also presented. To verify theoretical predictions, a DNA database
analysis is carried out to lend support to our argument.
Insight into DNA conformational dynamics is acquired by both experimental and
theoretical works. There is a very popular tool in the experimental field called
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), which allows one to measure
distances between dyes that are attached to a molecule. To reduce the uncertainty in
the FRET measurements, a novel linking strategy was proposed by Dr. Levitus at
Arizona State University. However, her experimental results did not give the expected
improvement. To look into the reason for this failure, MD is employed to investigate the
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possible configurations of this novel linking strategy in chapter five. Results show that
instead of the expected extra helical, rigid configuration, there are at least three possible
configurations, including one non-intercalated and two intercalation states. Free energy
profiles of the transition among these three states were also constructed. In the end,
MD results offer a meaningful explanation of the unexpected experimental observations
on this novel linking strategy.
Conformational transitions are critical in many biological processes for both DNA
and proteins. Helical structures are very common in biological systems; for example
DNA is normally a right-handed helix of the A, B or C form, and proteins can also take
several helical configurations, such as the α-helix and 310-helix. To better describe the
relative stability of different helical structures, a novel reaction coordinates system is
developed to calculate the radius and pitch from a fitted idealized helix. Although this
method can be applied to DNA, here we used several small protein and peptide
systems as show case. In chapter six, simulations are carried out on four show case
systems to illustrate this novel method.
Although DNA flexibility is very important for DNA-protein interaction, in our body,
there are many other interaction that are important too, for example, the interaction
between drug and protein receptor. Besides my major research effort on the
conformational dynamics on DNA, another part of my work is done in drug discovery
and protein-ligand interaction optimization. In the three year’s consisting effort to make
better ligands for the retinoid X-receptor (RXR), I mainly focused on investigating the
interactions between ligands and the RXR binding domain, performed quantum
calculations to obtain pKas for potential ligands, and carried out docking calculation for
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potential or optimized ligands. These efforts allowed me to publish several publications
in journals such as Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, Journal of Molecular Modeling,
Pharmacology Research & Perspective and Current Topics in Medicinal Chemistry as
co-first author or co-author. Although these are not my major research focus, I chose
one publication to represent my work in the drug discovery effort. In chapter seven, I will
focus on the interactions between the RXR LBD and ligands. RXR belongs to the
superfamily of nuclear receptors (NRs).58-60 The aim of this chapter is to design ligands
with higher binding affinity to reduce possible side effects of existing drug. A molecular
flooding simulation was carried out to verify the regions within the binding pocket with
higher affinity for polar, hydrophobic and aromatic groups. Results from the molecule
flooding simulations are confirmed by unbiased simulations of known ligands bound to
the binding pocket. The binding patterns recognized from the molecule flooding
simulation and regular simulation hints on how to design ligands with higher affinity.
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CHAPTER TWO

ANISOTROPY OF B-DNA GROOVE BENDING

Note to Reader
This chapter is reprinted and adapted with permission from Ning Ma and Arjan
van der Vaart Journal of American Chemistry Society, see Appendix A.

2.1

Abstract
DNA bending is critical for DNA packaging, recognition, and repair, and occurs

either towards the major or the minor groove. The anisotropy of B-DNA groove bending
was quantified for eight DNA sequences by free energy simulations employing a novel
reaction coordinate. The simulations show that bending towards the major groove is
preferred for non-A-tracts while the A-tract has a high tendency of bending towards the
minor groove. Persistence lengths were generally larger for bending towards the minor
groove, which is thought to originate from differences in groove hydration. While this
difference in stiffness is one of the factors determining the overall preference of bending
direction, the dominant contribution is shown to be a free energy offset between major
and minor groove bending. The data suggests that for the A-tract, this offset is largely
determined by inherent structural properties, while differences in groove hydration play
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a large role for non-A-tracts. By quantifying the energetics of DNA groove bending and
rationalizing the origins of the anisotropy, the calculations provide important new
insights into a key biological process.

2.2

Introduction
While DNA is a stiff molecule, its bending is critical to its biological function.5 To

fit inside the cell, DNA is supercoiled and highly bent by packaging proteins in
prokaryotes, and histones in eukaryotes.45 Bending is also essential for DNA looping, an
important regulation mechanism for gene expression that brings together sites that are
distant in sequence.46-48 DNA bending plays a key role in the thermodynamics of
protein-DNA binding, and has been shown to strongly modulate binding affinities.61-63 It
is also important for DNA repair, where DNA bending reduces the energetic barrier for
base flipping.64 In recent years, DNA bending has received renewed interest, spurred by
the observation that the cyclization of short, 94 base pair DNA strands appeared much
more facile than predicted by the worm-like chain model.65 Since the worm-like chain
model66 well-describes DNA bending at the long length scale (that is, for strands longer
than the DNA persistence length of ~500 Å or ~150 base pairs),5,67 these cyclization
results were surprising, and subsequently followed by a large number of experimental
and theoretical studies. While some of these confirmed the increased flexibility of DNA
at the short length scale,68-76 others saw no anomalous behavior,77-80 and the debate on
the short length scale behavior continues.62,80
Here we consider the anisotropy of B-DNA groove bending. B-DNA is the most
common and physiologically relevant form of DNA, consisting of a right-handed helix
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with a pitch of 10 base pairs and two types of grooves: the major groove with a width of
~22 Å in straight B-DNA, and the minor groove with a width of ~12 Å (Fig. 2.1a).81
Bending can proceed towards either groove, but since the grooves are not equivalent,
the energetics and resultant shape will depend on the direction of bending. While a few
theoretical models incorporated the anisotropy of groove bending,52,82,83 with some
explicitly favoring bending towards the major groove over bending towards the minor
groove,53,84,85 or vice-versa,54 direct experimental evidence for the anisotropy is scant.
Since the direction of bending is hard to control in AFM, magnetic bead, or other pulling
experiments, most experimental information on the anisotropy of DNA bending comes
from inferences based on statistical analyses of DNA and protein-DNA structures. An
early statistical analysis of 11 structures showed preference for minor groove bending
for AG, AT, CG, and CT steps, and major groove bending for AA, GA, GG, TC, TT, and
CC steps.86 A subsequent analysis of 66 B-DNA structures showed a preference for
major groove bending for CG, AA and GG dimer steps, a preference for minor groove
bending for the GC step, and lesser directional preferences for other steps.87 An
analysis of 86 protein-DNA complexes showed that DNA bends were mostly due to roll
angles88 (the rotation of a base pair along the long axis,89 Fig. 2.1b), with most rolling at
pyrimidine-purine steps and towards the major groove, suggesting favorability of
bending towards the major groove.88 Average rolling towards the major groove was
found for all dimer steps in large statistical analysis of protein-DNA structures,90 while
another analysis found a tendency for major groove bending for purine-pyrimidine steps
and minor groove bending for pyrimidine-purine steps in B-DNA duplexes.91 Special
attention has been given to A-tracts, DNA sequences with four to six consecutive
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adenines.92 Intrinsic curvature of A-tracts was first deduced from anomalously slow
electrophoretic mobilities.93,94 A-tracts have a narrowed minor groove,92 and gel
mobility95 and solution state studies96-98 showed a tendency for bending towards the
minor groove.
These structural analyses have been complemented by modeling and simulation
studies. Early empirical energy models showed that DNA bends towards the grooves
rather than the backbone, with a preference for minor groove bending for purinepyrimidine steps, and preferred major groove bending for pyrimidine-purine steps.99 This
tendency was also found in Monte Carlo simulations of DNA hexamers in implicit
solvent.100 Energy minimizations in implicit water using superhelical symmetry restraints
showed a preference for minor groove bending for A4T4CG, while T4A4CG showed a
weak preference for minor bending direction;101 positive rolls were observed at TA and
CG steps and negative roll at AT steps. Energy minimizations in implicit solvent using a
screw axis restraint showed a preference for bending towards the minor groove.102 This
preference was strong for the A-tract and the recognition sequence of human and
bovine papillomaviruses E2 proteins, but for an alternating AT sequence the tendencies
for bending towards the minor and major groove were nearly equal. A molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation of the CGCGA6CG and CGCA6GCG A-tract sequences
showed preferred bending towards the minor groove;103 the structure, curvature, and
solvation of A-tracts has been subject of a number of MD studies.104-114 A systematic
MD study of all tetranucleotide steps of B-DNA in explicit water showed a preference for
positive roll angles for pyrimidine-purine and GG steps, and negative roll for GC, GT,
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AT, and AA steps.115-118 Significant conformational shifts due to next-nearest neighbor
effects were observed, however.117,118
While these studies have provided important but somewhat conflicting
information, the minimization studies were limited by the exclusion of temperature
effects and the implicit representation of the solvent, and the MD studies were limited by
sampling.

Sampling

can

be

significantly

enhanced

by

the

use

of

biasing

techniques,119,120 which allow for the crossing of energy barriers and sampling of high
energy states. Such free energy simulations have been used to study DNA bending
without regard to the direction of bending, in both bare74,75,121,122 and protein-bound
DNA,123-125 while directional bending was studied for the A-tract using a screw axis
restraint.102 The latter study confirmed the preference for minor groove bending, in
agreement with the energy minimization studies using the same restraint,102 but free
energy curves were only reported as a function of the overall bending angle and no
other sequences were studied.
To gain more insights into the anisotropy of DNA bending, we performed free
energy simulation studies of eight DNA dodecamers in explicit water and complemented
this information by a statistical analysis of protein-DNA structures. The simulations used
a new biasing restraint based on the Madbend definition of the bending angle,103 which
allowed for biasing in a specific direction. The anisotropy in bending was quantified by
free energy curves and persistence length analyses, and the origins of the anisotropy
were investigated. Marked differences between the A-tract and other sequences were
revealed, with a high tendency for bending towards the minor groove for A-tracts and
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major groove bending for non-A-tract sequences. Our simulations highlight the
importance of solvation for preferences in the direction of DNA bending.

Figure 2.1 DNA grooves and DNA bending. a) Major and minor grooves of DNA, and
relative orientation of bases with respect to the grooves. b) Rotational step parameters.
c) DNA configurations at (ΘR , ΘT ) = (±60°, ±60°) . In a and c, two side views are shown for
each conformation. Polar atoms at the major groove side of the first and last base are
shown in orange, polar atoms at the minor groove side in dark blue.
2.3

Methods
2.3.1 PDB Analysis
Protein Data Bank structures of all protein-DNA complexes were downloaded,

and structures with nicks, gaps, single strands, flipped bases, modified or damaged
nucleotides were removed. To avoid the occurrence of multiple centers of bending, all
structures were visually inspected, and only structures in which the protein either bound
to the major or to the minor groove were retained, leaving a total of 628 structures
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(Table 2.2 and 2.3 of the Supporting Information). Reference planes for Madbend103
analysis were chosen in the center of bending based on visual inspections of the
structures.
2.3.2 Simulations
While a number of methods to calculate DNA bending angles have been
proposed,88,102,103,114,126-131 we chose the Madbend procedure103 for its robustness132
and ease in distinguishing the direction of bending. According to this procedure DNA
bending angles are calculated from roll (ρ), tilt (τ), and twist (Ω) angles. These angles
describe the relative orientation of base pairs in a DNA dimer step (i.e. two adjacent
base pairs), and are depicted in Fig. 2.1b.89 Non-zero roll and tilt bend DNA,88 but as
dimer steps are naturally twisted, the overall bending angle is affected by twist. The
DNA bending angle is therefore obtained from the tilt and roll angles while adjusting for
twist. Total tilt ( ΘT ) and roll ( Θ R ) are obtained by rotating the tilt and roll angles through
the accumulated twist: ΘT = ∑ (τ j cos γ j + ρ j sin γ j ) and Θ R = ∑ (−τ j sin γ j + ρ j cos γ j ) , where
j
j
the summation is over all dimer steps. γj is the accumulated twist from the reference
step (NC): γ j = − ∑ i=N +1 Ω i for j ≥ N c or γ j = ∑ i=1 Ω i otherwise. NC typically corresponds to
N C −1

j

C

the center of the DNA (also here). When NC is fractional, step j = int(N C ) is split into two
virtual steps, and ρj, τj, and Ωj are fractionally distributed over the virtual steps. The DNA
bending angle follows from ϕ =

ΘT2 + Θ 2R

, where Θ R > 0 indicates bending towards the

major groove, and Θ R < 0 bending towards the minor groove (Fig. 2.1c). More details on
the Madbend procedure can be found in the original paper.103
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Two-dimensional free energy surfaces (F) as a function of Θ R and ΘT

were

obtained from umbrella sampling133 simulations. The original definitions of roll, twist and
tilt angles require root mean square fits with idealized base pairs,89 which would
complicate and slow down the calculation of the biasing forces. Instead, we used our
recently developed method to calculate step parameters from local coordinates.134 This
method bypasses overlays, yields analytical forces, shows good correlations with the
original definitions (correlation coefficients of 0.998, 0.891, and 0.997 for roll, twist, and
tilt, respectively), and is highly efficient. Integration of the two-dimensional free energy
surface at constant values of φ gave the one-dimensional free energy profile for DNA
bending: F (ϕ ) = −kT ln

(∫

Θ2R +ΘT2 =ϕ

)

− F Θ ,Θ /kT
e ( R T ) dΘ R dΘT . By restricting this integration to

positive Θ R values, the free energy profile of DNA bending towards the major groove
was obtained. In a similar way, the free energy profile of DNA bending towards the
minor groove was obtained by limiting the integration over negative Θ R values.
A total of eight double strand DNA (dsDNA) sequences were studied: (1)
CGCGAATTCGCG,

(2)

CGCGCGCGCGCG,

(3)

CCCTGTTCGGCG,

(4)

GATTGCGCAATG,

(5)

GCTATAAAAGGC,

(6)

TATCCGCTTAAG,

(7)

CGTAGATCTACG, and (8) GCGATCGATCGC. Sequence 1 is the Dickerson
dodecamer sequence;135 its center two base pairs are mutated to CG in sequence 2.
Sequences 3 and 4 were chosen from sequence similarity clustering of the PDB
database and correspond to the most common core sequence that binds protein to the
minor groove and bends towards the major groove (sequence 3), or binds the major
groove and bends towards the minor groove (sequence 4), flanked by a CG base pair
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on each terminus. Sequences 5 and 6 correspond to the core DNA in specific examples
of the database, with protein binding to the minor and DNA bending towards the major
groove in the crystal structure of the human TATA binding protein complexed to DNA
(PDB ID 1CDW136) for sequence 5; and binding to the major and bending towards the
minor groove in the crystal structure of the Escherichia coli HipB transcriptional
regulator bound to DNA (PDB ID 4YG1137) for sequence 6. While sequence 5 is bent
towards the major groove in the protein-DNA crystal structure, the sequence is an Atract, which are known to have a high preference for bending towards the minor
groove.92,95-98 Sequences 7 and 8 are known to maintain a stable B conformation.138
While only a small number of sequences could be studied due to computational costs,
the systems were selected to form a fair representation.
Unbent structures were built with X3DNA,139 solvated into rectangle TIP3140
water boxes of 0.15 M KCl, with a solvent layer of 18 Å in each direction. After
minimization, the systems were gradually heated from 120 K to 300 K over 1 ns, and
then equilibrated for 1.2 ns. In these simulations, harmonic restraints with a massweighted force constant of 1 kcal/(mol Å2) were applied to all heavy atoms of the DNA.
The restraints were subsequently reduced to 0.5, 0.25, 0.1, and 0.01 kcal/(mol Å2) in
stages of 0.2 ns each, followed by a short unrestrained equilibration. The equilibrated
structures were taken as starting points for 2D umbrella sampling simulations using the
biasing potential

2
des 2
1
W = 12 k(Θ R − Θ des
R ) + 2 k(Θ T − Θ T ) ,

where Θ R / ΘT indicate the instantaneous

des
values of the total roll and tilt angles, Θ des
the desired values, and k=0.04 kcal/(mol
R / ΘT

deg2). Because of possible fraying, the first and last two base pairs were not included in
the biasing. A total of 289 windows were used per sequence, with Θ R and ΘT each
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des
varying between -80 and 80° in steps of 10°. The first runs started with Θ des
values
R / ΘT

closest to the Θ R / ΘT values at the end of the unrestrained equilibration; neighboring
windows (with Θ des
10° higher or lower, or with ΘTdes 10° higher or lower) were run next,
R
etc. Each umbrella sampling simulation started with a 0.1 ns equilibration, followed by a
0.5 ns production run. The equilibration end point was also used as the initial conditions
for the equilibration of the neighboring windows. Step parameters are only defined with
respect to hydrogen bonded base pairs;89 to ensure hydrogen bonding, a flat bottom
harmonic biasing potential was applied to the distance between the purine N3 and
pyrimidine N1 of the base pairs. The force constant for this potential was 10.0 kcal/(mol
Å2) for distances larger than 3.3 Å, while no force was applied for distances below 3.3
Å. Analysis showed that the flat bottom biasing potential was rarely active and had no
effect on the results.
All simulations were performed with an in-house modified version of the
CHARMM program141 that allowed for umbrella sampling in Θ R and ΘT . A detailed
comparison of the CHARMM-embedded Madbend procedure with X3DNA139 and
Madbend103 postprocessing is presented in the Supporting Information: results show
excellent overall correlation, with a correlation coefficient of 0.973, and an inherent error
of 5°. All simulations used the CHARMM 36 force field,142 which includes the Beglov
and Roux parameters for the ions.143 The leap-frog integrator was used with a time step
of 2 fs, snapshots were saved every 2 ps, SHAKE144 was applied to all covalent bonds
involving hydrogen atoms, the temperature was controlled with the Nosé–Hoover
thermostat,145 and long-range electrostatic interactions were handled by the particle
mesh Ewald method.26 For the Lennard-Jones interactions, a shifted potential cutoff of
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11 Å was used. All free energy surfaces were calculated by the multistate Bennett
acceptance ratio (MBAR) estimator after decorrelation of the trajectories.37 Errors in the
free energies were estimated from the MBAR uncertainty expressions.37
While kinking is an important DNA deformation and can lead to strong localized
bends,5,88 the effect of kinking is excluded from our study since the biasing force is
distributed over all but the terminal two base pairs.
2.3.3 Persistence Lengths
Persistence lengths (A) were calculated from the one-dimensional free energy
profiles of DNA bending by Mazur's procedure.78 According to this method, A relates to
the curvature of the free energy suface in the following way:
and can be obtained from fitting

F(ϕ )

A = −L

as a linear function of

∂ln P
L
∂F
,
=
∂(1− cosϕ ) kT ∂(1− cosϕ )

(1− cosϕ ) .

Here L indicates

the contour length, P the probability distribution of bending angles, k the Boltzmann
factor, and T the temperature. Contour lengths were obtained from the distance
between the centers of mass of the terminal base pairs of the energy minimized DNA
structures. Since DNA was slightly bent at equilibrium in the simulations (see below), fits
were taken for bending angles past the equilibrium bending angle.
2.3.4 Hydration Analysis
Water molecules within 5.5 Å from the major groove edge atoms of the bases
(Fig. 2.1a) and on the major groove side were considered to be in the major groove,
while water molecules within 5.0 Å from the minor groove edge atoms of the bases and
on the minor groove side were considered to be in the minor groove. The terminal
bases were not included for the hydration and residence time analyses. These
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definitions were verified graphically, and shown to work well for small and intermediate
deviations from the equilibrium bending angle. Larger bending angles were not
considered, since these led to significant deviations of the grooves (Fig. 2.1c), which
become harder to define.

2.4

Results
Typical simulation snapshots are shown in Fig. 2.1c for the CGCGCGCGCGCG

sequence; snapshots for the other sequences were similar. At positive Θ R values, DNA
was bent towards the major groove; the major groove was compressed, while the minor
groove was widened. Bending towards the minor groove, accompanied by a
compression of the minor and widening of the major groove, was observed for negative
ΘR

values. Fig. 2.2 shows the two-dimensional free energy surface of DNA bending as

a function of Θ R and ΘT . Error bars are not shown, but were less than 0.4 kcal/mol in all
cases. Contour lines were concentric ovals, with the centers generally offset to Θ R = 10
and ΘT = −10 degrees, and principal axes on diagonals. These results indicate that the
equilibrium structure of most sequences is slightly bent towards the major groove. A
notable exception was the A-tract sequence, for which the free energy basin was
centered near (ΘR , ΘT ) = (0°, −10°) , indicating a higher preference for minor groove bending
than the other sequences.
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Figure 2.2. Free energy surfaces of DNA bending as a function of Θ R and ΘT . Index
and sequence of the various strands as indicated.
Integration of the two-dimensional surfaces led to the one-dimensional free
energy curves of Fig. 2.3. Shown are the free energy cost of bending towards the minor
and major grooves as a function of the overall bending angle (φ), as well as the overall
free energy cost of bending irrespective of the direction of bending. For clarity, error
bars are not shown, but in all cases, errors in the free energy were less than 0.2
kcal/mol at small and intermediate bending angles and less than 0.5 kcal/mol at large
bending angles. As observed in previous studies,74,75 the free energy of DNA bending
was quadratic in bending angle for small and intermediate bending angles but became
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linear at large bending angles (> 50-60°), indicating a significant deviation from behavior
predicted by classical elastic models. In addition, Fig. 2.3 shows several other
interesting general features. The free energy curve for bending towards the major
groove was generally lower than the curve for bending towards the minor groove (by a
few kcal/mol), and consequently the free energy curves for overall bending and bending
towards the major groove largely overlap. This observation indicates that bending
towards the major groove is preferred. An exception was the A-tract, which showed
overlap of the minor and major bending curves (a difference of 0.3 kcal/mol, which is
within thermal energy). This is in agreement with experimental data, which shows that
A-tract sequences easily bend towards the minor groove.92,95-98 Integration of the twodimensional free energy maps (Fig. 2.2) led to a small shift in the location of the minima:
while the minima of the two-dimensional map for non-A-tracts corresponded to an
overall bending angle of ~14°, the minima in the one dimensional map (Fig. 2.3)
corresponded to an overall bending angle of ~20°. The location of the minima indicates
that the strands preferred to be slightly bent, by about 20° for major groove and overall
bending, and by ~15° for non-A-tract minor groove bending. While these bending angles
seem somewhat large, which may partly be due to the way angles are calculated in the
Madbend procedure, and partly be due to the integration, the magnitudes observed in
the simulations are in line with what was observed in the PDB database (see below).
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Figure 2.3. Free energy cost of DNA bending as a function of the overall bending angle
( ϕ = Θ 2R + ΘT2 ). Curves are shown for bending towards the minor and major grooves, as
well as overall bending (i.e. irrespective of the direction). Insets show the difference in
free energy for bending towards the minor and major grooves as a function of the
bending angle ( ΔF(ϕ ) ). This is shown for bending angles ≥ 20° (past the minimum free
minor
major
energy configurations). Shown in grey ΔFeq = Fmin
; the difference between the
− Fmin
minimum free energy for minor groove bending and the minimum free energy for major
groove bending. Index and sequence of the various strands as indicated.

Apart from the shift in the position of the minimum, the curves for major and
minor groove bending were similar in shape. The black curves in the insets of Fig. 2.3
show how the difference in free energy between minor and major groove bending
changes with the overall bending angle; this free energy difference will be denoted by
ΔF(ϕ ) = F minor (ϕ ) − F major (ϕ ) .

For sequences 1 and 6,

ΔF(ϕ )

was nearly constant, and equal to

the difference between the minimum free energy of the minor and the minimum free
energy of the major groove bending curves. This latter free energy difference will be
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denoted by

minor
major
ΔFeq = Fmin
− Fmin
,

and sequences 7 and 8,
sequence 2 and 3,
sequence 4
by

ΔFeq

ΔF(ϕ )

ΔF(ϕ )

and is shown in grey in the insets of Fig. 2.3. For the A-tract
ΔF(ϕ ) ≈ ΔFeq

for most of the bending (up until ~60°). For

increased slowly with φ, but never exceeded

increased slowly to

2.5ΔFeq .

This shows that

ΔF(ϕ )

2ΔFeq ,

while for

is largely dominated

for most of the bending.
To further quantify the differences in bending, persistence lengths were

calculated. By basing these calculations on three free energy curves, persistence
lengths for overall bending as well as bending towards the major and minor groove
could be obtained. These results are tabulated in Table 2.1; the fits are shown in Fig.
2.8 of the Supporting Information. In general, the calculated overall persistence lengths
agreed well with the experimental value of ~500 Å.5 As shown previously,75,146 the
observed increased flexibility at high bending angles for the short length scale did not
imperil agreement with the worm-like chain model for the long length scale, because the
Boltzmann probability of high bending is so small. In further agreement with
experimental data,147-149 sequence 2 was the stiffest with the largest observed
persistence length, and the A-tract had the lowest persistence length. In general, the
persistence length for bending towards the minor groove was larger than the
persistence length for bending towards the major groove, which indicates that bending
through a given ∆φ is least costly towards the major groove. However, the relative
difference in persistence length was small: 12.7% on average, with a maximum of
difference of 25.3%.
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Table 2.1. Calculated persistence lengths for overall bending and bending towards the
major and minor grooves.
Sequence

1

Aoverall (Å)

Amajor (Å)

Aminor (Å)

∆A (%)1

1

CGCGAATTCGCG

538.5

539.5

551.1

2.2

2

CGCGCGCGCGCG

590.6

581.3

625.5

7.6

3

CCCTGTTCGGCG

536.1

533.4

623.7

16.9

4

GATTGCGCAATG

541.7

547.5

659.6

20.5

5

GCTATAAAAGGC

473.1

456.9

533.1

16.7

6

TATCCGCTTAAG

512

511.1

506.1

-1

7

CGTAGATCTACG

478.6

474

594

25.3

8

GCGATCGATCGC

557.3

555.7

627.8

13

∆A = 100 (Aminor - Amajor)/Amajor.

Our calculations suggest that for non-A-tract sequences bending towards the
major groove is more favorable because of two factors: 1) the free energy offset

ΔFeq ,

which signifies that in equilibrium, DNA is slightly bent towards the major groove, and 2)
higher stiffness for bending towards the minor groove than bending towards the major
groove. While both factors contribute, our analysis indicates that for most of the
bending, the free energy offset is the most important factor. The persistence length for
minor groove bending was on average only 12.7% larger than the persistence length for
major groove bending, and ΔF(ϕ ) was dominated by

ΔFeq

for most of the bending. Thus,

our data contributes a larger role to the free energy offset: bending towards the major
groove is preferred, largely because DNA is slightly bent towards the major groove in
equilibrium. The A-tract is different from the other sequences by having a free energy
offset

ΔFeq ≈ 0 ,

with a high tendency to be bent towards the minor groove in equilibrium.
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The preference for major or minor groove bending is due to a combination of
inherent structural properties of the DNA and solvation. Bending towards the major
groove leads to a compression of the major and a widening of the minor groove (Fig.
2.1c). One would therefore expect that major groove bending forces water out of the
major and allows more water to enter the minor groove, and that the opposite occurs
when DNA is bent towards the minor groove. Fig. 2.4 shows that this was indeed
observed in most of the simulations. The figure shows the number of groove waters as
a function of the overall bending angle for bending towards the minor or major grooves.
Since the grooves become hard to define when DNA becomes significantly bent, values
are only shown for bending angles between 10 and 30° (about ±10° from equilibrium).
Within error the major grooves gained water when bending towards the major groove
was decreased or bending towards the minor groove was increased, while major groove
water was lost when bending towards the major groove was increased or bending
towards the minor groove was decreased. The opposite occurred for the water in the
minor groove. While a few anomalies were seen, notably for CGTAGATCTACG
(sequence 7), the hydration numbers generally followed the expected pattern.
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Figure 2.4. Hydration of the major and minor grooves upon bending. The number of
waters in each groove are reported as a function of the overall bending angle, but
separated for major and minor groove bending. Number of water molecules in major
groove shown in red, minor in blue. The thick lines show averages, the vertical lines
show the observed standard deviations. Index and sequence of the various strands as
indicated.

Differences in hydration properties of the minor and major grooves are wellestablished; it is known that minor groove water molecules have higher residence times
and lower mobilities.150-157 Higher minor groove residence times were also observed in
our simulations. Fig. 2.5 shows the average residence times for water molecules in
either groove. These were averaged over all observed residence times in each groove,
from the long residence times (tens to hundreds of ps158-160) of water molecules deep in
the groove, to the short residence times of the waters near the surface of the groove
that frequently enter and leave. The lower residence time of water molecules in the
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major groove (Fig. 2.5) indicates that these waters are easier to displace then water
molecules from the minor groove. This was echoed in the average per-water interaction
energies between DNA and the groove water molecules, which were more favorable for
water in the minor than water in the major groove (Fig. 2.9 of the Supporting
Information).

Figure 2.5. Average residence time of water molecules in the major (red) and minor
(blue) grooves, reported as a function of the overall bending angle, but separated for
major and minor groove bending directions. Index and sequence of the various strands
as indicated.

Since water is more easily exchanged from the major than the minor groove, the
major groove likely also more easily loses water molecules upon bending. Solvation
would therefore favor bending towards the major groove, which releases more easily
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exchangeable major groove water molecules rather than the more confined minor
groove waters. This has two important implications. First, the smaller persistence
lengths for major groove bending are likely due to this solvation effect. This also means
that bending of the A-tract, for which the persistence length is also smaller for major
than for minor groove bending (Table 2.1), is affected by solvation in the same way as
the other sequences; in fact, its larger persistence length in the minor groove direction is
consistent with the presence of a low mobility spine of hydration in the minor groove of
A-tracts.158-160 The second implication is that for the non-A-tract sequences the
preference for major groove bending is likely largely driven by solvation. In contrast, for
the A-tract, the high tendency for minor groove bending is driven by its inherent
structural properties (for example, the preference for negative rolls at the A-tract
junction),92 which affect

ΔFeq .

Solvation plays a role when bending an A-tract away from

equilibrium, leading to slightly less resistance in the major groove direction, but at
equilibrium a high proportion of A-tracts is bent towards the minor groove.
Aspects of our calculations could be verified by performing a statistical analysis
of DNA bending in protein-DNA structures from the Protein Data Bank. Fig. 2.6 shows
the distribution of Madbend bending angles for proteins that bend DNA towards the
minor and major grooves. The figure shows a higher population at large bending angles
for DNAs that bend towards the major groove, which indicates that bending towards the
major groove might indeed be less costly. In agreement with the simulations, the
distributions also showed a preferred bending angle between 10 and 20° for major
groove benders. As observed in the non-A-tract simulations, the preferred bending
angle for minor groove benders is shifted to a lower value than that for major groove
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benders, but the PDB statistics showed a preference between 0 and 10° instead of the
15° found in the simulations. The statistical analyses revealed some other notable
aspects as well. While proteins that bind to the major groove indeed tend to bend DNA
towards the minor groove, and vice-versa,103 a significant number of exceptions were
found, especially for proteins that bind to the major groove. Of the proteins that bind to
the major groove, 63% were seen to bend towards the minor groove and 37% towards
the major groove. For proteins that bind the minor groove, the vast majority (84%) was
observed to bend towards the major groove, while a minority (16%) bent DNA towards
the minor groove.

Figure 2.6. Distribution of DNA bending angles in protein-DNA complexes for proteins
that bend DNA towards the major (red) and minor groove (blue).

2.5

Conclusion
The anisotropy of B-DNA bending towards the major and minor grooves was

quantified by a new free energy simulation approach for eight different sequences. The
simulations showed that non-A-tract sequences preferably bend towards the major
groove, while the A-tract has a high tendency to bend towards the minor groove. An
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overall tendency for major groove bending was also observed in protein data bank
structures of protein-DNA complexes. For non-A-tract sequences bending towards the
major groove is favored because of two factors: a free energy offset

ΔFeq ,

which favors

equilibrium structures that are slightly bent towards the major groove, and a smaller
stiffness for major groove bending. Both factors are highly affected by differences in
groove hydration. The relative ease by which the major groove loses water upon
bending reduces resistance towards major groove bending, and is likely the determining
factor of the smaller persistence length for major groove bending and the origin of the
free energy offset for non-A-tracts. For the A-tract, stiffness towards major groove
bending is also smaller than for minor groove bending, but the free energy offset favors
equilibrium structures that are bent towards the minor groove. This is likely due to
inherent structural properties of the A-tract. Overall, the free energy offset is the
dominant factor in determining towards which groove DNA is more easily bent.
Our studies hint at how proteins might use dehydration to aid DNA bending, and
imply a role for hydration in selecting the bending angle in protein-DNA complexes.125 In
conclusion, this study provides important new insights into the energetics of DNA
bending, which is critical to a large number of life processes.

2.6

Supplementary Material
Accuracy of CHARMM-embedded Madbend Procedure
Fig. 2.7 shows a comparison of bending angles calculated during the umbrella

sampling simulations and from postprocessing. During the simulations, the approximate
twist, roll, and tilt values calculated from the local coordinates82 were used as input for
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the CHARMM-embedded Madbend procedure, while postprocessing with X3DNA87 and
the Madbend program51 used the original definitions for the step parameters with its
overlays to idealized base pairs. Results are shown for the Dickerson dodecamer
sequence; other sequences behaved very similarly. While the overall correlation is
excellent, with a correlation coefficient of 0.973, a spread of ±5° from the mean was
observed across the entire range. At very high bending angles (~80°), a few outliers
emerged. Analysis showed that these outliers were due to highly twisted structures.
Given that of the three step parameters, correlation between the approximate and true
values was lowest for twist, the twist angle was likely also responsible for the observed
5° spread from the mean. A linear best-fit of the data resulted in the line
y = 0.9885x + 1.6191 , suggesting that the CHARMM-embedded procedure generally

slightly overestimates the bending angle. Despite these imperfections, overall, the data
showed that the CHARMM procedure well-reproduced the Madbend bending angle,
with an inherent error of 5°.
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Figure 2.7. Correlation between the bending angle calculated during the umbrella
sampling simulations (CHARMM) and from post-processing of the trajectory using
X3DNA87 and Madbend.51 Results are shown for the CGCGAATTCGCG sequence.
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Figure 2.8. DNA persistence length fits.
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Figure 2.9. Average per-water interaction energy between water molecules in the
major (red) and minor (groove) and DNA, reported as a function of the overall bending
angle, but separated for major and minor groove bending. Index and sequence of the
various strands as indicated. Interaction energy decompositions showed that the more
favorable interaction energy of the minor groove water molecules predominantly stem
from water-base interactions (~75%) as opposed to water-backbone interactions.
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Table 2.2. Protein Data Bank Access codes used for the statistical analysis of major
groove binders.
185D
193D
1A02
1A0A
1A1F
1A1G
1A1H
1A1I
1A1J
1A1K
1A1L
1A3Q
1A66
1AAY
1AM9
1AN2
1AN4
1AU7
1AWC
1B01
1BC7
1BC8
1BDT
1BDV
1BG1
1BL0
1BSS
1BY4
1C0W
1C7U
1CF7
1CGP
1CMA
1CO0
1DDN
1DGC
1DH3
1DRG

1DSZ
1DU0
1DUX
1E3O
1ECR
1F2I
1F44
1F4K
1F5T
1FOS
1G2D
1G2F
1GCC
1GJI
1GLU
1GTW
1GU4
1GU5
1H0M
1H88
1H89
1H8A
1H9D
1HCQ
1HJB
1HLO
1IC8
1IG4
1IMH
1IO4
1IU3
1J3E
1J59
1J9N
1JE8
1JJ4
1JK1
1JK2

1JNM
1JT0
1K61
1K79
1K7A
1KB2
1KB4
1KB6
1KSX
1KSY
1LAT
1LCC
1LCD
1LE5
1LE9
1LEI
1LLM
1LMB
1LQ1
1LRR
1MDY
1MEY
1MHD
1MJ2
1MJM
1MJO
1MJP
1MJQ
1MSE
1NFK
1NKP
1NWQ
1O3Q
1O3R
1O3S
1ODH
1OSL
1OWR

1OZJ
1P47
1P7D
1PAR
1PER
1PYI
1PZU
1Q0T
1QPS
1R0N
1R0O
1R4I
1R4O
1R4R
1R71
1R8D
1RAM
1RCS
1REP
1RPE
1RUN
1RUO
1S9K
1SAX
1SFU
1SKN
1T2K
1TF3
1TN9
1TRO
1TSR
1TUP
1U8R
1UBD
1VKX
1XPX
1XSD
1YNW

1YO5
1YSA
1ZAA
1ZG1
1ZG5
1ZLK
1ZRC
1ZRD
1ZRE
1ZRF
1ZS4
1ZX4
2A07
2AC0
2ADY
2AHI
2AS5
2ATA
2AYB
2AYG
2BNW
2BNZ
2BSQ
2C5R
2C6Y
2C7A
2C9L
2C9N
2CAX
2CGP
2D45
2DA8
2DGC
2DRP
2E1C
2E42
2E43
2EFW

2ERE
2ERG
2FIO
2FLD
2GEQ
2GII
2GIJ
2GLI
2H1O
2H3A
2H3C
2H7H
2H8R
2HAN
2HOF
2HZV
2I13
2I9T
2IEF
2IRF
2ISZ
2IT0
2JP9
2JPA
2JX1
2JXI
2K1N
2K7F
2KAE
2KMK
2KO0
2KY8
2LEX
2MF8
2NNY
2NRA
2NTC
2NTZ

2O49
2O4A
2O61
2OR1
2P5L
2QHB
2QL2
2R1J
2RAM
2RBF
2STT
2STW
2UZK
2V2T
2VS7
2VS8
2VY1
2VY2
2VZ4
2W7N
2WBS
2WBU
2WT7
2WTY
2XSD
2YPA
2YPB
2ZHG
3A5T
3AAF
3BDN
3C28
3C2I
3CBB
3CLC
3CO6
3COQ
3CRO
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3D0A
3DO7
3E6C
3EH8
3ERE
3EXJ
3EXL
3FD2
3FHZ
3FMT
3FYL
3G6P
3G6Q
3G6R
3G6T
3G6U
3G73
3G8U
3G8X
3G97
3G99
3G9I
3G9J
3G9M
3G9O
3G9P
3GUT
3GXQ
3HTS
3IGM
3IV5
3JR9
3JRA
3JRB
3JRC
3JRD
3JRE
3JRF

3JRG
3JRH
3JRI
3JTG
3JXB
3JXC
3JXD
3KMD
3KMP
3KO2
3KZ8
3L2C
3LAJ
3LAP
3MFK
3MIP
3MIS
3MKW
3MKY
3MZH
3N6S
3N78
3N7B
3N7Q
3O9X
3ON0
3Q05
3Q06
3Q5F
3QMB
3QMC
3QMD
3QMG
3QMH
3QMI
3QOQ
3QWS
3R7P

3RNU
3S8Q
3SWM
3SWP
3TED
3TS8
3U3W
3UBT
3UGM
3UK3
3UKG
3US0
3US1
3VEB
3VOK
3VWB
3W2A
3W3C
3WU1
3ZDA
3ZHM
3ZKC
3ZP5
3ZVK
4A12
4AAB
4AAD
4AAE
4AAF
4AAG
4AIJ
4ATI
4ATK
4BNC
4BQA
4CJA
4CN5
4CRX

4E68
4EOT
4F2J
4F6M
4FB3
4FCY
4FGN
4FTH
4FX4
4G82
4G83
4GCK
4GCT
4GUQ
4H10
4HC9
4HJE
4HN5
4HN6
4HQE
4HRI
4I2O
4I6Z
4I8T
4IHV
4IHW
4IHX
4IHY
4IS1
4IZZ
4J00
4JBM
4JCX
4JCY
4K1M
4KNY
4L0Y
4LDX

4LNQ
4M8B
4M9E
4MTD
4MTE
4MZR
4NHJ
4OLN
4PU3
4PU4
4PXI
4QPQ
4R22
4R24
4R2A
4R2C
4R2D
4R2E
4R2P
4R2Q
4R2R
4R2S
4RB2
4RB3
4TNT
4UNO
4WK8
4WUH
4WUL
4X9J
4YG1
4ZPK
4ZPR

Table 2.3. Protein Data Bank Access codes used for the statistical analysis of minor
groove binders.
1AIS
1AZP
1AZQ
1B3T
1BBX
1BF4
1BNZ
1C7Y
1C8C
1C9B
1CA5
1CA6
1CDW
1DSC
1DSD

1E7J
1EGW
1FJA
1FZP
1G3X
1H6F
1HRY
1HRZ
1I6J
1IHF
1J46
1J47
1J75
1JFI
1LBG

1MNV
1N5Y
1N6J
1N6Q
1NGM
1NH2
1NVP
1O4X
1QN3
1QN4
1QN5
1QN6
1QN7
1QN8
1QN9

1QNA
1QNB
1QNC
1QNE
1QRV
1R0A
1RM1
1RTD
1SRS
1SX5
1T03
1T05
1TGH
1TW8
1V14

1V15
1VOL
1VTL
1VTO
1WD0
1WD1
1WTO
1WTP
1WTQ
1WTR
1WTV
1WTW
1WTX
1WVL
1XYI

1YF3
1YTF
1ZME
1ZNS
209D
2BZF
2D55
2EZD
2EZE
2EZF
2EZG
2GKD
2GZK
2H8C
2KV6

2LEF
2LEV
2MRU
2MXF
2PRT
2QBY
2W42
2WIW
2X6V
2Z3X
316D
3D0P
3DPG
3DW9
3E41
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3E43
3F27
3FDQ
3G00
3G2D
3G38
3G3C
3G4T
3GA6
3K4X
3KXT
3LWH
3LWI
3N7B
3ORC

3OY9
3OYA
3OYB
3OYC
3OYD
3OYE
3OYF
3OYG
3OYH
3OYI
3OYJ
3OYK
3OYL
3OYM
3POV

3PTA
3Q0C
3QFQ
3RN2
3S3M
3S3N
3S3O
3TMM
3U2B
4AWL
4BDY
4BDZ
4BE0
4BE1
4BE2

4DAV
4E7H
4E7I
4EUW
4GLX
4IKF
4ITQ
4K9A
4K9B
4LT5
4LVI
4LVJ
4LVK
4LVL
4M94

4M95
4N47
4NM6
4PAR
4PBA
4QR9
4R55
4UX5
4X0G
4XPC
4XPE
5CRX
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CHAPTER THREE

[KCL] DEPENDENCE OF B-DNA GROOVE BENDING
ANISOTROPY

Note to Reader
This chapter is submitted to the Journal of Physical Chemistry B.

3.1

Abstract
The energetics of B-DNA bending toward the major and minor grooves were

quantified by free energy simulations at four different KCl concentrations. Increased
[KCl] led to more flexible DNA, with persistence lengths that agreed well with
experimental values. At all salt concentrations, major groove bending was preferred,
although preferences for major and minor groove bending were similar for the A-tract
containing sequence. Since the phosphate repulsions and DNA internal energy favored
minor groove bending, the preference for major groove bending was thought to originate
from differences in solvation. Water in the minor groove was tighter bound than water in
the major groove, and harder to displace than major groove water, which favored the
compression of the major groove upon bending. Higher [KCl] decreased the persistence
length for both major and minor groove bending, but did not greatly affect the free
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energy spacing between the minor and major groove bending curves. For sequences
without A-tracts, salt affected major and minor bending to nearly the same degree, and
did not change the preference for major groove bending. For the A-tract containing
sequence, an increase in salt concentration decreased the already small energetic
difference between major and minor groove bending. Since salts did not significantly
affect the relative differences in bending energetics and hydration, it is likely that the
increased bending flexibilities upon salt increase are simply due to screening.

3.2

Introduction
Many proteins bend DNA upon binding, and this bending often serves a

biological purpose49 (for example in DNA packaging,50 regulation through DNA
looping,46 and DNA repair1). Moreover, since DNA is a relatively stiff molecule, bending
plays an important role in the binding energetics and strongly influences affinities.2,3 BDNA, the most common form of DNA, has two grooves spiraling along its length that are
geometrically and chemically distinctly different.51 The minor groove is narrow and forms
at the N3 side of the purines and C2 side of the pyrimidines, while the major groove is
wider and forms at the opposite side of the bases. B-DNA can therefore bend in two
distinct directions: either toward the major groove, or toward the minor groove.13 The
protein data bank has many examples of protein-DNA complexes in which DNA is bent
towards either groove; proteins typically103 (but not always161) bind to one groove and
bend DNA toward the other.
While experiments can quantify the stiffness of DNA towards bending,49 the
direction of bending is much harder to control experimentally. Insights into the
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anisotropy of DNA bending have therefore not come from experiments, but from
statistical

analyses

of

protein-DNA

structures14,15,18,91,162

and

from

modeling

studies.13,17,19,21,27,102,103,161 We recently presented detailed computer simulations that
provided the first quantitative comparison of the free energy cost of major versus minor
groove bending for a number of DNA sequences.161 The simulations showed that
bending toward the major groove is favored, except for the A-tract, which has a similar
propensity for minor groove bending. Major groove bending was favored because of a
free energy offset, which favors slight bending towards the major groove at equilibrium,
and smaller stiffness toward major groove bending. Simulation data also suggested that
water may play a much more active role in determining the direction of bending than
previously thought. Major groove bending compresses the major groove, while the
minor groove is compressed upon minor groove bending. Water may therefore play a
role in determining the relative stiffnesses, since water is more easily liberated from the
major than the minor groove.12,29,32-36,157,161
An unanswered question is how salts affect the anisotropy of bending.
Experiments have shown that DNA becomes more flexible at higher salt
concentration,55,163 which is due to a more effective screening of the negatively charged
phosphate backbone. It remains unclear however, how salts affect the relative
difference between major and minor groove bending; how it impacts the free energy
offset, and stiffnesses for major and minor groove bending. To address these questions,
free energy simulations of DNA bending were performed at different salt concentrations.
The results of these simulations will be presented, the effect of salt concentration will be
discussed, and the origins of the bending anisotropy will be further examined.
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3.3

Methods
3.2.1 Bending Simulations. Potentials of mean force as a function of DNA

bending were calculated from umbrella sampling164 simulations of total roll (ΘR) and tilt
(ΘT). The methodology has been described in detail in Ref.

161

, and will only be briefly

summarized here. The method is based on the Madbend formalism,103 which calculates
the DNA bending angle as ϕ = Θ 2R + Θ T2 . Bending is toward the major groove for
positive values of ΘR, and toward the minor groove for negative ΘR; bending
irrespective of direction will be named global or overall bending. Total roll and tilt are
obtained by accumulating the roll (ρ) and tilt (τ) of all base steps (indicated by j in the
following sums), while projecting out the twist: ΘT = ∑ (τ j cos γ j + ρ j sin γ j ) , and
j
Θ R = ∑ −τ j sin γ j + ρ j cos γ j . The total twist (γ) is obtained by accumulating all base step
j

)

(

twists (Ω) relative to the central DNA step (NC): γ j = − ∑ i=N
j

C +1

Ω i for j ≥ N c and

γ j = − ∑ i=1 Ω i otherwise. Roll, twist, and tilt are the angles that describe the relative
N C −1

orientation of base pairs in a DNA step (shown in Fig. 3.9 of the Supporting Information);
a step consists of two adjacent base pairs.165 In our implementation,166,167 the roll, twist
and tilt angles are obtained from local coordinates, avoiding the costly overlays with
idealized base pairs that are used in the formal definitions,165 yielding analytical forces
and showing excellent agreement with the original definitions.
3.2.2 Systems, Setup, and Analysis. We previously studied the bending of 8
double stranded DNA sequences in 0.15 M KCl;161 because of the large computational
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expense, we only considered four of these sequences here (Table 3.1). Sequence 1 is
the Dickerson dodecamer,168 in sequence 2 the central AT base pairs of the Dickerson
dodecamer are mutated to CG, sequence 3 consists of an inner TATA motif followed by
an A-tract, that is bent toward the major groove in the crystal structure of the TBP-DNA
complex (PDB entry: 1CDW169), and sequence 4 is bent toward the minor groove in the
crystal structure of the HiPB-DNA complex (PDB entry: 4YG1170). The strands were
selected to form a minimal representation of sequence space, and include GC and ATrich sequences. Each of the systems was simulated in four different KCl concentrations
of 0.04, 0.15, 0.5, and 0.8 M; because of the expense of the simulations, only four
different concentrations could be considered.

Table 3.1. Simulated double stranded DNA sequences.
Name

Sequence

1

5'-CGCGAATTCGCG-3'

2

5'-CGCGCGCGCGCG-3'

3

5'-GCTATAAAAGGC-3'

4

5'-TATCCGCTTAAG-3'

Unbent DNA structures were prepared by X3DNA,171 and solvated into
rectangle water boxes using a minimum margin of 18 Å between DNA atoms and the
side of the box. The particle mesh Ewald (PME) method172 was used for long-range
electrostatics, except for the simulations at 0.04 M. This concentration was so low that
the amount of K+ ions was insufficient to neutralize the system in the given box. To
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avoid the large computational expense of using much larger water boxes, this salt
concentration was not treated by PME. Instead, a large cutoff of 12 Å for the nonbonded interactions with an atom-based force shift was used, which was previously
shown to be an accurate replacement of PME at relatively low computational cost.173 To
verify that the large cutoff approach was indeed appropriate, the Dickerson dodecamer
sequence at 0.15 M KCl was simulated with both PME and with the large cutoff method.
The free energy maps generated from these two methods were indeed highly similar,
with differences in free energy below 0.25 kcal/mol at all bending angles of the 1D free
energy bending curves (Fig. 3.10 of the Supporting Information). This agreement
indicated the suitability of the large cutoff approach for low concentrations.
After energy minimization, the systems were gradually heated from 120 K to 300
K over 1 ns with 1 kcal/(mol Å2) harmonic restraints applied on the heavy atoms of DNA,
followed by a 1 ns equilibration during which the restraints were reduced from 1.0 to 0.5,
to 0.25, to 0.1, and to 0.01 kcal/(mol Å2), and a 10 ns equilibrium without restraints. The
final equilibrated structures were taken as starting point for the 2D umbrella sampling
simulations, which applied harmonic restraints with a force constant of 0.04 kcal/(mol
degree2) to the total roll and tilt. Because of possible fraying, the first and last two base
pair steps were not included in the biasing. Targeted values of ΘR and ΘT each varied
between -80˚ and 80˚ in steps of 10˚. For each window, a short equilibration of 0.1 ns
was followed by a 1 ns production run. The final structure of each equilibration was
used as starting point for the production run and also as starting point for the
equilibration of the neighboring window. A total of 289 windows were simulated for each
of the 16 systems. Since the DNA step parameter can only be calculated for properly
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formed base pairs, a flat bottom harmonic biasing potential was applied to the distance
between the purine N3 and pyrimidine N1 of all base pairs, with a force constant of 10
kcal/(mol Å2) for distances larger than 3.3 Å, and a zero force constant for distances
less than 3.3 Å. Analysis showed that this restraint was rarely active and did not impact
the results. The simulations were performed with CHARMM174 (modified to enable
umbrella sampling of total roll and tilt), and the CHARMM 36 force field.175 All
simulations were performed in the NPT ensemble using the Nosé− Hoover
thermostat,176 the leapfrog integrator with a time step of 2 fs, PME172 or the long cutoff
method for different concentration as previously described, and SHAKE177 for all
covalent bonds involving hydrogen atoms. Snapshots were saved every 2 ps.
All free energy surfaces were calculated by the multistate Bennett acceptance
ratio (MBAR)37 after decorrelation of the data sets; the MBAR uncertainty expressions37
were used for error analysis. One-dimensional free energy surfaces as a function of the
DNA bending angle were obtained by integration of the 2-dimensional surfaces:

( )

F ϕ = −kT ln

(∫

Θ2R +ΘT2 =ϕ

)

− F Θ ,Θ /kT
e ( R T ) dΘ R dΘT ; one-dimensional curves for bending towards

the major (minor) groove were obtained by restricting the integration over positive
(negative) ΘR. Persistence lengths (A) were calculated from the curvature of the 1D free
energy curves using Mazur's method.78 The electrostatic repulsion between the eight
central phosphates was calculated using MBAR. MBAR was also used to calculate the
total energy of the eight central base pairs with their phosphates and sugars; in both
cases, data was first decorrelated. The eight central base pairs were used because of
fraying (which affects the terminal base pairs); however, for completeness, the
electrostatic repulsion and the total energy of the entire DNA were calculated as well.
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These energies are reported relative to the minimum energy value of each sequence to
ease the comparison across multiple sequences. Hydration analysis was performed by
considering water molecules/ions on the major groove side and within 5.5 Å of the major
groove edge heavy atoms as major groove waters/ions, while those located within 5.0 Å
of the minor groove edge heavy atoms and on the minor groove side as minor groove
waters/ions. The terminal base pairs on each end were ignored to avoid overcounting.
This analysis was only carried out for configurations with global bending angle less than
42.4˚ (up to ΘR/ Θt values of ±30˚). Beyond these angles the grooves were deformed so
much, that a general definition for the groove waters that was satisfactory for all
snapshots could not be found.

3.4

Results
Typical simulation snapshots are shown in Fig. 3.1; structures with negative ΘR

were bent toward the minor groove, while structures with positive ΘR were bent toward
the major groove. As the figure shows, the grooves had regular shapes for small and
intermediate bending angles, but became highly deformed at large bending angles.
Free energy surfaces as a function of ΘR and ΘT are shown in Fig. 3.11 of the
Supporting Information. The global free energy minima were located near (ΘR, ΘT) =
(15˚, -15˚) for most sequences, except for the A-tract containing sequence 3, which had
its global minima near (5˚, -15˚). This sequence also differed in the direction of its
principal axes: these were ~10˚ counter-clockwise from the ΘR axis for sequence 3, but
~30˚ counter-clockwise for the other sequences. The shape of the basins and locations
of the minima indicate that most sequences preferred to slightly bend toward the major
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groove, while the sequence 3 had a near equal preference to bend toward either major
or minor groove. The surfaces show that the ion concentration did not change the
position of global minimum. The width of the basins was larger in the ΘR than in the ΘT
axis direction, indicating that DNA was more flexible in roll than in tilt.

Figure 3.1. Representative simulation structures for sequence 2; structures of the other
sequences were similar. θR and θT values as shown, backbone atoms in gray, base
atoms on major groove side in red, on minor groove side in blue.

These effects were echoed in Fig. 3.2, which shows the integrated, onedimensional free energy curves as a function of the DNA bending angle for overall
bending and bending towards the major and minor grooves. The general shape of the
overall one-dimensional free energy curves was similar among all sequences and all ion
concentrations. Minima were at small bending angles (~20°), the free energy was
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quadratic in small and intermediate bending angle (up to ~50°) and linear at large
bending angles (> 50°). Higher salt concentrations clearly flattened the free energy
curves, indicating that DNA became easier to bend as the salt concentration increased.
Calculated persistence lengths (Table 3.2) confirmed this result, with a general
downward trend in magnitude with increasing salt concentration. The only outliers were
sequence 1 at 0.5 M and sequence 3 at 0.8 M, which showed small increases. Overall
persistence lengths agreed with Baumann and co-workers’ experimental work.55 Fig. 3.3
compares the experimentally measured persistence length of λ-bacteriophage DNA as
a function of NaCl concentration, with the calculated persistence lengths of the four
sequences as a function of KCl concentration. Despite the differences in monovalent
salt that was used, and differences in sequence and length of the DNA strands,
calculated persistence lengths followed the experimental trends.
Fig. 3.2 shows that bending towards the major groove was generally preferred.
For all non-A-tract containing sequences (i.e. sequences 1, 2 and 4), the major groove
bending curve was lower in free energy than the minor groove bending curve; the
difference was between 1-2 kcal/mol and stayed relatively constant as the bending
angle was increased. Fig. 3.4A shows the free energy offset ∆Feq as a function of the
salt concentration for the various sequences; ∆Feq is defined as the minimum free
energy of the minor bending curve minus the minimum free energy of the major bending
curve. The figure shows that while ∆Feq depended on sequence, it did not strongly
depend on KCl concentration. For a given sequence, ∆Feq varied up to 0.3 kcal/mol with
a change in [KCl]; however, the change in ∆Feq did not follow a particular trend, and the
magnitude of the changes was within thermal energy. Persistence lengths for major and
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minor groove bending are listed in Table 3.2. In general, persistence lengths for bending
toward the minor groove were larger than persistence lengths for bending toward the
major groove, indicating a larger stiffness toward minor groove bending. The difference
in persistence lengths of minor and major groove bending (∆A) as a function of the salt
concentration are shown in Fig. 3.4B. For the non-A-tract containing sequences, ∆A
was relatively constant within error, as one could infer from the relatively constant free
energy spacings between the minor and major bending curve as the bending angle
increases (Fig. 3.2). A-tract containing sequence 3 showed somewhat different behavior,
however. ∆Feq was small, indicating similar propensities for major and minor groove
bending; but like the other sequences, ∆Feq was nearly constant with salt concentration.
For sequence 3 the difference in persistence length decreased as the salt concentration
was increased, indicating a relative stronger decrease in stiffness toward minor groove
bending. Fig. 3.3 shows that this behavior was mostly due to the bending over 50°: for
this region, the difference between the minor and major bending curves decreased upon
an increase in salt concentration
Calculation of the phosphate repulsion energy suggests that the preference of
major groove bending is not electrostatic in origin. Fig. 3.5 shows the total electrostatic
energy between all phosphate groups of the inner 8 base pairs; the total phosphate
repulsion energy for all phosphates of the DNA is shown in the Supporting Information
(Fig. 3.12). Both curves are shown as a function of the bending angle for bending
towards the major groove (right-hand-side curves) and bending towards the minor
groove (left-hand-side curves). Each arm is parabolic in shape, but the curvature is
typically larger for bending towards the major groove (Table 3.4), signaling a higher
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electrostatic expense for major groove bending. The repulsion plots over all DNA
phosphate groups (Fig. 3.12) are more bumpy than the plots for the inner phosphates,
which is due to DNA fraying (which affects the terminal base pairs). Fraying was also
responsible for the higher curvature of minor groove bending that was observed at
some salt concentrations for sequence 3 when taking all residues into account (Table
3.4). Overall, the plots suggest that the electrostatics would generally favor minor
groove bending. In a similar manner, plots of the total internal energy of the DNA (Figs.
3.6, 3.13) suggest that the total energy generally favored bending towards the minor
groove. The arms were also parabolic in shape, and generally displayed a higher
curvature for bending towards the major groove (Table 3.4).
Fig. 3.7 shows the number of water molecules in the major and minor grooves
upon bending toward the major and minor groove. The analysis was limited to bending
angles up to 42˚, since no single geometrical criterion to define the extend of the
grooves was satisfactory for larger angles. In general, the number of water molecules in
the major groove decreased upon bending toward the major groove, since the major
groove was compressed upon major groove bending. As the major groove was
compressed, the minor groove was widened, which led to an increase in the number of
water molecules in the minor groove upon major groove bending. The narrowing and
widening of grooves can clearly be seen in the simulation snapshots of Fig. 3.1. A
similar effect happened for minor groove bending, which gained water upon bending
toward the major groove. However, loss of water in the minor groove upon minor groove
bending was less apparent in this bending range, and numbers even appeared constant
in some cases. Visual inspections were performed to investigate the behavior at higher
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bending angles, which indicated loss of water in the grooves to which DNA was bent,
and gains of water to the opposite groove.
Fig. 3.8 shows the average residence times of water molecules in the major and
minor grooves upon bending toward either groove; these averages were taken over all
residence times in the grooves, and include those for waters deep in the groove with
long residence times and those for waters near the surface that frequently exchange
with the bulk. Again, the analysis was limited to bending up to 42˚. There was a clear
separation of the behavior of minor and major groove waters, with significantly higher
average residence times in the minor groove. Trends showed that for bending toward
the minor groove, average residence times for the minor groove water increased with
bending angle, while the average residence times decreased for major groove water.
This suggests the loss of the more mobile surface water in the minor groove, and gain
of these waters in the major groove. A similar (but opposite) effect was seen for bending
towards the major groove, although the increase in average residence times for the
major groove water upon bending appeared less pronounced. Overall, trends in the
number of groove water molecules and average residence times did not appear to
strongly depend on the salt concentration.
3.5

Discussion
The free energy cost of DNA bending and its anisotropy toward major and minor

groove bending were quantified for four sequences at four KCl concentrations.
Calculated persistence lengths for overall bending (i.e. irrespective of the direction of
bending) agreed well with experimental values, and showed a decrease upon an
increase in salt concentration. Sequence 1 and 2 appeared somewhat stiffer then λ63

bacteriophage DNA, which is consistent with the high GC content of these strands.
Sequence 3 appeared less stiff than λ DNA, which is consistent with the known high
flexibility of the TA motif.178 The free energy cost of overall bending was shown to be
quadratic for small and intermediate bending angles, but became linear at high bending
angles at all simulated concentrations. The relative ease of bending at high bending
angles, a deviation from classical elastic theories like the worm-like chain model,179 is in
agreement with previous studies.161,167,180 At all salt concentrations, bending toward the
major groove was shown to be more facile than bending toward the minor groove, but
for sequence 3 the preferences for major and minor groove bending nearly equaled.
This is in agreement with the high tendency to bend toward the minor groove in
experimental studies of A-tracts.181-184
Differences between major and minor groove bending are characterized by two
factors: a difference in free energy offset (∆Feq; the difference in minimum free energies
of the minor and major groove bending curves) and a difference in persistence lengths.
∆Feq depended on sequence, with a near-zero value for sequence 3 with the A-tract and
1-2 kcal/mol for the other sequences, but did not strongly depend on salt concentration.
Persistence lengths also depended on sequence and were nearly always larger for
minor groove bending. Differences in persistence lengths for major and minor groove
bending were small however, with an average of 7% and a maximum of 28%, which
suggests that ∆Feq is the most important factor in determining the preferred direction of
bending. Moreover, for all but sequence 3, the difference in persistence lengths was not
dependent on salt concentration. These observations indicate that while DNA became
more flexible at higher salt concentration, for non-A-tracts, salt affected major and minor
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groove bending nearly to the same degree: it did not change the preference to bend
toward the major groove, and only slightly affected ∆Feq, the free energy spacing, and
difference in stiffness. For the A-tract, an increase in salt further decreased the already
small difference in major and minor groove bending.
While DNA that is bent toward the major groove is structurally quite different from
DNA that is bent toward the minor groove, the reason why major groove bending is
favored was shown not to be due to differences in phosphate repulsion or DNA internal
energy. Phosphate repulsion was shown to be ~quadratic in bending angle and
generally less costly for bending in the minor groove direction, which indicates that the
phosphate repulsions actually favor minor groove bending. The DNA internal energy
(which includes electrostatics, base stacking and steric effects) was also ~quadratic in
bending angle, and also generally less costly in the minor groove direction. This means
that the internal energy is also not the reason why major groove bending is preferred.
The elimination of the phosphate repulsion and DNA internal energy leaves solvation as
plausible origin for the preference of major groove bending. Previous experimental and
theoretical studies established the different behavior of water in the major and minor
grooves, and showed that minor groove water is significantly less mobile than major
groove water.12,29,32-36,157,161 These differences were also observed here. In general,
DNA lost water in the groove to which it was bent; the longer average residence times
of water in the minor groove suggest that these water are more tightly bound and less
facile to remove than waters in the major groove. This is echoed in the observation that
sequence 3, which had the highest propensity to bend toward the minor groove, had the
lowest average residence times for water molecules in the minor groove. Thus, water in
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the grooves likely plays an important role in determining the favored direction of bending,
and bending toward the minor groove is disfavored because the water molecules are
harder to remove from the minor groove.
The presented data showed that increased KCl concentration facilitates bending,
but does not greatly affect the relative differences in major and minor groove bending
energetics. Significant changes were only seen for sequence 3; however, differences
between minor and major groove bending were small to start with for this sequence.
Analyses showed that there are also no clear trends between differences in hydration
and salt concentration. These observations suggest that while the preference of major
groove bending is due to hydration, the ease of bending upon the increase in [KCl] is
largely due to the screening of salt. The lack of effect of salt on the preferred bending
direction is likely important for biology, since protein-DNA complexes favor a particular
bending direction, and the actual direction is important in processes like DNA looping or
co-recruitment that require well-defined positioning of the DNA. While DNA bending
angles have been observed to vary under different salt concentrations in protein-DNA
complexes,185-187 the inherent resistance of DNA to change the direction of bending may
add robustness to the geometry and energetics of protein-DNA complexes.
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Figure 3.2. Free energy curves of DNA bending. Columns indicate the KCl
concentration, rows the different sequences. Black curves for overall bending, red for
bending towards the major groove, blue for bending towards the minor groove. For
clarity, error bars are not shown; these were less than 0.2 kcal/mol for bending angles ≤
50°, and less than 0.5 kcal/mol elsewhere.
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Table 3.2. DNA persistence lengths for overall bending and bending towards the major
and minor grooves.
Sequence
1: CGCGAATTCGCG

2: CGCGCGCGCGCG

3: GCTATAAAAGGC

4: TATCCGCTTAAG

a

From Ref. 161.

[KCl] (M)
0.04
0.15
0.15
0.5
0.8
0.04
0.15
0.15
0.5
0.8
0.04
0.15
0.15
0.5
0.8
0.04
0.15
0.15
0.5
0.8

overall (Å)
624 ± 21
548 ± 16
538.5a
562 ± 25
539 ± 16
633 ± 45
549 ± 16
590.6a
537 ± 33
598 ± 12
534 ± 16
461 ± 70
473.1a
413 ± 21
347 ± 18
540 ± 22
502 ± 20
512.0a
494 ± 12
457 ± 30
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major (Å)
625 ± 16
547 ± 15
539.5a
560 ± 24
537 ± 15
625 ± 41
563 ± 18
581.3a
534 ± 31
595 ± 12
531 ± 7
440 ± 69
456.9a
388 ± 21
363 ± 24
540 ± 22
501 ± 19
511.1a
494 ± 11
457 ± 29

minor (Å)
618 ± 28
565 ± 21
551.1a
580 ± 7
568 ± 37
708 ± 13
623 ± 3
625.5a
576 ± 9
654 ± 8
680 ± 6
501 ± 7
533.1a
452 ± 6
330 ± 4
544 ± 5
512 ± 12
506.1a
492 ± 16
498 ± 12

Figure 3.3. Comparison of experimental and calculated persistence lengths as function
of monovalent salt concentration. Experimental data for λ-bacteriophage DNA as a
function of [NaCl] is taken from Ref. 55; the data points show the different models by
which the experimental measurements were interpreted (squares: inextensible wormlike chain model, circles: strong-stretching limit; triangles: extensible worm-like chain
model).55 Filled downward triangles show calculated data for sequence 1-4 (indicated as
S1-S4); unfilled downward triangles show simulation data from Ref. 161.
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Figure 3.4. Effect of [KCl] ΔFeq on (A) and the difference in persistence length
between minor and major groove bending (B). Data for sequences 1-4 (indicated by S1S4) are shown in black, red, green and blue, respectively. Lines connect average
values; for clarity, error bars in (B) are slightly offset to avoid overlap. Data from Ref. 161
is indicated by thin circles.

Figure 3.5. Electrostatic energy between DNA phosphate groups as a function of the
bending angle. The energy is shown for the phosphates of the eight central base pairs
and excludes phosphates of the terminal base pairs.
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Table 3.3. Curvature of phosphate repulsion and DNA total energy for central 8 base
pairs with their sugars and phosphates for bending towards the major and minor groove.
Highest values are shown in bold.
[KCl] (M)
1: CGCGAATTCGCG

2:
CGCGCGCGCGCG

3: GCTATAAAAGGC

4: TATCCGCTTAAG

0.04
0.15
0.5
0.8
0.04

Phosphate Repulsion
(kcal/(mol deg2))
Major
Minor
0.00360
0.00253
0.00381
0.00242
0.00400
0.00281
0.00428
0.00216
0.00282
0.00331

DNA Total Energy
(kcal/(mol deg2))
Major
Minor
0.00404
0.00380
0.00411
0.00290
0.00437
0.00273
0.00342
0.00356
0.00553
0.00492

0.15
0.5
0.8
0.04
0.15
0.5
0.8
0.04
0.15
0.5
0.8

0.00396
0.00498
0.00408
0.00467
0.00345
0.00489
0.00442
0.00364
0.00343
0.00411
0.00267

0.00707
0.00577
0.00550
0.00534
0.00671
0.00775
0.00637
0.00699
0.00421
0.00451
0.00372

0.00286
0.00338
0.00407
0.00143
0.00314
0.00279
0.00354
0.00256
0.00381
0.00249
0.00175
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0.00460
0.00485
0.00474
0.00454
0.00521
0.00393
0.00469
0.00376
0.00353
0.00222
0.00297

Figure 3.6. Total internal energy of DNA as a function of the bending angle. The energy
is shown for the eight central base pairs (bases, sugar, and phosphates) and excludes
the terminal base pairs.

Figure 3.7. Number of water molecules in major and minor groove as function of the
bending angle, for bending towards the major and minor grooves.
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Figure 3.8. Average residence time of water molecules in the major and minor grooves
as a function of the bending angle, for bending towards the major and minor grooves.
Major and minor groove waters as indicated by text in grey; the residence time is
significantly larger for minor groove waters.

3.6

Supplementary Material

Figure 3.9. Schematic definition of the rotational step parameters. Grey and white
boxes indicate DNA bases; two adjacent base pairs (i.e. a DNA step) are shown.
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Figure 3.10. Comparison of free energy from PME and long-range cutoff method.
Simulation results are shown for sequence 1 (Dickerson dodecamer) in 0.15 M KCl. A)
2D free energy surface calculated using PME, B) 2D free energy surface calculated
using large cutoff method, C) difference in 2D free energy surface between PME and
large cutoff method, D) 1D free energy surface calculated using PME, E) 1D free energy
surface calculated using large cutoff method, E) difference in 1D free energy surface
between PME and large cutoff method. Free energy surfaces of A-C as a function of ΘR
and ΘT; color legend for A-B on the left, for C on the right. Free energy surfaces of D-F
as a function of overall bending (black), bending towards major (red), and bending
towards minor groove (blue); error bars as indicated.
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Figure 3.11. Free energy surfaces (in kcal/mol) as a function of ΘR and ΘT (in degrees).
Columns indicate the KCl concentration, rows the different sequences. Error bars are
not shown for clarity; these were less than 0.4 kcal/mol in all cases.

Figure 3.12. Electrostatic energy between DNA phosphate groups as a function of the
bending angle. Energies are shown for all phosphate groups (including those of the
terminal bases).
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Figure 3.13. Total internal energy of DNA as a function of the bending angle. The
energy is shown for the entire DNA (including the terminal bases).

Table 3.4. Curvature of phosphate repulsion and DNA total energy for entire DNA
(including the terminal base pairs) for bending towards the major and minor groove.
Highest values are shown in bold.
[KCl]
(M)
1: CGCGAATTCGCG

2: CGCGCGCGCGCG

3: GCTATAAAAGGC

4: TATCCGCTTAAG

0.04
0.15
0.5
0.8
0.04
0.15
0.5
0.8
0.04
0.15
0.5
0.8
0.04
0.15
0.5
0.8

Phosphate Repulsion
(kcal/(mol deg2))
Major
Minor
0.00429
0.00316
0.00439
0.00314
0.00432
0.00330
0.00449
0.00228
0.00427
0.00319
0.00380
0.00344
0.00496
0.00427
0.00439
0.00495
0.00471
0.00214
0.00290
0.00588
0.00581
0.00559
0.00458
0.00887
0.00453
0.00389
0.00284
0.00414
0.00474
0.00387
0.00325
0.00257
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DNA Total Energy
(kcal/(mol deg2))
Major
Minor
0.00561
0.00513
0.00590
0.00557
0.00531
0.00395
0.00416
0.00404
0.00638
0.00578
0.00678
0.00569
0.00444
0.00545
0.00634
0.00612
0.00589
0.00555
0.00689
0.00647
0.00871
0.00619
0.00657
0.00713
0.00829
0.00423
0.00571
0.00408
0.00540
0.00366
0.00349
0.00332
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CHAPTER FOUR

Free energy coupling between DNA bending and base
flipping

4.1

Abstract
Free energy simulations are presented to probe the energetic coupling between

DNA bending and the flipping of a central thymine in double stranded DNA 13mers. The
energetics are shown to depend on the neighboring base pairs, and upstream C or T or
downstream C tended to make flipping more costly. Flipping to the major groove side
was generally preferred. Bending aids flipping, by pushing the system up in free energy,
but for small and intermediate bending angles the two were uncorrelated. At higher
bending angles, bending and flipping became correlated, and bending primed the
system for base flipping toward the major groove. Flipping of the pyrimidine dimer
photoproducts is shown to be more facile than for undamaged DNA, and major groove
flipping was preferred although coupling between bending and flipping was weak.
Aspects of the calculations were verified by structural analyses of protein-DNA
complexes with flipped bases.
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4.2

Introduction
Base flipping, the process by which a base moves out of its base paired position

within the double helix to an extrahelical position188, is essential for a large number of
biological processes including epigenetic control189, transcription initiation38,57, DNA
replication38,40 and repair56,190. Experimental measurements have indicated that
spontaneous base flipping occurs in Watson-Crick base paired DNA, with life times of
tens to hundreds of nano seconds191,192. Flipping has significant activation energies that
not only depend on the identity of the flipped base, but also on the surrounding
sequence

23,191,192

. Barriers for mismatched bases and for various forms of DNA

damage are lower than for undamaged DNA7,10,25,41,51,193,194, which is thought to speed
up recognition and repair by the proteins and enzymes involved in the various repair
pathways.
Computer simulations have played an important role in understanding the flipping
process194. Particularly insightful are free energy simulation studies, in which sampling
along certain order parameters is enhanced in order to obtain accurate distributions119.
These simulations have been used to quantify the equilibrium free energy difference
between closed and open states, the free energy barriers for flipping, and the
mechanism of the reaction in bare24,42,167,180,195-198 and protein-bound DNA196,199.
Differences in relative energetic costs of flipping toward the major or minor groove side
were examined, and the effect of mismatches41 and DNA damage4,7,193,200 on flipping
barriers was quantified. Probability distributions and potentials of mean force have also
been calculated from unbiased molecular dynamics (MD) simulations10,25,30,51, although
sampling in normal MD is much more limited. Simulations have detailed how proteins
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speed up flipping by locally distorting the DNA structure196, and shown that in certain
cases DNA flexibilities at the site of damage correlate with enzyme efficiency30. Effects
of polarization44 and the quality of various force fields43 for studying base flipping have
been described as well.
In addition to local distortions, global deformations such as DNA bending might
also aid base flipping. In early computational work49, energy minimizations in implicit
solvent were used to show significant coupling between the DNA bending angle and
base flipping of the central thymine in (A)5 dsDNA. This insight proved to be prescient,
since in several structures of protein-DNA complexes with flipped out bases, DNA was
bent, which suggests that DNA bending might facilite base flipping11,201,202. The coupling
between DNA bending and base flipping was tested in an experimental study of
M.EcoKI methyltransferase, which used gapped duplexes to show that the strain in bent
DNA is used to flip out bases8. Coupling between bending and flipping was also inferred
from structural analyses of a conformational flooding study of a 13mer24, but the
energetic effect was not quantified. Bending did not seem a prerequisite in a free energy
study of base flipping in a GCGC containing dodecamer however, although the
correlation between bending and flipping was not systematically investigated195.
Bending was shown to facilitate flipping of the undamaged base across the thymine
dimer51, and simulations of the flipping of a G:U wobble base pair showed an open bent
state, with reduced bending flexibility25. Probability distributions in both studies were
obtained from normal MD though, which limited the sampling. Enhanced bending upon
opening was also seen in structural analyses of a free energy energy study of base
flipping in poly-GA, poly-CT, and an A-tract containing strand180,198. In the latter studies,
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sampling was enhanced for base opening but not for DNA bending, even though
bending is energetically costly5,62.
To systematically assess free energy coupling between DNA bending and
flipping, we present two-dimensional umbrella sampling simulations of the base flipping
of a central thymine and DNA bending of DNA 13mers. The effect of neighboring
sequences will be systematically assessed by performing the simulations for all 16 base
pair combinations directly upstream and downstream from the central T:A base pair.
Simulations will also be presented for the flipping of the damaged base pair in two
sequences with the cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (CPD), which are common UV light
induced, mutagenic damages (Fig. 4.1)203.

Figure 4.1. Structure of CPD damaged bases.
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4.3

Methods
Initial

structures

of

double

stranded

DNA

molecules

with

sequence

5'-CGCGAX6T7Z8CGCCC-3' were generated with X3DNA171. X and Z were varied to
include all 16 combinations of the standard DNA bases; strands will be referred to by
the identity of base pairs 6-8 of the main strand. In addition, simulations were performed
on double stranded DNA molecules of the same sequence, but in which base 6 and 7 of
the main strand were replaced by CPD, and Z corresponded to G. In these two systems,
the two bases in the complementary strand across the damage were adenines. Initial
parameter values for the CPD residues consistent with the CHARMM36 nucleic acid
force field20 were generated with ParamChem204, after which the parameters for the two
base rings and the cyclobutane ring were further optimization by following the standard
CHARMM force field optimization procedure31. The Gaussian09 software205 was applied
to acquire quantum target data. The energy minimized geometry and dipole moments
were calculated at the HF/6-31G* level. Potential energy scans (PES) were calculated
at the B3LYP/6-31G* level. Atomic charges were optimized until the calculated dipole
moment agreed within 30% of the quantum calculations. Next, force constant for bonds
and angles were optimized based on geometrical criteria. The force constants for
dihedral angles were subsequently optimized by matching the force field PES to the
quantum mechanical PES. Normal modes were matched as well. Parameters were
further fine tuned by following an iterative approach31; final parameters are listed in the
Supporting Information.
The DNA molecules were solvated in rectangular 0.15M KCl water boxes, with a
minimum margin of 14 Å between the DNA and the edge of the water box. After a short
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energy minimization, the systems were gradually heated from 120K to 300K, over a 1
ns period. During heating, a harmonic restraint with a force constant of 1 kcal/(mol Å2)
was applied to all DNA heavy atoms. This restraint force was gradually reduce to 0.5,
0.25, 0.1, 0.01, and finally to 0 kcal/(mol Å2) in blocks of 0.2 ns equilibriation. During
heating and equilibration, harmonic restraints between the centers of mass of the bases
that form a base pair were in effect to ensure proper hydrogen bonding. The
equilibrated structures were taken as starting points of two-dimensional umbrella
sampling simulations. The first order parameter for the umbrella sampling was the DNA
bending angle, here defined as the angle among the centers of mass of the central two
base pairs backbone and the centers of mass of each of the two base pairs backbone at
the termini. The second order parameter described base flipping, defined as the pseudo
dihedral angle among four mass centers: the center of mass of the base ring of residue
6 of the main chain (or the center of mass of the CPD residues for the damaged
systems), the center of mass of the backbone of main chain residue 6 (or the backbone
of the damage for the damaged systems), and the centers of mass of the backbone of
main chain residue 8, and the center of mass of the backbone of complementary chain
reside 6. The same pseudo dihedral has been used in studies of base flipping before195;
negative angles describe flipping on the major groove side, positive angles flipping on
the minor groove side. Force constants for the harmonic restraints on both angles were
set to 0.04 kcal/(mol deg2). A total of 144 umbrella windows were used per system, with
the DNA bending angle between 0 and 90 degrees and the base flipping angle between
-180 and 180 degrees, and intervals of 15 degrees for each angle. Each window was
equilibrated for 1 ns, followed by a production simulation of 5 ns, for a total production
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time of 720 ns per system. The first simulated window had pseudo dihedral angle of 10
degrees, and a DNA bending angle of 15 degrees. The final configuration of each
equilibriation run was used to start the equilibration of neighboring windows at ±15
degrees for the dihedral angle and ±15 degrees for DNA bending angles.
All simulations were performed with NAMD206, using the colvar module207, and
the CHARMM36 force field20 for the standard residues. Simulations were performed in
the NPT ensemble with a time step of 2 fs. Particle mesh Ewald was used for longrange electrostatics172, and SHAKE for covalent bonds involving hydrogen atoms177.
Coordinates were stored every 0.5 ps, and visual analyses were performed with VMD208.
Free energy surfaces and associated statistical errors were calculated by the multistate
Bennett acceptance ratio (MBAR) estimator after decorrelating the trajectories37. All
reported DNA bending angles correspond to the definition used in the umbrella
sampling.
A search of the protein data bank was performed to identify protein-DNA
complexes in which a single base at the protein-DNA interface was flipped out.
Complexes in which A, G, T, and C were flipped out were identified, as well as
complexes with UV damaged DNA with CPD flipped out. Bending and flipping angles
were calculated for these structures, using similar definitions as in the simulations.

4.4

Results and Discussion
Fig. 4.2 shows the two-dimensional free energy surfaces of DNA bending and

base flipping of the central thymine of 5'-CGCGAX6T7Z8CGCCC-3' dsDNA, while Fig.
4.3 shows representative structures. DNA bending was controlled by an angular
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restraint on the centers and termini of the DNA; while this restraint maintained the
bending angle, it did not control the direction of bending (i.e. whether DNA is bent
toward the major or minor groove). Consequently, in all systems DNA was bent toward
the major groove, the direction for which bending is easiest161. The free energy surfaces
generally converged after 3 ns of production time per window; error bars for the
surfaces of Fig. 4.2 (calculated after 5 ns of production time per window) were below 0.1
kcal/mol.

Figure 4.2. Free energy surface of DNA bending and base flipping for the inner thymine
in double stranded, Watson-Crick base paired 13mers. Sequences are identified by the
identity of bases 6-8 of the main strand. Negative flipping angles indicate flipping toward
the major groove, positive flipping toward the minor groove. Free energies in kcal/mol.
Error bars are not shown, but these were below 0.1 kcal/mol.
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Figure 4.3. Representative simulation snapshots. Backbone atoms in grey, minor
groove side facing atoms in blue, major groove side facing atoms in red, flipped thymine
shown as wireframe. A, D) flipped toward major groove, B, E) unflipped, base paired
with adenine of complementary strand, C, F) flipped toward minor groove. A-C for
unbent DNA, D-F for 70 degree bent DNA.
Fig. 4.2 shows a significant sequence dependent effect on DNA bending and
flipping. The highest bending flexibility in absence of flipping was observed for the GTA
sequence (sequences are named by base pairs 6-8 of the main strand), while the
lowest was observed in the TTT sequence. These observations are consistent with the
known flexibility of the TA step and known rigidity of the TT step209. On average, the
highest bending flexibility was observed for upstream G (irrespective of the identity of
the 8th base pair) or downstream A (irrespective of the identity of the 6th base pair),
with the downstream base having a slightly higher effect on the bending flexibility. In its
minimum free energy configuration, the DNA strands were slightly bent (~25 degrees),
consistent with other simulation studies102,161.
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Free energies for flipping were also sequence dependent (Table 4.1). Mimimum
free costs for flipping towards the major groove side were between 11 and 12 kcal/mol
for CTT, between 10 and 11 kcal/mol for ATC, TTG, TTC, and CTG, between 9 and 10
kcal/mol for ATT and GTA, and between 8 and 9 kcal/mol for the other sequences. For
minor groove flipping, minimum free energy costs were between 12 and 13 kcal/mol for
CTT, between 11 and 12 kcal/mol for ATC, TTC, CTT, CTG, and CTC, between 10 and
11 kcal/mol for TTA, TTT, TTG, GTA, GTT, and CTA, and between 9 and 10 kcal/mol
for all other sequences, except GTG for which the cost was between 7 and 8 kcal/mol.
Generally, a trend was seen in which flipping of the central thymine was harder for
sequences with upstream C; upstream T or downstream C also tended to make flipping
more energy costly. On the other hand, upstream G and downstream A tended to ease
flipping of the central thymine.
Flipping toward the major groove was generally more facile than flipping toward
the minor groove. While a preference for flipping toward the minor groove was observed
for TTG and GTG, and near equal preference for either direction for ATT, all other
sequences favored major groove flipping by 1 or 2 kcal/mol. Downstream G appeared to
somewhat favor minor groove flipping, by having lower barriers in half the cases. While
the free energy barriers for flipping out were large, the barrier for flipping back in was
generally around 1 kcal/mol, in some cases 2 kcal/mol. In most cases, the free energy
surface for the flipped state was relatively flat and wide, with no deep basins. Small
barriers for flipping back in and flatness of the flipped out state were also observed in
simulations of flipping irrespective of DNA bending42,194,195,197. This indicates that DNA is
generally easier to bend once the base is flipped out. Since interactions between the
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flipped base and the rest of DNA are weakened, the origin of this flatness is mainly
entropic.

Table 4.1. Minimum free energies for flipping of central thymine in undamaged DNA
strands. Large barriers (between 10-12 kcal/mol for flipping toward major, between 1113 kcal/mol for flipping toward minor groove) are indicated in bold.
Sequence
ATA
ATT
ATG
ATC
TTA
TTT
TTG
TTC
GTA
GTT
GTG
GTC
CTA
CTT
CTG
CTC

Minimum free energy of flipping (kcal/mol)
Toward major groove
Toward minor groove
8.2
9.4
9.5
9.7
8.5
9.9
10.4
11.3
8.5
10.2
8.6
10.1
10.9
10.1
10.8
11.6
9.0
10.0
8.4
10.5
8.5
7.5
8.3
9.4
8.1
10.2
11.9
12.5
10.1
11.7
8.9
11.1

Fig. 4.2 shows that the barriers for flipping were generally quite wide along the
bending direction. For many sequences, the minimum cost for flipping in a particular
direction were nearly constant (within a fraction of 1 kcal/mol) within a wide range of
DNA bending angles, typically between ~10 and ~50 degrees. This behavior was
generally observed for both major and minor groove flipping. Only a few sequences had
a reduced width of the barrier along the bending direction: ATG and ATC for minor
groove flipping, TTC, GTA, CTT and CTC for major groove flipping. The minimum
barrier region was generally centered around the bending angle corresponding to the
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optimal bending angle of the unflipped state, suggesting that DNA flipping is relatively
insensitive of bending angle around the equilibrium structure and indicating a lack of
correlation between bending and flipping. This was also reflected in the shape of the
free energy basins at these bending angles: tilted inverted Gaussians (with free
energies for flipping in the minor groove direction generally going up steeper than in the
major groove direction) with principal axes aligned with the bending and flipping axes.
While bending aided flipping by pushing the system higher in free energy, which
lowered the cost for flipping, flipping and bending behaved more or less independently
of each other in this region.
At higher bending angles, the Gaussian shape of the basins generally became
distorted, with a widening toward the major groove side and rotation of the principal
axes toward the major groove side indicating a positive correlation between bending
and major groove flipping. This effect occurred for nearly all sequences and was
particularly pronounced for ATC, TTG, and CTT. This observation indicates that at
higher bending angles, the systems became primed for flips toward the major groove:
upon bending, the central thymine was pushed toward the major groove side. At very
large bending angles, the isocountours became nearly aligned with the flipping angle,
indicating low or even absent costs for flipping once the DNA was heavily bent.
Analysis of the flipping and DNA bending angle in structures of protein-DNA
complexes with flipped bases in the protein data bank (Fig. 4.4) showed an interesting
correspondence to some of these findings. For flipped out thymines with an upstream
and downstream G (indicated by triangles in Fig. 4.4), all five experimental data points
were on the minor groove side, which was also the preferred flipping direction for the
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GTG sequence (Fig. 4.2). For the other flipped thymines, a slight preference for major
groove flipping was observed, which was also seen in the calculations (Table 4.1). Of
note is the wide range of DNA bending angles in the structures, which seems to suggest
that overall, bending and flipping are not so tightly correlated for undamaged DNA.
Two-dimensional free energy as a function of DNA bending angle and flipping
angle were also calculated for UV damaged strands in which CPD damage was flipped
out (Fig. 4.5). Because of the very large computational expense of the simulations,
sequence effects were not investigated. Overall, CPD damage preferred flipping toward
the major groove, and an increase in DNA bending flexibility was observed. The barrier
at the major groove side was wide and the surface at the flipped side was relatively flat
and wide, with a shallow basin of ~1 kcal/mol. At the minor groove side, the barrier was
less wide with a basin depth of ~2 kcal/mol. Barriers for flipping were between 7 and 8
kcal/mol on the major groove side, and between 8 and 9 kcal/mol on the minor groove
side, or about 1 kcal/mol less in either direction compared to undamaged DNA. No
strong correlation was observed between DNA bending and flipping. Protein data bank
statistics on protein-DNA complexes with flipped out CPD damaged bases are shown in
Fig. 4.4. Data for damage is very sparse, but CPD is shown to prefer flipping toward the
major groove, in agreement with free energy results.
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Figure 4.4. Distribution of flipping and DNA bending angles for protein-DNA complexes
with flipped bases from the protein data bank. In the undamaged panel, white circles
indicate flipped out thymines with up- and downstream G on the same strand, triangles
indicate flipped out thymines for all other sequences, and black circles indicate strands
in which an C, G, or A is flipped out. In the other panel, the damaged CPD is flipped out.

Figure 4.5. Free energy surface of DNA bending and damage flipping of the CPD
systems. Negative flipping angles indicate flipping toward the major groove, positive
flipping toward the minor groove. Free energies in kcal/mol; error bars are not shown,
but these were below 0.1 kcal/mol.

4.5

Conclusion
Coupling between flipping of the central thymine base and DNA major groove

bending was investigated for 14 DNA 13mers. The identity of the neighboring up- and
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downstream base had a significant effect on the flipping energetics, modulating the free
energy cost of flipping by up to 2 kcal/mol. Bending energetics were also dependent on
sequence, in a manner consistent with the known relative flexibility of base pairs.
Overall, major groove flipping was more favorable by 1-2 kcal/mol, although minor
groove flipping was preferred for a couple of sequences.
Barriers for flipping were generally quite wide in the bending direction, extending
tens of degrees, and the free energy surface was generally relatively flat for the flipped
out states, indicating that DNA bending is easier when bases are flipped out. While the
free energy cost of flipping out was typically around 10 kcal/mol, the barrier for flipping
back was low, typically near 1 kcal/mol. The data suggests no strong correlation
between bending and flipping for bending angles up to 30 degrees from equilibrium.
Bending is seen to help flipping, by pushing the system up in energy, which decreases
the cost for flipping. However, the two behave more or less independently in this
bending range. At higher bending angles, a noticeable correlation between flipping and
bending developed, which primed the system for flipping toward the major groove.
Bending and flipping became more coupled, until finally, at very large bending angles (>
80 degrees), the cost of flipping became very small. Aspects of the calculations could
be verified by an analysis of protein-DNA structures with flipped bases from the protein
data bank. A small preference was seen for major groove flipping in undamaged DNA,
and no strong coupling between DNA bending and flipping angles was observed.
Flipping of CPD was shown to be more facile than for thymine. While bending of
the CPD strand aided flipping by pushing the system higher in free energy, no strong
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correlations between bending and flipping were found. And flipping of CPD prefer major
groove pathway.
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5

CHAPTER FIVE

PHOTOPHYSICAL AND DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF
DOUBLY LINKED CY3-DNA CONSTRUCTS

Note to Reader
This chapter is reprinted and adapted with permission from Ning Ma, Elena M.
S. Stennett, Marcia Levitus and Arjan van der Vaart the Journal of Physical Chemistry B,
see Appendix B.

5.1

Abstract
Photophysical measurements are reported for Cy3 – DNA constructs in which

both Cy3 nitrogen atoms are attached to the DNA backbone by short linkers. While this
linking was thought to rigidify the orientation of the dye and hinder cis-isomerization, the
relatively low fluorescence quantum yield and the presence of a short component in the
time-resolved fluorescence decay of the dye indicated that cis-isomerization remained
possible. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy and transient absorption experiments
showed that photoisomerization occurred with high efficiency. Molecular dynamics
simulations of trans dye system indicated the presence of stacked and unstacked
states, and free energy simulations showed that the barriers for stacking/unstacking
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were low. In addition, simulations showed that the ground cis state was feasible without
DNA distortions. Based on these observations, a model is put forward in which the
doubly linked dye can photoisomerize in the unstacked state.

5.2

Introduction
The use of organic fluorescent compounds as probes and markers for biological

material has soared in the last couple of decades. Due to its extraordinary sensitivity (it
is possible to detect single molecules), fluorescence has grown in popularity as a
technique to investigate the structure and dynamics of nucleic acids, proteins, and other
biopolymers.164,210-213 Although achieving single-molecule sensitivity has been a reality
for many years, recent advances in data analysis algorithms, detectors, and
experimental conditions that minimize blinking and photobleaching allow for improved
signal-to-noise measurements.163,179,182,185-187 As a consequence, the applications of
single molecule fluorescence in biophysical research are becoming increasingly
quantitative. Yet, the rapid growth in popularity of fluorescence-based techniques has
not been paralleled by the necessary physicochemical studies that are critical for the
interpretation of the experimental data. The quantitative interpretation of fluorescence
data is often hampered by lack of detailed insights into how the photophysical and
spectroscopic properties of the dyes are affected by the chemical and physical
characteristics of their local environment within the biomolecule. For instance, computer
simulations have shown that the location of the cyanine dye Cy3 (Fig. 5.1B) bound to
the 5' terminus of duplex DNA or duplex RNA changes dynamically between stacked,
partially stacked and unstacked conformations.183,184 The stacked conformation has
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been observed by NMR even when the dye is attached using a 13-atom flexible
tether.178,181 Stacking interactions affect the rotational freedom, fluorescence quantum
yield, and lifetime of Cy3.184,214-218 Similar observations have been reported for cyanines
and other dyes on DNA, RNA and proteins.178,183,219-222 The rotational freedom of the
dye around its linker is particularly important in the interpretation of Förster-type energy
transfer experiments (FRET) because the efficiency of energy transfer depends on the
distance and the relative orientation between the donor and the acceptor dyes.222,223
Because fluorophores are usually attached to biomolecules via flexible linkers, and they
can interact with the building blocks of proteins and nucleic acids over different
timescales, the exact locations and orientations of the donor and acceptor are rarely
known. The uncertainty in the orientation factor and the fact that dye-DNA interactions
often affect the photophysical properties of the dye prompted us to investigate the
internal modification shown in Fig. 5.1B. In previous work,214 we showed that this type of
attachment greatly constrains rotational motions, reducing uncertainties in the donoracceptor distance associated with the flexible linkers commonly used to conjugate dyes
to nucleic acids. We also reported unusually large efficiencies of FRET for donors
separated by three DNA helical turns that were consistent with favorable orientation
factors. An unanticipated outcome of this work, however, was the measurement of
relatively low fluorescence quantum yields (φf ~ 0.3) and short lifetimes (〈τ〉 ~ 1 ns).214
As discussed below in detail, the fluorescence quantum yield of cyanine dyes increases
significantly in sterically-constrained environments that restrict isomerization from the
singlet excited state. Consequently, we anticipated measuring significantly larger φf
values for Cy3 when attached directly to the DNA backbone.
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In this manuscript, we report on our research aimed to characterize and
understand the photophysical properties of Cy3 bound directly to the DNA backbone
(Fig. 5.1B).

Time-resolved fluorescence, transient absorption spectroscopy and

fluorescence correlation spectroscopy were used to characterize the photophysical
properties of the dye on these DNA samples. In addition, computer simulations were
used to gain insights into the dynamics and interactions of the dye with the DNA bases
at the atomic level. The results of the spectroscopic experiments show that the DNA
matrix constrains photoisomerization only to a small degree. The low fluorescence
quantum yields and short lifetimes are consistent with the formation of a non-fluorescent
cis isomer, which was identified by transient spectroscopy and fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy. Molecular dynamics simulations showed that the trans isomer exists in a
dynamic equilibrium between stacked and unstacked states, and that the formation of
the cis state is feasible without DNA distortions.

5.3

Material and Methods
5.3.1 Samples
The fluorescent dyes Cy3B NHS ester and Cy3 NHS ester were purchased from

GE Healthcare (Piscataway, NJ). All HPLC-purified DNA oligonucleotides were ordered
from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA). The sequence of the strand
containing the Cy3 dye is shown in Fig. 5.1A (top strand), and the chemical structure of
the fluorescent modification is shown in Fig. 5.1B. Five different complementary strands
were purchased to prepare the double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) samples. The
complementary strands vary in the nature of the base opposite to the dye ("Y" in Fig.
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5.1A). The modification 1’, 2’-dideoxyribose was used to mimic an abasic site (referred
to as AP in the manuscript, see Fig. 5.1C). The natural DNA bases (A, T, C, G) are also
shown in Fig. 5.1C.

Figure 5.1. A) DNA sequences investigated in this work. "X" represents the Cy3 dye
and "Y" represents one of the four DNA nucleotides (A, G, C, T) or an abasic site (AP).
B) Structures of the Cy3-DNA internal modification ("X") and the free cyanine dyes (Cy3
and Cy3B). C) Structures of the DNA nucleotides and the abasic site (AP) used in
position "Y".
To prepare dsDNA samples, the two strands were annealed in Na-TRIS buffer
(TRIS 10mM and Na+ 100mM, pH 7.4). A small excess of the non-labeled strand was
used to ensure that every labeled strand was annealed to its complement, and gel
electrophoresis was used to verify that the hybridization process was successful.
Solutions of the free dyes were prepared in the same buffer.
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Cy3 solutions were used at approximately 10nM in the FCS experiments, 1µM in
the lifetime and quantum yield measurements, and 6µM in the flash photolysis
experiments. For flash photolysis, sodium iodide (BioWorld) was used to enhance triplet
formation; a stock solution in purified water (Millipore) was made and then the correct
amount added for a final concentration of 50mM I- in each sample.
5.3.2 Steady-state Fluorescence
Fluorescence

quantum

yields

were

determined

using

carboxy-

tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) in methanol (φf = 0.68) as a reference.224 Absorbances
were recorded using a Shimadzu PharmaSpec UV-1700 UV-Visible Spectrophotometer.
The absorbance of all samples was kept below 0.1 at the excitation wavelength (500
nm). Emission scans were collected using a PTI QuantaMaser 400 Spectrofluorometer
and provided software. Emission spectra were corrected for wavelength-dependent
variations in the detector sensitivity. Both absorbance and emission spectra were
collected independently five times and the average was used in the calculation of φf:

φ

Cy3
f

=φ

TMR
f

(I
(I

)
)

Cy3
f

/ ACy3

TMR
f

/ ATMR

where If represents the area of the fluorescence spectrum for the sample (Cy3)
or the reference (TMR), and A represents the absorbance of the solutions at the
excitation wavelength. The correction due to the different refraction index of water
(sample) and methanol (reference) is negligible. The errors reported in Table 5.1
represent standard deviations of five determinations.
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5.3.3 Time-resolved Fluorescence
Fluorescence intensity decays were acquired at room temperature using the
time-correlated single photon counting technique. A fiber supercontinuum laser
(Fianium SC450) was used as the excitation source. The laser provides 6 ps pulses at a
variable repetition rate, set at 20MHz. The laser output was sent through an AcoustoOptical Tunable Filer (Fianium AOTF) to obtain 514nm excitation. Fluorescence
emission was collected at a 90° angle and detected using a double-grating
monochromator (Jobin-Yvon, Gemini-180) and a microchannel plate photomultiplier
tube (Hamamatsu R3809U-50). The polarization of the emission was collected at the
magic angle relative to the excitation. A single photon counting card (Becker-Hickl,
SPC-830) was used for data acquisition. The IRF was measured with a 3% Ludox
scattering solution (Sigma Aldrich, MO) and had a FWHM of approximately 50ps when
measured at 514nm. The data was deconvoluted and fitted with a sum of exponential
terms

using

software

written

in-house

(ASUFIT,

URL:

www.public.asu.edu/~laserweb/asufit/asufit.html ). The quality of the fit was evaluated
based on the residuals.
5.3.4 Transient Absorption
Transient absorption traces were acquired using a Proteus spectrometer as
described elsewhere.225,226 Briefly, samples were excited at 532nm and traces were
collected at different wavelengths in the visible. The absorbances of all samples at 532
were matched to allow a direct comparison of transient amplitudes. An emission
correction was performed at each wavelength using the instrument software (Proteus
3.2.2). The data was analyzed using software written in house (ASUFIT) with the fits
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evaluated based on the residuals. For Argon saturated solutions, Ar gas was bubbled
through the sample for approximately 20 minutes.
5.3.5 Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy
FCS measurements were performed on a homebuilt setup. The 514nm line of an
Argon/Krypton laser (Melles Griot) was used for excitation. The collimated laser beam
was passed through a narrow band filter (514/10nm, Melles Griot) and directed into the
back port of a Nikon Eclipse TE 2000-U microscope. The excitation light was reflected
by a dichroic mirror (zt514/647rpc, Chroma Technologies) and sent into a 60x oil
immersion objective (PlanApo VC, NA 1.4, Nikon). The fluorescence was collected
through the same objective, focused onto a 50µm pinhole, and passed through another
bandpass filer (580/80nm, Chroma Technologies). The signal was then split using a
50/50 beamsplitter and focused onto two different avalanche photodiode detectors
(SPCM-AQR-14 and SPCM-AQR-12, Perken Elmer Optoelectronics, Canada). The
signal was then cross-correlated using a hardware correlator (ALV7002/USB-25, ALV
GmbH, Germany). Cross-correlation was performed instead of autocorrelation to
eliminate the detector after pulse, which produces an anomalous high correlation at
timescales below 2µs. The cross-correlation decay obtained in this manner is equivalent
to the autocorrelation decay expected in one channel in the absence of afterpulse. The
laser power used during the experiment was 20µW, as measured at the entrance of the
microscope objective. Twenty FCS traces of 30 seconds were collected for each sample,
averaged, and used for fitting.
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5.3.6 Molecular Dynamics and Free Energy Simulations
Molecular dynamics (MD) and free energy simulations were performed for Cy3DNA(T) (Fig. 5.1). DNA was built in the B-form using 3DNA227 and Cy3 was built in a
non-intercalated configuration using Avogadro (Fig. 5.6A).227 After minimization the
system was solvated in TIP3P water,140 ensuring a water layer of at least 13 Å between
the DNA and the edge of the box. Ions were added to neutralize the system at a
concentration of 150 mM NaCl. The system was heated from 120 to 300 K using 30 K
intervals of 100 ps each, while restraining the backbone of DNA using a force constant
of 1.0 kcal/(mol Å2). During the subsequent equilibration this restraining force constant
was reduced from 1.0, to 0.5, to 0.25, to 0.1, to 0.0 kcal/(mol Å2), using a 200 ps
simulation at each of these 5 steps. Equilibration was followed by an unrestrained
production run. A total of five independent MD simulations were performed using
different initial random seeds for the heating procedure. The simulations were run for
150 ns or until intercalated configurations were observed that lasted significant amounts
of time (tens of ns).
The MD trajectories in which intercalation occurred were used to identify a
minimal number of order parameters that could describe and distinguish the various
intercalated and non-intercalated configurations. The order parameters identified this
way consisted of a distance (r) and angle (a) (Fig. 5.6D and text); no other geometrical
parameters were found to be sufficient. By construction, the order parameters describe
stacking of the 5' indole ring; stacking of the 3' indole ring was not observed in the MD
simulations and modeling suggested that it is significantly harder. Two-dimensional
umbrella sampling simulations were prepared at a values between 15 and 165°, using a
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30° interval, and r values between 1 and 23 Å, using a 2 Å interval. The umbrella
sampling simulations were started from MD snapshots that were closest to the desired a
and r values, and used harmonic umbrella restraining potentials with a force constant of
10 kcal/(mol deg2) for the angle and 1.0 kcal/(mol Å2) for the distance. The heating
procedure was identical to the procedure followed for the MD simulations, except for the
presence of the umbrella potential. Heating was followed by a 1 ns equilibration in the
presence of the umbrella potential and absence of any other restraints, and followed by
a 5 ns production run. The two-dimensional free energy surface was obtained using the
weighted histogram analysis method.228 While simulations were run for most (a, r)
combinations, certain combinations at very high free energies (as witnessed from
preliminary free energy surfaces and the fact that these were never observed in any of
the MD simulations) were ignored (specifically, (a = 165°, r ≥ 9 Å), (a ≥ 135°, r ≥ 17
Å), (a ≥ 105°, r ≥ 21 Å), and (a ≥ 75°, r = 23 Å)).
MD simulations were also run for the cis ground state of Cy3. Initial coordinates
were constructed using Avogadro. The simulations used the same setup and
parameters as the five trans ground state simulations described above, and four
production runs of various lengths (35, 40, 85, and 100ns) were run. These simulations
were stopped when stacking occurred. In another simulation, non-intercalated Cy3 was
slowly rotated from the trans to the cis state using a harmonic dihedral restraining
potential with a force constant of 500 kcal/(mol deg2). In addition, the other three
dihedral angles of the bridge between the indole ring were restrained to their initial
values using harmonic restraining potentials with force constants of 500 kcal/(mol deg2),
and the indole rings were kept planar by the use of two rmsd restraints with a force
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constant of 500 kcal/(mol Å2). The simulation was performed in 60 steps of 250 ps each.
By slowly rotating the system, the structure of DNA was allowed to also relax.
All simulations were performed with the CHARMM program141 in the NPT
ensemble,229 using a time step of 2 fs, SHAKE for covalent bonds involving hydrogen
atoms,144 the particle mesh Ewald method for long-range electrostatics,26 and the
CHARMM 36 force field142 with Cy3 parameters.184 Snapshots were saved every 1 ps,
and VMD230 was used for visual analyses.

5.4

Results
All samples bearing the internal Cy3 modification studied in this work were

purchased from a commercial vendor (see Materials and Methods) where the modified
DNA oligonucleotides were prepared using standard solid-phase synthesis methods.
This involves the sequential coupling of the DNA building blocks in the order required to
produce the desired DNA sequence. The dye was incorporated in the desired location
using the same type of chemistry used to grow the oligonucleotide chain. Notice that, in
contrast to the free dye, which contains sulfonate substituents to increase water
solubility and minimize aggregation, the dyes used in the solid-phase procedure are not
substituted (Fig. 5.1). In order to prepare double-stranded DNA samples (dsDNA), the
labeled oligonucleotide was hybridized to a non-labeled complementary strand. The
complementary oligonucleotide was designed to contain an extra base between the two
bases that hybridize to the bases located at either side of the Cy3 dye ("Y", see Fig.
5.1A). This extra base was added at the suggestion of the company to account for the
space needed to accommodate the dye. We characterized samples containing the four
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possible nucleotides (A, G, T, C) on the strand opposite to the dye using spectroscopic
methods. In addition, and based on the results of the computer simulations described
below, we investigated a sample containing an abasic site (AP, Fig. 5.1C) in the same
position. Duplex DNA samples prepared in this manner will be referred to as "Cy3DNA(Y)" in the remainder of the manuscript, where Y = A, C, G, T or AP.
5.4.1 Fluorescence Quantum Yields and Lifetimes
The fluorescence quantum yields and lifetimes of the five Cy3-DNA samples
studied in this work (Fig. 5.1) were determined as described in Materials and Methods.
The fluorescence decays were fitted with the minimum number of exponential terms that
resulted in random residuals. Consistent with previous reports, the fluorescence decay
measured with the free dye was monoexponential with a lifetime τf = 210 ps.217,231 The
decays measured with the Cy3-DNA samples, in contrast, required three exponential
terms for an adequate fit (Fig. 5.2). The results of the individual fits, summarized in
Table 5.1 (method 1), show the contributions of a long (ca 2 ns), a medium (ca 1 ns)
and a short (ca 0.3 ns) lifetime. Because a fit with three exponential terms involves six
fitting parameters, the exact lifetimes and amplitudes are somewhat sensitive to the
fitting algorithm and the initial parameters, and should be interpreted with care.
Alternatively, we fitted the five decays with a global algorithm containing three lifetimes
that are shared among the five datasets. Using this procedure we obtained 2.2 ns, 1.2
ns and 0.5 ns for the long, medium and short lifetimes, and the pre-exponential factors
that are summarized in Table 5.1 (method 2). Regardless of the method of analysis,
results are consistent with the trends observed in the raw data. The amplitude of the
short lifetime is highest in the sample displaying the fastest decay, Cy3-DNA(AP), and
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the amplitude of the long lifetime is highest in the sample displaying the slowest decay,
Cy3-DNA(C). The same trend is observed in the fluorescence quantum yields; Cy3DNA(AP) is the sample with the lowest φf value, whereas Cy3-DNA(C) is the sample
with the highest value among the five DNA samples measured in this work.

Figure 5.2. Normalized fluorescence intensity decays of free Cy3 (b), Cy3-DNA(AP) (d),
Cy3-DNA(G) (e), Cy3-DNA(T) (f), Cy3-DNA(A) (g) and Cy3-DNA(C) (h). The trace
labeled "a" is the instrumental response function of the instrument, and the decay
labeled "c", which was obtained with a 5'-labeled sample in previous work (see ref. 5d),
is included here for reference (see text).
The photophysical properties of cyanines such as Cy3 are usually described in
terms of the potential energy surface shown in Fig. 5.3.232-234 The dye exists in the alltrans form in the ground state.233,234 In the singlet excited state, however, rotation
around a C-C bond of the polymethine chain is an efficient process that can potentially
result in the formation of the non-fluorescent cis isomer. As shown in Fig. 5.3,
isomerization from the excited singlet state occurs via a non-spectroscopic twisted
intermediate (t) that deactivates to generate the ground state cis photoisomer (P) or the
ground state "normal" trans isomer (N). The rate constant of the twisting process (kNt,
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see Fig. 5.3) depends strongly on solvent viscosity, and because this process
deactivates the singlet excited state, from which fluorescence occurs, high viscosities
result in increased fluorescence lifetimes and quantum yields.235-237 For instance, the
fluorescence quantum yields of Cy3 in aqueous solution and in glycerol at room
temperature are φf = 0.067 (Table 5.1) and φf = 0.85217 respectively. Isomerization can
also be prevented by chemical rigidification of the polymethine chain, as in the case of
Cy3B (Fig. 5.1B).231 Although the two dyes share the same chromophore, the lifetime of
fluorescence of Cy3B is an order of magnitude larger than the lifetime of Cy3 (Table
5.1).
An increase in fluorescence efficiency has also been reported for cyanines bound
to or in close proximity to macromolecules, and often interpreted in terms of an increase
in the 'local' viscosity experienced by the probe.184,216,217,238-240 For instance, the
quantum yields of Cy3 covalently bound to the 5' terminus of various single-stranded
and double-stranded DNA sequences are in the φf = 0.15-0.40 range depending on
DNA sequence and secondary structure.184,216,217 The fluorescence decays of these
samples are all multi-exponential, and the number of exponential terms needed to fit the
experimental data and the lifetimes obtained from the fits also vary among different
DNA samples.184,216,217,222,241 The heterogeneity observed in the fluorescence decays is
indicative of various local environments that restrict Cy3 isomerization to different
degrees. For example, the decay of Cy3 attached to the 5' terminus of one of the
dsDNA samples we investigated in previous work can be fitted with two exponential
terms (Fig. 5.2 c).217 A short component (0.29 ns) that accounts for 56% of the decay is
consistent with fairly unrestricted isomerization, while a longer component (0.82 ns)
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indicates that a fraction of the molecules exhibit larger isomerization barriers. This
longer lifetime is consistent with the stacking interactions between Cy3 and the terminal
base pair observed in NMR experiments181 and computer simulations.184 Similar
lifetimes were observed in experiments with dsDNA labeled internally with Cy3 using
the standard flexible linker.241 The existence of a short lifetime in these samples
suggests that the dye is able to photoisomerize a fraction of the time, presumably when
unstacked from the biomolecule.
In the modifications studied in this work the dye is linked to the DNA via both
nitrogen atoms, which should in principle restrict the isomerization process to an even
greater extent. Based on this premise, we anticipated that this mode of attachment
would result in a significant reduction in isomerization rate, and a parallel increase in
fluorescence quantum yield and lifetime. Although the fluorescence decays of these
samples (Fig. 5.2 d-h) are slower than the decay measured with the terminally-labeled
sample mentioned above (Fig. 5.2 c), the observation of a short component in the
decays of all five DNA samples was quite surprising. This suggests that one or more
conformations amenable to isomerization exist even when the dye is bound directly to
the DNA backbone. Further evidence of trans-cis isomerization was obtained from
transient

absorption

spectroscopy

and

fluorescence

experiments as discussed in the following sections.
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correlation

spectroscopy

Table 5.1. Fluorescence lifetimes and quantum yields of Cy3-DNA(Y) (Y = A, C, G, T,
AP)
Sample
Free Cy3
Free Cy3B
Cy3-DNA(A)

Cy3-DNA(C)

Cy3-DNA(G)

Cy3-DNA(T)

Cy3-DNA(AP)

Fluorescence Lifetimes (ns)
a
b
Method 1
Method 2
0.21 (100 %)
2.40 (100 %)
0.23
(16%)
1.00
(62%)
2.13
(22%)
0.16
(12%)
0.89
(41%)
1.90
(46%)
0.26
(10%)
1.00
(57%)
1.79
(33%)
0.29
(11%)
0.90
(47%)
1.77
(41%)
0.41
(33%)
1.12
(56%)
1.99
(11%)

0.54
(27%)
1.15
(52%)
2.12
(20%)
0.54
(13%)
1.15
(54%)
2.12
(32%)
0.54
(12%)
1.15
(72%)
2.12
(16%)
0.54
(16%)
1.15
(64%)
2.12
(20%)
0.54
(36%)
1.15
(54%)
2.12
(9%)

Fluorescence Q.Y.
0.067 ± 0.003
0.73 ± 0.03
0.26 ± 0.01

0.29 ± 0.01

0.27 ± 0.01

0.27 ± 0.01

0.21 ± 0.02

a Obtained by fitting the decays of Fig. 5.2 individually.
b Obtained by fitting the decays of Fig. 5.2 globally with three shared lifetimes.
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Figure 5.3. Potential energy surface for cyanine photoisomerization. θ represents the
rotation coordinate, N the ground state of the normal form (trans isomer), t is the twisted
state, and P is the ground state of the photoisomer (cis isomer). Deactivation from the
trans excited state occurs via internal conversion (rate constant kic), fluorescence, (kf),
or isomerization (kNt) to produce the twisted state. The twisted state deactivates to the
trans or cis ground states with rate constants (ktN) and (ktP) respectively. The branching
ratio, α, is defined as the fraction of twisted states that decay to the cis state. The
ground state photoisomer reverts to the thermodynamically stable trans isomer with a
rate constant kPN. The curve in red is a schematic representation of the effect of the
DNA matrix, which increases the barrier for photoisomerization (ENT), and causes a
displacement of the excited state surface that results in an increase in the partitioning to
the cis isomer.
5.4.2 Transient Absorption Spectroscopy
Laser flash photolysis experiments were carried out by exciting the solutions of
Cy3 (free or on DNA) at wavelengths close to the ground-state absorption maximum of
the trans isomer and monitoring the absorbance of the resulting transient species in the
visible range in the µs timescale. Results are presented in Fig. 5.4 in terms of ΔA(t,λ),
defined as the change in absorbance at wavelength λ measured at a time t after the
laser pulse (t = 0). The transient absorption spectrum of cyanine dyes is known to be
dominated by absorption of the ground state of the cis isomer, which has been reported
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to be shifted 20 nm to the red with respect to the ground state absorption of the trans
isomer.242 Depending on conditions (e.g. oxygen concentration), triplet-triplet absorption
can further contribute to the signal on the red edge of the spectrum.242,243 Consistent
with previous reports of the cis isomer of Cy3, we observed a positive transient signal
with an absorbance peak at 570 nm with both free Cy3 and all Cy3-DNA samples (Fig.
5.4). The lifetime of the decays obtained at this wavelength were the same in airsaturated and argon-saturated solutions, ruling out contributions due to the triplet state.
To further rule out the contributions of the triplet state to the transient signal in this
spectral range we performed measurements with Cy3 solutions containing sodium
iodide. Iodide ions are known to promote intersystem crossing to the triplet state due to
the so-called heavy atom effect,244 and in fact we observed an increase in the
absorbance at 620 nm that is consistent with the triplet-triplet absorption spectrum
reported for this cyanine (not shown).226,242,243 The amplitude of the transient at 570 nm,
on the other hand, was not affected by addition of iodide, supporting the conclusion that
it is due to cis isomer absorption.
The quantitative analysis of the flash photolysis traces is hampered by the fact
that the absorption band of the cis isomer overlaps with the fluorescence spectrum of
the trans configuration. The emitted fluorescence saturates the detector, which in this
instrument has a rather long recovery time. This phenomenon results in an artificial
raise in the flash photolysis traces at short times. Notice that the problem is not as
severe in the case of free Cy3 due to its much lower fluorescence quantum yield.
Although we cannot obtain reliable data below 1 µs, it is clear that the timescales of the
decays measured with the Cy3-DNA samples and with the free dye are on the same
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order of magnitude. The trace obtained with free Cy3 fits well with a single exponential
term with τ = 5.7 µs. In contrast, at least two lifetimes are needed for an adequate fit of
the decays of the Cy3-DNA samples. Because of the detector artifact described above,
the data below 3 µs was not included in the analysis, and therefore we regard the
results only as estimates. A global fit of the five DNA samples with a bi-exponential
model gave τ1 = 5.7 µs (~85%) and τ2 = 57.4 µs (~15%). We note that the fact that τ1 is
identical to the value measured for the free dye was a coincidence, not a restriction
imposed in the analysis. Because the absorbance measured at 570 nm is proportional
to the concentration of cis isomer, the decay reflects the disappearance of the cis form
as it converts back to the stable trans form in the ground state (kPN). This thermal backisomerization reaction has been investigated extensively in solution, and the rate
constant was found to be strongly dependent on solvent viscosity.236,237,245 For all Cy3DNA samples most of the amplitude of the transient absorbance decay is associated
with a lifetime identical to the one measured with the free dye, suggesting that the dye
on DNA experiences the same microscopic friction than the free dye in water. Only
about 15% of the decay is associated with a longer lifetime, which possibly reflects
stacking interactions between the cis isomer and the DNA bases.
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Figure 5.4. Flash photolysis traces of free Cy3 (black), and all Cy3-DNA(Y) samples
measured at 570 nm. All samples had the same absorbance at the excitation
wavelength (532 nm). The raise observed with the DNA samples in the c.a. 1 µs
timescale is an artifact due to detector saturation (see text).
The transient absorption spectroscopy experiments confirm the formation of the
cis isomer in the Cy3-DNA samples, and therefore support the results of the timeresolved fluorescence experiments that show unexpectedly short components in the
decay. The amplitudes and integrated areas of the transient absorption signals obtained
with DNA, however, were unexpectedly large when compared with the free dye (Fig.
5.4). The fluorescence lifetime and quantum yield of Cy3 increase significantly when the
dye is bound to DNA, indicating that the twisted state is formed with a lower yield. For
this reason, the fluorescence experiments seem inconsistent with the high yields of
formation of the photoisomer we observed by transient absorption spectroscopy. As
described in the next section, the results of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
experiments provided further evidence that the formation of the photoisomer is indeed
higher than expected.
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5.4.3 Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) is a technique where the
fluorescence intensity emitted by a small number of molecules is measured and
analyzed in terms of the autocorrelation function (G(τ), see Materials and Methods).246249

The autocorrelation decay is then analyzed using theoretical models to extract the

time constants of the different physical processes that give rise to the measured
fluctuations in fluorescence signal. In the case of Cy3, which has a low quantum yield of
triplet

formation,

the

autocorrelation

decay

has

two

primary

contributions:

photoisomerization and translational diffusion. Diffusion through the micron-sized
observation volume gives rise to fluctuations in the ~0.1-1 ms timescale, and as
expected, the diffusion time of Cy3 decreases when bound to DNA (Fig. 5.5A). In
addition, experiments with Cy3 show fluctuations at timescales shorter than 10 µs,
which are absent in the decays obtained with Cy3B (Fig 5A). These fluctuations are
characteristic of photoisomerization dynamics, and have been described in detail for the
cyanine Cy5 in solution by Widengren et al.250 Because the transitions between the
ground and excited states of both isomers (i.e. absorption, fluorescence and internal
conversion) occur at timescales much shorter than the resolution of the FCS
experiment, the fluorescence fluctuations due to photoisomerization can be described in
terms of a simple two-state system:250
trans isomer ('bright')

cis isomer ('dark')

The autocorrelation decay that describes a system that diffuses freely in a
Gaussian-shaped observation volume is given by:247,249
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GD (τ ) = G0

1
1
(1 + τ / τ D ) (1 + τ / γ 2τ D )1/2

5.1

Where τ is the correlation lag-time, τD is a characteristic diffusion time, G0 is the
amplitude of the decay, and γ is the aspect ratio of the observation volume. The
stochastic transitions between the fluorescent and non-fluorescent isomers result in
fluorescence fluctuations that are superimposed to those caused by diffusion. In this
case, the total autocorrelation function takes the form G(τ) = Gfast(τ)GD(τ), where

⎛
f −τ /τ fast ⎞
G fast (τ ) = ⎜1 +
e
⎟
⎝ 1− f
⎠

5.2

Here, f represents the fraction of molecules that exist in the dark state under
steady-state illumination, and τfast represents the relaxation time of the trans ↔ cis
fluctuations.249,250 The inset in Fig. 5.5A highlights the meaning of the parameters G0,
τD, f and τfast.
Our results with free Cy3 can be fitted satisfactorily with the two-state model
described above (Fig. 5.5B). The parameters obtained from the fit were G0 = 0.47, τD =
53 µs, f = 0.31 and τfast = 0.84 µs. We note that although Cy3 and Cy3B are expected to
have very similar diffusion coefficients, the diffusion time obtained for Cy3 is visibly
larger than the value we measured for Cy3B (Fig. 5.5A). This is due to the fact that in
the case of Cy3, molecules reside in the dark state a significant fraction of the time, and
the resulting fluorescence intensity is no longer proportional to the concentration of
fluorophores. This phenomenon, known as saturation, results in an enlarged apparent
FCS volume. A detailed explanation of the effects of saturation on the size of the
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observation volume is beyond the scope of this manuscript, and can be found
elsewhere.226,251,252
The autocorrelation decays measured with the DNA samples show clear
contributions of cis-trans isomerization. These results, therefore, support the
interpretation of the flash photolysis experiments discussed in the previous section,
which indicate that the cis isomer is formed with surprisingly high yields. In contrast to
the decay obtained with the free dye, the decays obtained with the DNA samples cannot
be fitted with the simple model described above. The 'fast' component of the
autocorrelation curve does not decay as a single exponential (Fig. 5.5B, see residuals),
indicating the existence of more than one timescale relevant for the photoisomerization
reaction. This is in fact consistent with the results of the time resolved fluorescence and
transient absorption experiments, which show multiexponential decays for the N → t
(lifetime measurements) and P → N (flash photolysis) processes. The existence of at
least three distinct lifetimes in the time-resolved fluorescence intensity decays suggests
that the dye can be found in different molecular environments that restrict
photoisomerization to different degrees. While the c.a. 0.3ns component suggests that
the dye can isomerize freely a fraction of the time, the c.a. 2 ns component, indicates
that some of these environments impose severe steric restrictions that inhibit bond
rotation.
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Figure 5.5. A) FCS decays of the free dyes and Cy3-DNA(Y) with Y = AP, C or T. The
decays for Cy3-DNA(A) and Cy3-DNA(G) overlap with the other DNA traces and are
omitted for clarity. The fluctuations in the µs-timescale present in the Cy3 samples but
not in Cy3B are indicative of photoisomerization. Inset: FCS decay of Cy3 analyzed
according to the parameters defined in Eqs. 1 and 2. B) FCS decays of free Cy3 and
Cy3-DNA(T) fitted with the product of Eqs. 1 and 2 as described in the text. The
residuals are random (black) for free Cy3, but not for Cy3DNA(T), indicating that more
than one relaxation time describes the photoisomerization process on DNA.
The results of the experiments described above highlight the role that dye-DNA
interactions play in determining the spectroscopic and photophysical properties of the
dye. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed as described in the next
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section to gain insights into the dynamics and interactions of the dye at the atomic level
in order to aid the interpretation of the experimental data.
5.4.4

Molecular Dynamics and Free Energy Simulations

Insights into the stacking dynamics and the effect of trans-to-cis isomerization on
DNA structure were obtained from MD simulations. To limit computational costs,
especially for the computer intensive free energy simulations, simulations were only
performed for one of the experimentally studied Cy3-DNA systems: Cy3-DNA(T). While
the energetic details will depend on the system, it is expected that the overall behavior
of Cy3-DNA(T) is similar to the behavior of the other constructs. Five independent MD
simulations of Cy3-DNA(T) in the trans state were performed, starting from a nonintercalated Cy3 configuration (Fig. 5.6A). Visual inspections showed that intercalation
took place in four simulations; moreover, two different types of intercalation occurred.
The 5' indole ring of the dye either intercalated between the unpaired T11 and the G17C10
base pair (Fig. 5.6B), or between the C15G12 base pair and the unpaired T11 (Fig. 5.6C);
no other intercalated states occurred. In both cases the intercalated state was stabilized
by stacking interactions with the DNA bases. We will refer to these configurations as
intercalation state I1 and I2, respectively. Simulation 1 reached the I2 state after 10 ns,
simulation 2 I1 after 40 ns, simulation 3 I1 after 18 ns, and simulation 5 I2 after 40 ns; no
change in configuration was observed for the remainder of these 50 ns (simulation 2
and 3) or 60 ns (simulation 1 and 5) trajectories. In simulation 4 the dye remained nonintercalated, and no intercalation was observed in the 150 ns trajectory. It was found
that the intercalated and non-intercalated states could be distinguished by a
combination of two order parameters: the distance r between the center of mass of T11
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and the center of mass of the 5' side Cy3 indole ring, and the angle a between the
center of mass of G12, the center of mass of T11, and the center of mass of the 5' side
Cy3 indole ring (Fig. 5.6D). Of these parameters, r distinguishes the intercalated states
from the non-intercalated states, while a distinguishes intercalation state I1 from I2. For
intercalated state I1 the value of (a, r) is near (95°, 7 Å), for I2, near (50°, 5 Å), while
non-intercalated states occur when r ≥ 8 Å. Other geometrical parameters were found to
be inadequate at distinguishing the configurations. Time traces of a and r from the MD
simulations are given in Fig. 5.6E. By construction, the order parameters describe
stacking of the 5' indole ring. Stacking of the 3' indole ring was not observed in any of
the MD simulations and it also appeared more difficult than stacking of the 5' ring in
additional modeling. Structure building suggested that this is due to steric clashes
stemming from the difference in the length of the linking chain between the furanose
ring and the N atom of the dye, which is 1 atom longer on the 3' side.
The free energy surface of Cy3-DNA(T) as a function of a and r was calculated
by umbrella sampling simulations and is shown in Fig. 5.7. The surface reveals a Ushaped "superbasin" for the non-intercalated state (indicated by N in Fig. 5.7); a
superbasin is characterized by multiple local free energy minima separated by small
free energy barriers. Representative structures for the local free energy minima of N
together with their a and r values and relative free energies are shown in Fig. 5.8; these
local minima are separated by small barriers between 0.7 and 1.6 kcal/mol. The other
two basins are the I1 and I2 intercalated states. I1 is a single basin and the global
minimum; the free energy of the global minimum is taken as the zero of energy. Fig. 5.8
shows the configuration of this minimum as well as two other structures within 3
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kcal/mol of the minimum; these three structures are representative of all configurations
found within the basin. At the free energy minimum, the 5' side indole ring stacks with
C15, while in the other two representative structures it stacks with C10. When stacking
with C10, T11 is either in plane with Cy3 or rotated. I2 is a superbasin consisting of two
local minima (at 1.0 and 1.2 kcal/mol), separated by a barrier of 1.1 kcal/mol. The basin
is also characterized by stacking interactions between the 5' side indole ring of Cy3 and
DNA. In the minimum of the superbasin (at 1.0 kcal/mol), stacking occurs between the
5' side indole ring, T11 and C15; in the second minimum (at 1.2 kcal/mol) stacking occurs
between the indole ring and C15. Two other representative structures are found within 3
kcal/mol of the minimum of this basin as well (Fig. 5.8), one in which stacking occurs
between the 5' side indole ring and T11, and one in which stacking occurs with the indole
ring and C15. No stacking occurred for the 3' side indole ring in I1 and I2, and structural
analyses suggests that only one indole ring can stack at a time due to the presence of
the linker. The structural analyses show that in the intercalated states, the dye has
considerable freedom to shift position in the plane orthogonal to the helix axis, and can
change stacking interaction partners within the plane at low free energy costs. Since the
free energy differences between I1, I2, and N are small (the minima of the basins are at
0.0, 1.0, and 1.5 kcal/mol, respectively), all basins are significantly populated at
equilibrium with a preference for the intercalated states. Transitions between the various
states are relatively facile, with a barrier of 4.3 kcal/mol for I1
3.6 kcal/mol for I2

N, and 3.2 kcal/mol for N

I2.
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I2, 3.1 kcal/mol for I2

I1,

Figure 5.6. Molecular dynamics simulations of Cy3-DNA(T). A) Initial, non-intercalated
structure. B) I1 intercalated structure. C) I2 intercalated structure. D) Order parameters
for intercalation. r: the distance between the center of mass of T11 and the center of
mass of the 5' side Cy3 indole ring. a: the angle between the center of mass of G12, the
center of mass of T11, and the center of mass of the 5' side Cy3 indole ring. C) Time
series of r and a for the five MD simulations. Only the first 50 ns is shown. No
intercalation ever occurred in simulation 4.

Figure 5.7. Free energy surface of Cy3-DNA(T) as a function of a and r as calculated
from umbrella sampling in kcal/mol. N indicates the non-intercalated superbasin, I1 and
I2 the intercalated basins.
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Figure 5.8. Representative structures of the I1, I2, and N free energy basins. Structures
at the minimum of each basin are shown on the left. In parenthesis (a, r, ΔF) the values
of the angle, distance, and relative free energy. Coloring and orientation as in Fig. 5.6
Overall, the simulations show that in the trans ground state multiple intercalated
states exist, with small barriers between the nonintercalated and intercalated states. To
investigate the effect of the ground state cis configuration of Cy3 on the DNA structure,
four ground state cis simulations were performed.

In all simulations, the cis

configuration was well-accepted by the DNA. DNA remained base paired, stable and in
the B conformation, and the DNA structures that were sampled were similar to the DNA
structures of the trans Cy3 simulations. Stacking occurred in three of the simulations. In
one simulation, the 3' indole ring stacked with G17, in another simulation the 5' indole
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ring stacked with C15. In a third simulation, multiple stacking configurations were
observed: between the 5' indole ring and G17, C10 and in between T11 and G12.
Representative structures of these intercalated states are shown in Fig. 5.9, as well as a
representative structure of the nonintercalated state. Whereas mostly unbent DNA
structures are shown, bent DNA structures were also observed in the cis and trans state
simulations. In addition, a simulation was performed in which the non-intercalated trans
dye was slowly rotated to the cis state while the DNA structure was allowed to relax.
Although it should be stressed that this simulation cannot provide any mechanistic or
energetic insights into the trans to cis transition, it was still useful in demonstrating that
the isomerization reaction can proceed without causing distortions in the DNA.
Snapshots of this simulation are shown in Fig. 5.10. While the simulation started from
the nonintercalated trans state, stacking interactions between 5' indole ring and C15
started to occur halfway through the isomerization.

Figure 5.9. Representative structures of the ground state cis Cy3-DNA(T) from
unbiased MD. A) Stacking between 3' indole ring and G17. B) Stacking between 5' indole
ring and C15. C) Stacking between 5' indole ring and C10. D) Stacking between 5' indole
ring and T11 and G12. E) Non-intercalated state.
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Figure 5.10. Evenly spaced snapshots for the biasing simulation of the isomerization
from trans (left) to cis (right) ground state.
5.5

Discussion
Our interest in the backbone-modified Cy3-DNA samples investigated in this

work was partly based on the assumption that a rigid attachment would greatly hinder
photoisomerization and therefore result in large fluorescence quantum yields. Although
this mode of attachment does result in an increase of the singlet state lifetime of Cy3
when compared to the standard attachment via a flexible linker, the extent of the
increase was much smaller than we anticipated. In this manuscript, we investigated the
photophysical properties of Cy3 in these DNA samples using both experimental and
computational approaches. Consistent with our previous observations,214 the quantum
yields of fluorescence of all samples investigated in this work were about 0.3. These
relatively low values are consistent with the observation of a short (c.a. 0.3 ns)
component in the time-resolved fluorescence intensity decays. The multi-exponential
nature of the fluorescence decay indicates that the dye exists in different environments
that restrict isomerization to different degrees. The short lifetime is only slightly higher
than the lifetime of the free dye in aqueous solution, indicating virtually unrestricted
photoisomerization. Although fluorescence lifetime measurements alone do not prove
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that photoisomerization occurs, the results of the transient absorption experiments
unambiguously confirmed the formation of the cis isomer of Cy3 in all DNA samples.
FCS experiments provided further evidence that photoisomerization occurs with
surprisingly high efficiency. On the other hand, the observation of a long (c.a. 2 ns)
component indicates that isomerization is greatly restricted in a fraction of the dye
molecules, suggesting that stacking interactions with the DNA bases hinder bond
rotation. Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out in order to gain further
insights into the interactions between the dye and the DNA bases at the molecular level.
The results of the simulations revealed the existence of nonintercalated and distinct
intercalated states that are significantly populated at equilibrium and that are separated
by low free energy barriers. The nonintercalated state, which is characterized by the
absence of stacking interactions between the dye and the bases, is consistent with the
short lifetime observed in the time-resolved fluorescence experiments and the
observation of the photoisomer by flash photolysis and FCS. We note that this state is
higher in energy than the intercalated states, in agreement with the fact that the
amplitude of the fast lifetime is lower than the amplitudes of the longer lifetimes. The
intercalated states are characterized by stacking interactions between the indole ring of
the dye and the DNA bases, and are consistent with the ‘medium’ (c.a. 1ns) and ‘long’
(c.a. 2ns) lifetimes observed in the time-resolved experiments.
As stated before, dsDNA samples were prepared by annealing the Cy3-labeled
strand with a complementary strand that contains an extra base opposite to the dye
(Fig. 5.1). Because this ‘extra’ base is not engaged in hydrogen bonding, we did not
anticipate that using a particular purine or pyrimidine would have an impact in the
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fluorescence properties of the dye. Yet, we observed that the fluorescence quantum
yield of the dye was highest when the base opposite to the dye was a cytidine, and the
amplitude of the long lifetime was highest in this sample as well. The results of the
simulations show that the base opposite to the dye is engaged in stacking interactions
with Cy3 in the intercalated states. Therefore, the identity of this base can potentially
play an important role in modulating the photoisomerization efficiency of the dye. These
results motivated us to investigate the sample containing an abasic (AP) site in the
strand opposite to the dye (Fig. 5.1C). We hypothesized that removing the base
opposite to the dye would increase the fraction of unstacked molecules and cause a
decrease in fluorescence efficiency. Indeed, the fluorescence experiments are in
agreement with this prediction. The fluorescence quantum yield of Cy3-DNA(AP) is the
lowest among all samples studied in this work, and its fluorescence decay shows the
highest amplitude for the short lifetime and the lowest amplitude for the long lifetime.
Overall, the spectroscopic data clearly suggest that stacking interactions are strongest
in Cy3-DNA(C). A dependence of stacking energies on the identity of the base has also
been observed previously,184 but the origin for this difference in behavior remains to be
investigated.
Both transient absorption spectroscopy and FCS experiments show that the
formation of the cis isomer of Cy3 is efficient even when the dye is bound to the DNA
backbone. This is consistent with the short lifetimes observed in the time-resolved
fluorescence decays, which indicate that a fraction of the molecules deactivate through
the rotation of a C-C bond in the polymethine chain. Yet, the signals due to the cis
isomer are comparable or even greater for Cy3 on DNA than for the free dye, which
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seems to contradict the fact that the free dye has a shorter excited state lifetime. This
apparent inconsistency can be explained by postulating that once the twisted state is
formed, the DNA matrix influences the partitioning between the two isomers and favors
the formation of the cis configuration. The partitioning from the twisted state into the two
ground state isomers is quantified by the so-called branching ratio (α), defined as α =
ktP /(ktN + ktP) (see Fig. 5.3). This aspect of the photoisomerization process of cyanines
was modeled theoretically by Caselli et al.253 The authors calculated Franck-Condon
factors along the torsional coordinate for different positions of the S0 surface relative to
a fixed S1 potential with an absolute minimum at 90°. A branching ratio α = 1/2 is
obtained when the S0 maximum is at θ = 90° as well, resulting in an equal partition into
the two isomers. Interestingly, the authors showed that a displacement of the S0
maximum by just two degrees is enough to bias the partitioning to branching ratios
similar to those measured for similar cyanines in solution (α ~ 1/3).254 Based on this
analysis, we propose that our results can be explained by postulating that the DNA
matrix causes a small relative displacement of the excited state surface with respect to
the ground state surface of the dye, which favors the formation of the cis isomer over
the trans. A schematic representation of this model is shown in Fig. 5.3 in red. On one
hand, attachment of Cy3 to the DNA increases the barrier for photoisomerization (N →
t), which results on a longer excited state lifetime. On the other hand, the position of the
minimum of the S1 surface is shifted with respect to the S0 surface, resulting in a greater
probability that the dye on DNA will decay to the cis isomer instead of the trans. We
note that a similar observation was published recently by Tatikolov et al.255 In this
publication, the authors reported the formation of the trans photoisomer of a meso126

substituted thiacarbocyanine that intercalates into dsDNA as a cis isomer. Because
these cyanines do not photoisomerize in solution,256 and the authors observed
isomerization on DNA, they concluded that the DNA matrix influences the potential
energy curves to favor the photoisomerization process.
Alternatively, we can envision that the isomerization mechanism of Cy3 on DNA
occurs via a mechanism fundamentally different from the one observed in solution. For
example, Liu and collaborators introduced the concept of "hula-twist" (HT) to justify the
rapid isomerization of the 11-cis-retinyl chromophore in rhodopsin.257 The mechanism
involves the concerted rotation of two adjacent double and single bonds, and it is much
less volume-demanding than the traditional one-bond-flip (OBF) that is believed to
dominate the isomerization of cyanines in solution.258,259 The HT mechanism is
assumed to be observed only when the common one-bond-flip mechanism is impeded,
although it has been speculated that specific interactions between the chromophore and
the matrix (e.g. a protein) may assist the HT process.258 Although we cannot discard the
possibility that the isomerization of Cy3 on DNA occurs via this volume-conserving
mechanism, our experimental data is better described by the traditional isomerization
process described in Fig. 5.3. First, the transient spectra of Cy3 measured in the flash
photolysis experiments is the same for the dye on DNA or free in solution. Second, if the
DNA matrix facilitated the HT mechanism, we would observe a noticeable reduction in
the lifetime of the singlet state of the chromophore on DNA. In contrast, and consistent
with the stacking interactions observed in the simulation, we observed a marked
increase in the lifetime of the excited state. Therefore, we favor our interpretation that
the DNA matrix does not facilitate the initial steps of the isomerization process, but
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instead, it affects the branching process so as to favor the ground state cis isomer over
the trans.

5.6

Conclusion
We investigated Cy3-DNA constructs in which both Cy3 nitrogen atoms are

attached to the DNA backbone by short linkers using experimental and computational
methods. The relatively low fluorescence quantum yield of Cy3 in these constructs and
the presence of a short lifetime in the fluorescence decays suggest that the excited
state of the dye is able to deactivate by photoisomerization. This was somewhat
surprising because we anticipated that the short linkers and the DNA matrix would result
in an almost complete suppression of the isomerization process. Yet, transient
absorption and FCS experiments demonstrated unambiguously that the cis isomer
forms efficiently, and simulations showed that isomerization to the cis state can indeed
occur without DNA distortions. Not only the cis isomer is observed, but the signals
measured in the transient absorption experiments with the Cy3-DNA samples were
unexpectedly large. In order to explain this observation, we propose a model in which
the DNA matrix causes a small relative displacement of the excited state surface with
respect to the ground state surface of the dye, which results in an increase in the
efficiency of formation of the cis isomer over the trans (branching ratio).
Molecular dynamics simulations of the dye in the trans configuration indicate that
Cy3 can intercalate and is stabilized by stacking interactions with the DNA bases.
Trajectories where the dye is seen in unstacked states were observed, and free energy
simulations showed that the stacked and unstacked states are separated by small free
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energy barriers. The existence of unstacked conformations is consistent with the results
of the time-resolved fluorescence experiments, which show a short (c.a 0.3 ns)
component that indicates efficient isomerization. At the same time, the existence of
stacked conformations is consistent with the long components (>1 ns), which indicate
restricted isomerization.
In summary, the behavior of the cyanine Cy3 in the doubly linked DNA constructs
investigated in this work is qualitatively similar to the behavior we and others
characterized for the dye linked to the 5' terminus of the DNA via a flexible linker. The
dye exists in equilibrium between stacked and unstacked conformations, and it is able
to deactivate trough photoisomerization from the excited state when unstacked from the
bases. This gives rise to a relatively low fluorescence quantum yield, and a short
component in the multi-exponential fluorescence decay. These results are particularly
relevant in the quantitative interpretation of FRET signals in biophysical research using
the popular dye Cy3 as a donor.
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CHAPTER SIX

FREE ENERGY SIMULATION OF HELICAL TRANSITIONS

Note to Reader
This chapter is reprinted and adapted with permission from Ning Ma, Ying-Hua
Chung and Arjan van der Vaart Journal of Computational Chemistry, see Appendix C.

6.1

Abstract
An umbrella sampling method for the calculation of free energies for helical

transitions is presented. The method biases structures towards helices of a desired
radius and pitch. While computationally complex, the method has negligible overhead in
actual applications. To illustrate the method, calculations of the helical free energy
landscape of several peptides are presented for both the CHARMM and AMBER force
fields.

6.2

Introduction
Helical structures are ubiquitous in biomolecules. For example, under normal salt

conditions DNA is in the B-form, a right-handed helix with a radius of 11.9 Å and a pitch
of 33.2 Å. At high salt concentration or under low hydration, another right-handed helical
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structure is preferred; the A-form with a radius of 12.8 Å and a pitch of 24.6 Å. A minor
conformer under physiological conditions is Z-DNA, a left-handed helix with radius of
9.2 Å and pitch of 45.6 Å, which may occur during DNA transcription.260,261 Helices also
commonly occur in peptides and proteins.260 The α-helix is a right-handed helix, with
radius of 2.3 Å and pitch of 5.4 Å that is formed by hydrogen bonding between the
backbone carbonyl of residue i with the backbone amide of residue i + 4. The 310-helix
is also right-handed, and characterized by a radius of 1.9 Å and pitch of 6.0 Å, formed
by backbone hydrogen bonds between residues i and i + 3. Another helical protein
structure is the π-helix, a right-handed helix with a radius of 2.8 Å, a pitch of 4.7 Å, and
backbone hydrogen bonds between residues i and i + 5. α-helices are by far the most
common protein helical structure elements, with about 31% of all protein residues in αhelical conformation.262 Short 310-helices are common, constituting about 4% of all
protein residues,263,264 but the π-helix is rare.265 Proteins and DNA can also form
superhelical structures, for example in collagen and supercoiled DNA.260
Free energy simulations119 can give insights into the reasons why helical
transitions occur and why certain factors (like salt concentration, composition, or
packing) favor certain helical states. A few atomistic free energy simulation studies of
helical transitions have been reported. The DNA A to B and B to Z transitions have been
studied with umbrella sampling along a root mean square distance restraint,266-268 while
the free energy of the B to Z transition has also been obtained by averaging the
Lagrangre multiplier in targeted molecular dynamics simulations.269 Free energy
differences between peptide helical states have been obtained from long unbiased
molecular dynamics simulations,270-272 temperature replica exchange simulations,273,274
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umbrella sampling simulations along the Cα end-to-end distance,275 constrained (φ, Φ)
backbone dihedral angle simulations,276 and enveloping distribution sampling of the α,
310 and π end states.277
Here we report a new way to efficiently simulate free energy differences between
helical structures. In the method, we perform umbrella sampling133 using a harmonic
restraint that minimizes the total squared distance between the actual atoms and atoms
on an idealized helix of a desired radius and pitch. Mapping of the actual atoms onto an
idealized helix is done by first fitting the actual atoms to a helix; this fit produces the
actual helical radius and pitch as well as the position of the atoms on the fitted helix as a
parametric curve. The fitted parameter values are subsequently used to map the atoms
onto an idealized helix of the desired radius and pitch. By selecting this particular form
of the umbrella potential, the biasing forces are minimal and the total biasing force is
zero; it is much harder to obtain these conditions using umbrella potentials that bias the
radius and pitch in a more direct manner. The method has several advantages: it biases
the simulation along a natural reaction coordinate for helical transitions (the helical
radius and pitch), and simulations can easily be run in parallel by running each different
umbrella simulation on a different set of processors. Moreover, the method is general
and can readily be applied to any helical transition, those occurring in proteins as well
as in DNA.
To illustrate the method, we present its application to four peptides: the gp41659671

epitope ELLELDKWASLWN, the Trp-cage, residues 101-111 of human α-

lactalbumin (IDYWLAHKALA) and a designed variant (INYWLAHAKAG). Certain
experiments indicated the presence of 310 helices in each of the peptides, but for some
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this presence has been disputed. Initial NMR studies of the gp41659-671 epitope
suggested that the 13-mer forms a long 310 helix in solution.278 Other experiments have
suggested that the dominant epitope conformation is a central turn, with the surrounding
residues in an equilibrium of partially bent structures with extended termini and a minor
population of helical structures;279 while temperature replica exchange simulations
favored α-helical structures, with 310 helices as a minor motif.273 The Trp-cage is a
designed 20 residue mini-protein, in which residues 11-14 form a 310 helix.280 NMR
studies of IDYWLAHKALA281 and INYWLAHAKAG282 showed that the YWLA residues
form a 310 helix in solution. Temperature replica exchange simulation studies favored αhelical structures when using the CHARMM22283,284 force field, unstructured loops and a
β-hairpin when using the OPLS285 force field, and a mixture of α-helical and 310 helical
structures with the AMBER99SB286 force field.271
To enable a comparison between two popular force fields, we used both the
AMBER and CHARMM force fields in our applications. The simulations show which
helical structures are preferred for AMBER and CHARMM and indicate a few important
differences between the treatment of peptide helical structures in these force fields.

6.3

Methods
The procedure to bias the simulation towards helical structures of desired radius

and pitch consists of two steps: the calculation of the current radius and pitch by fitting
atoms to an idealized helix, and the introduction of the biasing or umbrella potential.
Both steps are performed at each molecular dynamics (MD) step. After the simulation,
the weighted histogram analysis method287 is used to construct a free energy surface as
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a function of the helical radius and pitch. Each step is discussed in detail below,
followed by a description of the peptide simulation setup.
6.3.1 Helix Fitting
Fig. 6.1 shows a diagram of the key vector definitions and coordinate system
used in the helix fitting method. The calculation of the helix radius and pitch largely
follows the four step HELFIT procedure,288 which requires that the atoms are listed
sequentially from the start to the end of the helix. In the first step, initial estimates for the


normalized helix axis (a) , the radius of the helix (r) , and the vector perpendicular to the

axis that points from the origin to the axis (o) are obtained from bisection. Bisecting the
angles between three sequential atoms produces vectors that point towards the axis;
the helix axis is then estimated by averaging the cross products between neighboring
vectors. An initial estimate of the radius is subsequently obtained from the average


shortest distance between the atoms and the axis. Denoting the position of atom i by xi ,

  
 
this shortest distance is given by ri , where ri = xi − o − (xi ⋅ a)a .
 
In the second step, the estimates of a , o , and the helical radius ( r ) are



 
2
improved by minimizing ∑i ( ri − r) under the constraints a ⋅ o = 0 and a = 1 . In our

  2
 

2
2
implementation, we minimize ∑ ( ri − r) + λ (a ⋅ o) + λ (a ⋅ a − 1) as a function of r , o , and

a with a conjugate gradient minimizer for increasing values of λ (typically between 10
and 105). Analytical gradients were obtained from vector algebra. The solution is



degenerate, having the exact same function value for a as for − a . However, since the

  
atoms are listed sequentially, ( xn − x1 )⋅ a > 0; therefore, at the end of the minimization,

the sign of a is selected based on this dot product. This is an important modification of
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the original HELFIT method, which helps ensure the calculation of the correct
handedness and pitch in subsequent steps.

Figure 6.1. Coordinate system and vector definitions used in
fitting. Black
 the helical



balls indicate actual atoms ( x1 and xi ), while the grey balls ( X1 and Xi ) indicate best-fit
positions on an ideal helix.

  
(
v,
w, a) is constructed.
In the third step, a local orthonormal coordinate system

a

The coordinates of the first atom are projected onto a yielding x1 ; then
  
 
v = ( x1 − x1a ) / x1 − x1a

  
and w = a × v . If atom i would be exactly on a helix of radius r

  a 


X
=
o
+
O
+
apt
+
r(
v
cost
+
wsint
2
π
p
i
i
i
i ) , where
and pitch
, its position would be given by
 a
the sum o + O equals the projection of the first atom onto the axis (Fig. 1). The t values

v
w


are estimated by projecting the atomic positions onto v and w , yielding xi and xi ,
respectively; then

(



ti = tan −1 xiw / xiv

).

By construction, t1 = 0 ; since atoms are listed
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sequentially ti < ti+1 ∀i . The latter is enforced by testing if ti is smaller than ti−1 ; if so, 2π
is added to the t value of atom i and all subsequent atoms.



With this initial set of t values, p is obtained from the projections of xi onto a
a
a
xi+1
− xi+1
1
1
p=
∑ pi = n − 1 ∑ i t − t
n −1 i
i+1
i
through
, where n is the number of atoms. Tests
showed that significant errors in the estimate of p can occur in long strands ( n > 6 ), if
partially folded structures occur (which typically happens in MD runs). For example,
when atoms i and i + 1 are nearly collinear, ti ≈ t i +1 and p is significantly overestimated.
To prevent these and other problems another important modification to the HELFIT
procedure was made: a modified Z-score test is performed for long strands to identify
outliers in pi , and the t value of the outlier (and subsequent atoms) is increased by 2π .
No outlier test was performed for short strands, since no problems were observed in
short strand simulations; moreover, in short strands the number of atoms is too small to
perform an outlier test.
In the fourth and final step, all parameters are optimized by minimizing

∑

i

 2
xi − Xi


 
a
= 1 . Using analytical derivatives,
a
⋅
o
=
0
under the constraints
and


2
 
 
∑ xi − Xi (ti ) + λ (a ⋅ o)2 + λ (a ⋅ a − 1)2

 
is minimized as a function of r , o , a , p , and all ti≠1

( t1 = 0 by construction), with a conjugate gradient minimizer for increasing values of λ .
Tests showed the importance of good initial estimates of the parameters at the start of
the minimization; in this regard, the modified Z-score test was useful for longer strands.
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6.3.2 Umbrella Sampling.
To bias the simulation towards helical structures with radius rdes and pitch

Pdes = 2π pdes , the following umbrella potential was introduced:

W rdes , Pdes = k ∑ X! ides ti − xi

(

)

()

i

2

6.1

This potential was chosen in order to ensure that the biasing forces are minimal
and that the sum of biasing forces

∑F
i

i

w

= ∑ i −∇iW equals zero, conditions much

harder to obtain using methods that constrain the radius and pitch in a more direct
manner. (Take, for example, a helix aligned with the z-axis and a biasing potential of the
2
2
form kr (r − rdes ) + kP (P − Pdes ) . Then, since zi = Pdes t i / (2π ) , the atomic derivative ∂W / ∂zi

from the pitch component would be very large at low t values, which would result in very
large biasing forces. As another example, consider the case where the biasing potential
k ∑ i Xides (t i ) − xi ;
2

is given by

that is, no root mean square overlay is performed. In this

des
case, atom 1 would not be biased (since t1 = 0 , x1 = X1 ) while atom n would be heavily

biased, leading to a net non-zero force directed along the helical axis. ) Denoting the
position of an atom in an ideal helix of the desired radius and pitch by

Xides (ti ) = (rdes costi , rdes sinti , pdesti ) , then X ides (ti ) follows from the root mean square overlay
of the idealized helix with the actual coordinates. This overlay is performed using
quaternions.290 The value of ti is calculated from the helix fitting procedure as described
above. To save time, not all steps of the helix fitting procedure are executed at each MD

 
step; typically, only the final minimization is performed using the r , o , a , p , and ti
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values of the previous MD step as initial estimate. Since tests showed that decent initial
estimates are needed for good accuracy of the minimization, the parameters of the
previous step cannot be used when atomic positions change a lot from one step to the
other. Large changes are prevalent under periodic boundary conditions when atoms reenter the simulation box from the opposite side, which dramatically changes the value of


o . To avoid these problems, all steps of the helix fitting procedure are performed when
atoms move more than 1Å in a single MD step.
6.3.3 Implementation
The helix fitting and umbrella sampling methods were written in FORTRAN95
and implemented in the CHARMM simulation software package.291 Analytical
derivatives for the minimizations and biasing were implemented, and the code was
optimized for memory consumption and speed.
6.3.4 Reweighting
To account for the use of a biasing potential, calculated properties are
reweighted using the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM).287 This method
bins the data for each simulation, and all biasing potentials at the midpoint of each bin
need to be known. While the method is straight-forward for most umbrella potentials,
two complications arise when using the helix biasing umbrella potential of Eq. 1. First,
the value of the biasing potential at midpoints of the bins cannot be easily assessed.
Therefore, we approximate the midpoint values by the values observed in the
simulations that are closest to the actual midpoint. Since a large amount of data was
generated, values very close to the actual midpoints were achieved. Tests on this and
other umbrella potentials showed that this approximation has negligible effect. Another
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problem occurs when certain simulations do not visit certain bins. Even if simulation k
never visited bin h , the value of the biasing potential of simulation k for bin h still
needs to be known for WHAM. We obtained the missing values by postprocessing each
trajectory with the Wk biasing potential.
6.3.5 Simulation Setup
All systems were solvated in a rhombic dodecahedronal box with a water292 layer
of at least 11 Å around the peptide. Ions were added to neutralize the charge. After a
short minimization and equilibration of water and ions over 50 ps while keeping the rest
of the system fixed, the system was heated from 150 to 300 K in four steps of 60 ps
each while using harmonic restraints of 1.0 kcal/(mol Å2) on the backbone and a helical
restraint with a force constant of 10.0 kcal/(mol Å2). This helical restraint kept the helicity
of selected atoms to those observed in the starting structure from the protein data bank
file. The backbone restraints were subsequently released in 3 steps of 60 ps each, while
the helical restraint remained in effect. The system was subsequently equilibrated for 1
ns using only the helical restraint. Each equilibrated system generated this way was the
starting point for a 5 ns production run, as well as the starting point for the 1 ns
equilibration of the neighboring umbrella potentials (restraints 0.2 Å up or down in radius
or 0.1 Å up or down in pitch). This way 1 ns equilibration and 5 ns production runs were
produced for r between 1.8 and 2.6 Å at intervals of 0.1 Å, and P between 5.2 and 6.6 Å
at intervals of 0.2 Å in order to cover α and 310 helical structures. All simulations were
performed in the NPT ensemble using the Nosé-Hoover method,293 a time step of 2 fs,
PME for long-range electrostatics,294 and SHAKE295 for covalent bonds involving
hydrogen atoms. The simulations were performed with the CHARMM22 force field283
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with CMAP correction,284 as well as with the AMBER99SB force field.286 Coordinates
were stored every 0.5 ps, and visual analyses were performed with VMD.296 STRIDE297
was used for secondary structure calculations, and its output was used to determine
whether a basin was α or 310 helical. These analyses were done on structures within 1
kcal/mol of the basins' minima.
The starting structure for the gp41659-671 epitope was taken from the protein data
bank file 1LCX.278 STRIDE analysis of the 25 models in 1LCX showed that residues 7
through 10 are most frequently in a 310 conformation, therefore, in our simulations, we
biased these residues. The starting structure for the Trp-cage was taken from 1L2Y,
and residues 11 to 14 were biased. Protein data bank file 1CB3281 was used for the
starting configuration of IDYWLAHKALA, and 2DX2282 for INYWLAHAKAG; residues 3
to 6 were biased in both peptides. In all cases, biasing was done on the Cα atoms of the
selected residues.

6.4

Results and Discussion
While the computational procedure to bias helices is complex, the computational

overhead is negligible due to the small number of atoms involved in the biasing. For
example, timing tests on the solvated gp41659-671 epitope, a 7371 atom system, showed
an average overhead far less than 1% when biasing 4, 6, or 8 atoms. Clearly, the
overwhelming majority of the calculation was spent on the normal, unbiased MD, and
we expect this to be the case in future applications as well.
Free energy surfaces as a function of helical radius and pitch are shown in Fig.
6.2 – 5 for the gp41659-671 epitope, the Trp-cage, the INYWLAHAKAG and
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IDYWLAHKALA peptides, respectively. In all systems, one major basin was found.
Secondary structure analyses of the gp41659-671 epitope basin showed that the basin
corresponded to the α-helical structure for both AMBER and CHARMM. In CHARMM
the basin was near 100% α-helical, while in AMBER the basin was between 80 and 90%
α-helical for the lower P values and about 70% α-helical for higher P. In AMBER residue
10 had a significantly lower probability for the α-helical state (between 20 and 50%) than
the other residues; in CHARMM all residues were equally probable to be α-helical.
While the CHARMM basin was centered around the ideal α-helical r and P values (of
2.3 and 5.4 Å, respectively), in AMBER the basin extended to large P values (up to 6.5
Å, see Fig. 6.2); this was in part due to the lower helicity of residue 10. In AMBER some
minor basins were found as well; these minor basins were between 60 and 70% αhelical. While the current simulations could only determine the relative stabilities of the α
and 310 helical states, and could not be used to assess stabilities of other possible
states (like β-sheets, coils or turns), it is clear that in agreement with other
findings,273,279 the 310 helical state is highly disfavored.

Figure 6.2. Free energy surface of the gp41659-671 epitope as a function of the helical
radius and pitch of residues 7 to 10.
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Figure 6.3. Free energy surface of the Trp-cage as a function of the helical radius and
pitch of residues 11 to 14.

Figure 6.4. Free energy of INYWLAHAKAG as a function of the helical radius and pitch
of residues 3 to 6.
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Figure 6.5. Free energy of IDYWLAHKALA as a function of the helical radius and pitch
of residues 3 to 6.
The single basin in the Trp-cage (Fig. 6.3) corresponded to the 310 helical
conformation in both the AMBER and CHARMM simulations. For the AMBER basin the
310 content was well over 90% for P < 5.8 Å, and above 60% for larger P. In AMBER,
the 310 helix was 3 residues long and did not involve residue 14. The 310 content was
lower in CHARMM (between 60 and 70%), and did not involve residue 11. The center of
the CHARMM basin was more consistent with ideal 310-helical r and P values (of 1.9
and 6.0 Å, respectively) while the AMBER basin had shifted to larger r and lower P.
However, in terms of helical content AMBER was somewhat closer to the NMR
structural ensemble, which showed that the 310 content was high for residues 11-13 (37
out of 38 structures) but low for residue 14 (9 out of 38 structures).
The CHARMM basin for INYWLAHAKAG (Fig. 6.4) corresponded to the α-helical
state. The α content was well over 90% and residues 3-6 were all α-helical. For AMBER
the basin represented a mix of α and 310-helical states, with an α content of about 60%
and a 310 content of about 20%. All residues were involved in the α-helix, but the 310
content was nearly twice as large for residues 4 and 5 than for residues 3 and 6. These
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results closely matched previous temperature replica exchange results,271 but are in
conflict with NMR studies that indicated high 310 helical content for residues 3-6.282
The CHARMM and AMBER basins for IDYWLAHKALA (Fig. 6.5) showed a
mixture of α and 310-helical states. For the CHARMM basin, the α-helix was the majority
species, at about 40% at high P to well over 70% at low P values. The 310 content
varied between 30% for high P to 20% for low P. Compared to the INYWLAHAKAG
peptide, the CHARMM results for the IDYWLAHKALA peptide are more in line with what
is seen in NMR281 (higher 310 content); although for both peptides CHARMM is clearly
too α-helical. In the major AMBER basin, the α-helical content varied between 30% for
high P to 80% for low P, and the associated 310 content varied between 30 and 10%.
The minor basin centered at r = 2.5 Å and P = 4.9 Å was α-helical, the minor basin
centered at r = 2.1 Å and P = 6.7 Å had 35% 310 and 35 % α content. Like CHARMM,
AMBER is too α-helical for this peptide.
Comparing the overall CHARMM and AMBER results, a couple of observations
can be made. Both AMBER and CHARMM are too α-helical, with CHARMM being more
α-helical than AMBER. In CHARMM, the α and 310 basins are more separated, and
more closely centered at ideal values. In AMBER, α and 310 helices have a stronger
tendency to be found at similar r and P values, with α having too large a pitch and 310
too large a radius. This overlap of α and 310 helices in (r, P) space may help explain the
higher occurrence of 310 helices in AMBER; the overlap in geometry may aid the
conversion from α to 310.
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6.5

Conclusion
We have introduced an umbrella sampling method for the study of helical

transitions. The method fits selected atoms to an idealized helix, and introduces a
biasing potential by mapping the atoms onto an idealized helix of desired radius and
pitch. While the method requires minimizations and coordinate overlays, the overhead
introduced by the method is small, since the number of biased atoms is much smaller
than the total number of atoms. Free energy surfaces as a function of radius and pitch
can be constructed using the weighted histogram analysis method.
The method was illustrated by its application to four peptides. Tests showed that
AMBER and CHARMM are too α-helical, with CHARMM being more α-helical than
AMBER. However, CHARMM separates the α and 310 helical basins better than
AMBER, which tends to show high overlap in (r, P) space.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

MOLECULAR FLOODING RESEARCH ON THE RXR BINDING
POCKET

Note to Reader
This chapter is reprinted and adapted with permission from Ning Ma, Geoffrey
M. Gray and Arjan van der Vaart Journal of Molecular Modeling, see Appendix D.

7.1

Abstract
Bexarotene is an FDA approved retinoid X-receptor (RXR) agonist for the

treatment of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma, and its use in other cancers and Alzheimer's
disease is being investigated. The drug causes serious side effects, which might be
reduced by chemical modifications of the molecule. To rationalize known agonists and
to help identify sites for potential substitutions we present molecular simulations in
which the RXR ligand-binding domain was flooded with a large number of drug-like
molecules, and molecular dynamics simulations of a series of bexarotene-like ligands
bound to the RXR ligand-binding domain. Based on the flooding simulations, two
regions of interest for ligand modifications were identified: a hydrophobic area near the
bridgehead and another near the fused ring. In addition, positional fluctuations of the
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phenyl ring were generally smaller than fluctuations of the fused ring of the ligands.
Together, these observations suggest that the fused ring might be a good target for the
design of higher affinity bexarotene-like ligands, while the phenyl ring is already
optimized. In addition, notable differences in ligand position and interactions between
the RXRα and RXRβ were observed, as well as differences in hydrogen bonding and
solvation, which might be exploited in the development of subspecies-specific ligands.

7.2

Introduction
The retinoid X receptor (RXR) is a promiscuous member of the superfamily of

nuclear receptors (NRs), serving as the master partner in many NR heterodimer
complexes as well as forming homodimers58,298,299. These dimer complexes function
predominantly

as

transcription

factors,

controlling

metabolism,

cell

growth,

differentiation and death. Three subtypes for RXR have been reported300. The major
type is RXRα, present in the kidney, liver, intestine, lung and skin. RXRβ is found in all
tissue, while RXRγ is found in the brain, muscles and pituitary gland. RXR binds
retinoids in the L-shaped hydrophobic pocket of its ligand-binding domain (LBD), but the
identity of its natural ligand remains unclear. Candidates traditionally included 9-cisretinoic acid301,302 (which has not been observed in vivo303 and was ruled out based on
pharmacological data304), as well as docosahexaneoic acid305,306, arachidonic acid306,
oleic acid306, lithocholic acid305, phytanic acid305, and β-apo-14'-carotenal307.
In the absence of ligands, the RXR heterodimers bind corepressors and their
cognate DNA response elements (REs)308. Dependent on the identity of the binding
partner, the REs are usually direct, inverted, everted, or palindromic repeats of two
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G(G/T)TCA half-sites, separated by 1 to 5 base pairs58. The corepressor complexes
have histone-deacetylase activity and hence maintain a repressed transcriptional state.
Transcriptional activation is reached by the binding of ligands and depend on RXR
subordination, whether the heterodimer is permissive or non-permissive

309

. In

permissive heterodimers, activation is achieved by binding of a RXR agonist or ligand of
the binding partner. RXR ligands alone cannot activate non-permissive dimers, and the
presence of the partner ligand is required. Permissive partners include peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR), farnesoid X receptor (FXR), and liver X receptor
(LXR), while non-permissive partners include retinoic acid receptor (RAR), 3,5,3'triiodothyronine receptor (T3R), and vitamin D receptor (VDR)298,310. The latter class can
be further subdivided into conditional non-permissive heterodimers, which superactivate
transcription in presence of RXR agonists, and nonconditional non-permissive
heterodimers for which RXR agonists have no effect, even in presence of the partner
agonist. Activation of the dimer complex induces a conformational change leading to the
release of corepressor, the binding of coactivators, and the active transcriptional
state308,311. Examples that do not conform to this model have been found as well: the
binding of the LG100268 RXR agonist to the RXR/FXR heterodimer leads to
antagonism and a decrease in DNA affinity312. RXR also interacts with other proteins298,
for example with NPAS2 and Clock, which regulate the circadian cycle313.
Despite the promiscuity of RXR, its involvement in a variety of transcriptional
pathways, and the cross-talk between various NRs, the RXR has served as a drug
target for a variety of diseases58,310. While its therapeutic potential includes
atherosclerosis, diabetes, obesity, eczema, and certain immune diseases, the greatest
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successes have been in cancer58,314. Bexarotene315 (1) is a FDA approved RXR agonist
for the treatment of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma (CTCL), a rare and incurable cancer of
the immune system characterized by skin rashes, tumors and lesions316. Bexarotene
induces apoptosis in CTCL cells317, and it inhibits metastasis and angiogenesis in solid
tumors318. Bexarotene is also being explored for treatment of lung, breast, and colon
cancers314. Additionally, it has shown promise for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease
through RXR mediated apoE induced degradation and clearance of β-amyloid in the
brains of mice319. Administration of bexarotene in mouse models also demonstrated a
reversal of Alzheimer deficits and the improvement of cognitive and social skills319,320,
but the extent of plaque clearance and efficacy is being debated320-324.
Bexarotene has severe side effects, including hyperlipidemia for 100% of the
patients and secondary hypothyroidism for 40-100%325-327. This observation motivated
us to design, synthesize and test new RXR agonists based on the bexarotene scaffold
with potentially reduced side effects328,329. A potential lucrative route is the design of
agonists with higher binding affinities, which might result in increased selectivity and a
decrease of dosage. We previously identified several RXR selective ligands that induce
apoptosis with EC50 values similar to bexarotene, no mutagenicity and low
cytotoxicity328,329. To rationalize these new ligands and to support the efforts in
designing improved RXR agonists, we performed simulation studies of bexarotene (1)
and promising bexarotene-like leads (2-11; Fig. 7.1). Ligands 2-11 are modified
versions of 1; for most of the ligands these modifications consist of various degrees of
ortho-halogenation (with 2 and 5 the exceptions). 2, 4, and 7 also have a modified
bridgehead, in which the allylic carbon has been substituted for a ketone group. Analogs
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3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 demonstrated EC50 values within one order of magnitude from
bexarotene and some (3 and 6) a higher agonist activity than bexarotene. All ligands
were shown to cause apoptosis at levels similar to 1 in a human CTCL cell line. In
addition, 6 showed extremely high RXR transcription activation in separate tests, and 7
demonstrated high RXR specificity328,329. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of 1-11
in complex with the RXR LBD were performed. In addition, molecular flooding
simulations of the LBD were performed to help identify and characterize available
patches in the binding pocket that are currently not optimally used for binding. Our
simulations reveal important structural trends and indicate new opportunities to increase
binding by extending the fused hydrophobic ring of the bexarotene scaffold.

7.3

Methods
We used the Site Identification by Ligand Competitive Saturation (SILCS)

method330 to identify binding sites for polar, hydrophobic and aromatic groups in the
RXR binding pocket. In this molecular flooding simulation method, the protein is
simulated in a high molar aqueous solution of small organic molecules that represent
fragments of drug-like molecules. The high molarity increases the number of binding
events between the solvent and protein, which is needed for good statistics. The
simulations are used to calculate "FragMaps", probability density maps that indicate
where functional groups prefer to bind on the protein surface. The SILCS method is
considered a molecular flooding method, since the binding pocket is flooded with a large
number of identical drug-like molecules. Since the protein potential is not altered,
sampling of the protein conformational substates is not enhanced, however. FragMaps
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were calculated using the volmap utility in VMD 1.9.1208. The FragMap occupancies
were calculated using a bin size of 1.0 Å and cut off of 0.5, and averaged over the 40 ns
trajectories. Initial coordinates of the RXRα and RXRβ LBDs were taken from the
protein data bank, access codes 1MVC331 and 1H9U332, respectively. These structures
were chosen because they contain bexarotene-like agonists in the LBD (BMS649 and
LB100268, respectively, Fig. 7.1), and because the structures capture two different
conformations of helix H12. In 1MVC, H12 is in the canonical active conformation, while
it is in an intermediate position in 1H9U. For each LBD, three simulations were
performed: the apo LBD solvated in a rectangular box of 1 M benzene, 1 M propane,
and water. Benzene and propane tend to aggregate in water if their concentrations are
too high; therefore, to avoid aggregation, repulsive benzene-benzene and propanepropane Lennard-Jones potentials were introduced330. A massless dummy atom was
built at the center of mass of both benzene and propane, and a Lennard-Jones potential
with ε and σ values of -0.01 kcal/mol and 12.0 Å, respectively, and subject to a cut off
distance of 8.0 Å was introduced between the dummy atoms to prevent aggregation330.
The distance between the protein and the nearest edge of the water box was at least 12
Å, and 0.15 M NaCl was added to each system. After heating from 150 K to 300 K over
400 ps using mass-weighted constraints on the LBD backbone with a force constant of
1.0 kcal/mol, each system was equilibrated for 700 ps during which the constraints were
gradually released. Equilibration was followed by a 40 ns production run; the aggregate
length of the production runs was 240 ns. Snapshots were taken every 0.2 ps and used
to calculate water, benzene and propane FragMaps.
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Figure 7.1. Bexarotene and bexarotene-like analogs.
Each ligand was simulated in complex with the RXRα and the RXRβ LBDs, for a
total of 22 simulations. The initial structures corresponded to the top binding poses of
our previous docking studies328,329. Each system was heated from 150 K to 300 K over
400 ps with 1.0 kcal/mol constraints centered on the protein backbone and the nonhydrogen atoms of the ligand; constraints were also used for the Arg 316 and Ile 268
side chains (residue numbering as in RXRα, here and in the remainder of the article),
which were treated as flexible residues in the docking studies. Heating was followed by
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an equilibration of 700 ps, during which the constraints were gradually released. Each
equilibration was followed by a 40 ns production run; the aggregate length of the
production runs was 880 ns.
All simulations were carried out with the CHARMM program141 and CHARMM 36
force field333; parameters for the ligands were obtained from the CHARMM General
Force Field using the CGenFF website334. Protonation states at pH 7 were identified
using the H++ server335. SHAKE144 was used for all bonds involving hydrogen atoms,
and a 2 fs integration time step was employed. Simulations were performed in the NPT
ensemble145 and long-range electrostatic interactions were handled with the particlemesh Ewald method26. In all of our simulations, the RXR LBD was simulated in the
monomeric state, since we were merely interested in the binding pocket. Visual
analyses were performed with VMD208.
The docking studies used AutoDock336 and followed our previously established
protocol329. Because AutoDock charges can overpolarize charges329, a second set of
docking was performed with OpenBabel 2.3.0337 charges. In the docking, Arg316, Ile
268 and the ligand were treated as flexible, and the Lamarckian genetic algorithm was
used for a maximum of 25 million energy evaluations per dock. A total of 400 docks
were performed per ligand, and AutoDock binding free energies were used to score the
ligands.

7.4

Results
FragMaps were obtained from molecular flooding simulations of the apo LBD;

these maps are shown in Fig. 7.2 and indicate regions of high probability for the binding
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of polar and hydrophobic groups. To indicate these positions with respect to the position
of the ligands, the averaged position of bexarotene in the LBD as obtained from MD is
shown as an overlay in each of the panels; bexarotene was not present in the flooding
simulations, however. The FragMaps for the RXRα and RXRβ showed several
differences between the binding pockets. The first was the RXRβ

had higher

occupancy of hydrophobic regions in the pocket surrounding the fused ring system than
the RXRα. There was also a region of high hydrophobic occupancy at the bridgehead in
RXRβ, which was not found in RXRα. The RXRα did have high hydrophobic occupancy
around the fused ring, although the hydrophobic occupancy in this area was higher for
RXRβ. Hydrophilic occupancy occurred near the fused ring system for both proteins. In
the RXRβ, this region was isolated to the carboxylate group, close to the entrance of the
LBD. In the RXRα, the hydrophilic occupancy extended to surround one side of the
fused ring.
Propane and benzene FragMaps revealed a hydrophobic region around the
fused-ring system for both RXRα and RXRβ. This region was in contact with Phe 313,
Ile 324, Ile 345, Phe 346, Val 349, and Ile 428. While overlays of the ligands in the MD
simulations with the high hydrophobic occupancy regions of the SILCS simulations
showed that the fused ring of the ligands partly overlapped with the hydrophobic
occupancy region, the SILCS simulations showed that there is extra space available for
the extension of hydrophobic moieties. In addition, a region of high hydrophobic
occupancy was seen around the bridgehead region for RXRβ. Protein residues close to
this area include Trp 305, Asn 306, Ile 310, Cys 432 and Leu 436. This occupancy is
indicative of another target region for chemical modification to enhance ligand binding
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by the addition of hydrophobic regions to the bridgehead. The SILCS simulations of the
RXRβ LBD revealed a region of high hydrophobic occupancy near the entrance of the
binding pocket (helix H12), surrounding Val 265, Val 342, Phe 438 and Phe 439. Since
RXR antagonists act to bind and prevent helix H12 from closing over the LBD entrance,
extension of groups to form contacts with this region would likely result in antagonistic
properties338.

Figure 7.2. FragMaps for benzene (light gray), water (gray) and propane (black) in the
RXRα (A) and the RXRβ (B). Arrows show regions of high occupancy surrounding the
ligand. Only part of the binding pocket is shown with the side chain of Ile drawn as
licorice for reference. For clarity, the overlays of the averaged binding position of
bexarotene in the separate MD studies are shown as sticks; bexarotene was not
present in the molecular flooding simulations, however.
Protein backbone RMSDs of the ligand-bound RXR MD trajectories are shown in
Fig. 7.3. Analyses of the ligand-bound RXR MD trajectories showed that water was
present in the ligand-bound LBDs as well (Fig. 7.4). Solvent occupancy for the bound
systems was generally higher in the RXRα than the RXRβ (Table 7.1); this was also the
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case for the apo state simulations. For RXRα, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 all had water
occupancy in the binding pocket. This occurred near the bridgehead for 2, 4 and 7,
which are ligands with a ketone bridgehead. For 1, higher occupancy was observed
near the fused ring in the vicinity of Ile 310. This suggests that the presence of water
may in part interfere with the hydrophobic interactions between H5 and the fused ring.
High water occupancy also occurred near Ile 310 for 2, 4 and 7. For these ligands,
water occupancy formed around Asn 306, and water molecules interacted with the
ketone bridgeheads. This resulted in more favorable interactions and better overlap of
hydrophilic moieties with hydrophilic residues for these ligands. Water occupancy in
RXRβ occurred only for 4 and 7. In both cases, water occupancy occurred around Cys
432. Both ligands have a ketone bridgehead and formed hydrogen bonds with the water
at this site. The other ligand with a ketone bridgehead was 2, but for this ligand no water
occupancy was observed near the bridgehead. This resulted in a distinctive shift of 2 in
order to reposition the ketone bridgehead away from the hydrophobic area formed by
Trp 305, Asn 306, Ile 310, Cys 432 and Leu 436. The differences in ligand-bound
solvation patterns suggest that the desolvation step of ligand binding differs between
carbon bridgeheads and ketone bridgeheads within the RXRα and RXRβ. Additionally it
suggests that the desolvation penalty for the RXRα is different from the RXRβ.
Insight into the dynamical behavior of the ligands was obtained from MD
simulations. The starting configurations for the MD were taken from the top poses of
docking experiments

328,329

. Shifts from the docked poses occurred for halogenated

compounds. The largest shift in RXRα was for 6, resulting in a displacement of ~1.7 Å
towards H11 for the fused ring (Fig. 7.5). This resulted in more hydrophobic contacts
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between the fused ring and H11, in the regions identified by the flooding simulations.
The shift resulted in exclusion of some of the water in the fused ring region in order to
facilitate closer contacts with H11. However, water surrounding the carboxylate moiety
were unperturbed. Due to hydrogen bonding of the ketone bridgehead with water, 7 did
not experience large shifts. Other ligands experience some shifts of the fused ring, but
these shifts were smaller than 1.0 Å. It was noted that single ortho-fluorination resulted
in a similar, but smaller, positional shift than double fluorination. Shifts were smaller for
RXRβ. The fused ring of 7 shifted by ~1.6 Å, but the rest of the system remained at the
docking position. This may in part be due to the hydrophobic pocket near the
bridgehead. While the ligands shifted, the protein binding pockets remained highly
similar between all systems, with backbone root mean square deviations (RMSDs) of
0.8 Å for each of the H3, H5 and H11 helices. Overall, the different ligand shifts for
RXRα and RXRβ led to somewhat different ligand positions and interactions in the two
proteins. These slightly different preferences might be exploited for the development of
subspecies-specific ligands.
Table 7.2 shows the RMSDs for the phenyl and fused ring regions of each ligand;
these values were averaged over all frames of the MD production trajectories. RMSD
values for the fused ring were generally higher than for the phenyl ring. Averaged
structures generated from the trajectories are overlaid in Fig. 7.6. While the phenyl ring
maintained only a few distinct binding poses, the fused ring sampled a wider range of
positions and was more mobile. These findings indicate that the protein is well adjusted
to the position of the phenyl ring, whereas contacts with the fused ring were less optimal.
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These observations hint that stronger binding might be obtained by chemical
modification of the fused ring.
Three residues from the protein were found to actively engage in hydrogen
bonding: Gln 275, Arg 316, and Ala 327. Distinct differences in hydrogen bonding
frequencies were observed for RXRα and RXRβ. Of all simulated ligands, only 7 and 10
frequently hydrogen bonded to both RXRα and RXRβ. It is interesting to note that these
were the two ligands with greater specificity for the RXR over the RAR in experimental
studies329. Studies of indenoisoquinoline-based RXR agonists have concluded that the
Arg 316 residue is not necessary for the activation of the RXR339. Our simulations seem
to confirm this observation. For example, in simulations of ligand 6, which had the
highest experimental activation of RXR329, no significant hydrogen bonding with Arg 316
was observed. Other fluorinated compounds displaying high RXR activation also had
minimal hydrogen bonding with Arg 316. No discernible trend was apparent for either
Gln 275 or Ala 327, indicating that these may not be suitable targets for enhancing RXR
selectivity.
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Table 7.1. Average number of water molecules in the ligand-bound LBD.
Compound

RXRα

RXRβ

1

6.5 ± 1.4

4.7 ± 1.3

2

7.9 ± 1.4

7.5 ± 1.4

3

6.7 ± 1.3

5.4 ± 1.3

4

8.2 ± 1.4

8.5 ± 1.5

5

8.3 ± 1.4

4.4 ± 1.2

6

9.0 ± 1.9

6.7 ± 1.3

7

6.3 ± 1.3

6.1 ± 1.3

8

5.8 ± 1.4

6.9 ± 1.4

9

2.7 ± 0.9

6.8 ± 1.4

10

6.8 ± 1.5

9.2 ± 1.6

11

7.5 ± 1.6

6.3 ± 1.4

Figure 7.3. Protein backbone RMSD of ligand-bound MD trajectories.
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Figure 7.4. Water occupancy of 1 during simulation of 1 RXRα (A), and 7 in RXRα (B)
and in RXRβ (C). Helices are labeled for reference. Arrows show regions of high
occupancy surrounding the bridgehead. In all cases, water occupancy occurred near
the carboxylate group. For 1, there was high occupancy surrounding part of the fused
ring system (arrow). For 7, high occupancy occurred near the bridgehead.

Figure 7.5. Ligand shift of 6 in RXRα, with close-up in inset.
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Table 7.2. Average root mean square deviations.a
Compou

RXRα

RXRβ

nd
Phenyl Ring

Fused Ring

Phenyl Ring

Fused Ring

1

1.05 (0.38)

1.58 (0.28)

2.06 (0.61)

3.20 (0.96)

2

1.74 (0.31)

3.27 (0.46)

3.28 (0.57)

3.20 (0.54)

3

0.50 (0.18)

0.68 (0.25)

0.68 (0.27)

0.76 (0.32)

4

0.60 (0.23)

0.72 (0.34)

0.95 (0.33)

1.28 (0.49)

5

0.77 (0.25)

0.85 (0.24)

0.74 (0.25)

0.81 (0.34)

6

1.48 (0.44)

1.84 (0.55)

1.04 (0.32)

1.12 (0.45)

7

0.48 (0.17)

0.67 (0.25)

0.70 (0.31)

0.87 (0.38)

8

0.93 (0.27)

1.05 (0.34)

1.58 (0.92)

2.32 (1.28)

9

0.51 (0.19)

0.77 (0.31)

1.78 (0.45)

1.78 (0.36)

10

0.78 (0.19)

1.11 (0.39)

2.00 (0.43)

2.64 (0.53)

11

0.82 (0.22)

1.15 (0.35)

1.84 (0.55)

2.14 (0.54)

Figure 7.6. Overlay of the averaged structures of all ligands within the binding pocket.

The fused ring is shown in black and the phenyl ring is shown in white.
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Overall, the flooding and MD simulations suggested that hydrophobic
modifications of the fused ring might be a promising route towards ligands with
improved binding affinity. The presence of hydrophobic pockets surrounding the ketone
bridgehead and the fused rings, as well as ligand motions, indicate the presence of
available space. This might allow for the addition of hydrophobic groups to these
regions to enhanced binding affinity. To further support this suggestion, we performed
proof-of-concept docking of several ligands with added hydrophobic groups. These
ligands specifically targeted the areas of high hydrophobic occupancy identified in the
SILCS studies and the areas of weak interactions identified in the MD simulations, but
synthetic organic feasibility or Lipinski's rules340 were not considered at this stage.
Several modifications were found to significantly increase binding, as measured from
calculated binding free energies. Examples are given in Fig. 7.7 and the corresponding
Autodock binding free energies are given in Table 7.4. Binding poses with the highest
docking score show that the modified fused-ring system occupied more of the
surrounding region, covering the targeted hydrophobic regions. The binding modes and
protein-ligand contacts were preserved in subsequent MD simulations. These studies
suggest that tighter binding can be achieved by the targeted addition of hydrophobic
groups to the fused ring.
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Table 7.3. Hydrogen bond frequency.
RXRα

RXRβ

Gln 275

Arg 316

Ala 327

Gln 275

Arg 316

Ala 327

1

20.0%

72.0%

26.3%

23.0%

0.0%

33.9%

2

19.0%

0.1%

27.8%

24.1%

0.0%

42.0%

3

4.1%

0.0%

32.9%

37.5%

85.9%

58.2%

4

13.6%

0.0%

23.3%

24.2%

0.0%

44.0%

5

22.5%

0.0%

21.5%

0.0%

74.8%

18.3%

6

8.5%

0.0%

6.2%

26.4%

18.6%

26.8%

7

7.1%

74.8%

15.9%

5.3%

69.7%

20.4%

8

22.6%

8.3%

38.8%

21.9%

0.0%

35.3%

9

33.2%

10.2%

47.1%

20.2%

0.0%

4.9%

10

26.5%

63.2%

40.4%

3.7%

31.3%

48.3%

11

24.7%

14.3%

32.0%

18.4%

0.0%

28.4%

The effects of substitutions was further characterized by calculating the average
van der Waal’s and electrostatic interaction energy between the protein and ligand for
each frame of the MD simulation (Table 7.4). The van der Waal’s interactions are similar
for ligands 1-10, while the electrostatic interactions show higher variation. For all of
these ligands, the electrostatic term dominates the interaction energy, and is typically
1.5-3 times the van der Waals terms. The ligands designed in-silico (12-14), however,
show a substantially decreased electrostatic interaction compared to 1-10. The van der
Waal’s interactions for these ligands are stronger as well, resulting in the van der Waal’s
energy being approximately 5-10 times higher than the electrostatic interaction energy.
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Table 7.4. Ligand-protein interaction energies decomposed into electrostatic and van
der Waal’s components. All energies are in kcal/mol.
Ligand

RXRα

RXRβ

Electrostatic

van der Waal’s

Electrostatic

van der Waal’s

1

-139.6 ± 8.7

-39.6 ± 3.3

-110.5 ± 41.9

-46.1 ± 3.5

2

-75.5 ± 11.3

-44.0 ± 2.7

-87.5 ± 10.1

-43.9 ± 2.2

3

-76.7 ± 8.6

-48.7 ± 2.6

-149.7 ± 7.3

-46.5 ± 3.4

4

-63.2 ± 8.8

-45.5 ± 2.4

-76.3 ± 10.7

-45.8 ± 2.9

5

-56.7 ± 9.5

-42.8 ± 2.5

-137.1 ± 9.9

-45.4 ± 3.2

6

-53.0 ± 10.3

-42.1 ± 2.8

-128.1 ± 12.5

-43.7 ± 3.3

7

-140.8 ± 9.5

-41.5 ± 3.5

-143.2 ± 7.8

-42.3 ± 3.0

8

-82.7 ± 16.5

-46.7 ± 2.9

-96.3 ± 12.2

-48.9 ± 3.4

9

-93.5 ± 19.7

-47.8 ± 3.1

-101.8 ± 12.4

-45.8 ± 2.8

10

-137.4 ± 21.7

-46.3 ± 3.6

-125.3 ± 16.3

-47.2 ± 3.0

11

-111.8 ± 32.4

-47.7 ± 3.2

-90.1 ± 12.6

-49.8 ± 3.0

12

-8.0 ± 2.5

-54.5 ± 2.6

-3.4 ± 3.0

-54.8 ± 2.7

13

-5.8 ± 2.6

-61.7 ± 3.3

-10.2 ± 4.3

-57.4 ± 2.9

14

-7.7 ± 1.7

-60.2 ± 2.8

-14.8 ± 4.6

-58.4 ± 3.6

While these ligands were not designed as drug leads and merely served to
illustrate that the targeted hydrophobic regions may indeed increase binding, ADMET
calculations showed a few drug-like properties. ADMETSAR calculations341 predicted
good blood-brain barrier permeability, good intestinal absorption, no AMES toxicity and
no carcinogenity; rat LD50s were predicted as 2.2119 mol/kg for bexarotene, 2.7425 for
12, 2.6984 for 13, and 2.4752 mol/kg for 14. As expected, not all ADMET properties
were promising, however; for example, SwissADME342 predicted low solubility, like
bexarotene, for all, with Log Po/w values of 5.84 for bexarotene, 6.59 for 12, 8.04 for 13,
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and 7.31 for 14, and violation of Lipinski's rules because of molecular mass and Log
Po/w for ligands 13 and 14.

Figure 7.7. Modified ligands.
Table 7.5. Docking free energies of the modified ligands.a
1
12
13

a

14

RXRα

-8.21; -8.94

-9.62; -10.23

-10.33; -10.84

-11.43; -11.85

RXRβ

-8.13; -8.92

-9.69; -10.10

-10.42; -11.00

-11.00; -11.46

In kcal/mol. The first listed number is for Autodock charges, the second for

OpenBabel charges.

7.5

Conclusion
MD simulations of the RXR LBD in presence of bexarotene-like ligands and

molecular flooding simulations of the RXR LBD were performed. Occupation probability
maps generated from the simulation of the apo-state protein indicate the presence of a
region of high hydrophobic occupancy close to where the fused rings bind the LBD.
From the occupancy maps of the holo-state protein, this same region was shown to be
mostly

unoccupied

by

bexarotene-like

ligands.

This

indicates

that

chemical

modifications targeting this region might enhance binding affinity. Another region of
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interest was found near the bridgehead, but occupancy maps showed that there is little
available space around the phenyl ring. Chemical modification of the phenyl ring would
likely perturb optimal binding poses within the LBD in order to avoid steric clashes with
added groups. This possibly explains why the addition of nitro-groups and other
hydrogen bond acceptor groups ortho to the carboxylate group diminished binding
affinity, as found by our previous docking and experimental studies328,329. Moreover, the
smaller positional fluctuations of the phenyl ring compared to the fused ring suggest that
interactions with the phenyl ring are already optimized for the ligands. Our simulations
also showed differences in hydrogen bonding patterns and solvation between RXRα
and RXRβ, which might benefit the development of subspecies-specific ligands.
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